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1.
INTRODUCTION / ABSTRACT

This Topical Report is being presented to the U.S. fluclear Regulatory
Connission, Di Aston of Project Management, Of fice of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation, for the evaluation of the Stock Equipment Company Solid
Padwaste Systen for use in nuclear power plants. The information con-
tained herein has been provided to describe this systen and indicate
its desion and operatir.g features.

The first S-E-Co. Solid Radwaste System was sold for installation at
Public Service Electric & Cas Company's Salen Station which has recently
started-up. Prior to shipnent, the Salem equipment was installed in
S-E-Co.'s plant for approxirately two years where it underwent exhaustive
full-scale testino. Test data obtained from this syscen, coupled with
additional field information, have been incorporated into the desicn
of the systen being presented in this topical report. This systen
represents over ten years of continuing rasearch, development. and
engineering, and has arcsently been sold for installation in twelve
nuclear power plants to service twenty-two units. A listing of these
installations is qiven at the end of this section.

Stock Equipment Company is a leading designar and manufacturer of
specialized quality equipment of the power industry. Stock's expe rience

in this field now trancends a period of fifty years; and realizes
that in order to provide reliable equipment, meetine service and
en v i roni ien ta l requirements, equipment desico must be directed specif-
ically at application criteria. The S-E-Co. Solid Radwaste Systen has
been desinned and developed over the past ten years accordinc t0 this
fundamental concept. It features 40 year service life, maximum
reliability and safety, and ninimizes possibla. radiation exposure to
plant personnel (ALARA).

This Topical Report has been prepared to familiarize the reader with
the S-E-Co. Solid Radwaste Systen. Althounh this discussion has been
presented in a non proprietary version, patents have been issued and
others are pendinn coverinn orininal ideas presented.

9O/ ora
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STOCK EQUlPHENT COMPANY

NUCLEAR EQUlPMENT CUSTOMER LIST

ORDER
CUSTOMER STATION DATE SCOPE

1. Detroit Edison Enrico Fermi 1 1961 Remote Double Removal Valves
for Sodium Overflow Pump

2. Pub. Serv. El. & Gas Salem 1 & 2 1970 Solid Radwaste System

3 Pub. Serv. El. & Gas Salem 1 & 2 1971 Evap. Bottoms System

4. Phil. Electric Limerick 1971 Remotely Operated Transfer
Cars for Solid Radwaste System

5 Pub. Serv. El. & Gas Salem 1 & 2 1973 Filter Handling System

6. Comm. Edison La Salle 1973 Solid Radwaste System

7. Comm. Edison Byron 1975 Solid Radwaste System, Filter
Handling & Transfer Cars

8. Comm. Edison B ra idwood 1975 Duplicate of Byron Station

9 Comm. Edison Dresden 2 & 3 1975 Retrofit of Solid Radwaste
System

10. So. Cal. Edison San Onofre 2 1975 Dry Vaste Compactor

11. Ontario Hydro Bruce 1975 Dry waste Compacter

12. Texas Utilities Comanche Peak 1976 Dry Waste Cor.pactor

13 Arizona Pub. Serv. Palo Verde 1,',3 1976 3 Dry Waste Compactors

14. Comm. Edison Zion 1976 Cement Filling Station

15 Kansas G. & E. & Wolf Creek 1976 Sollo Radwaste System
Kansas City P. & L.

16. Northern States Power Ty rone 1976 Solid Radwaste System

17 Rochester G. & E. Sterling 1976 Solid Radwaste System

18. Union Electric Callaway 1 1976 Solid Radwaste System

19 Union Electric Callaway 2 1976 Solid Pedwaste System

20. Carolina P. & L. Shearon Harris 1977 So11d Radwaste System
1,2,3,4

2Ik 2 b
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NUCLEAR EQUIPMENT CflSTOMER LIST

ORDER
CUSTOMER STATION DATE SCOPE

21. Consumers Power Midland 1 & 2 1977 Dry Waste Corrpactor

22. Niagara Mohawk Nine Mile Point 1978 Dry Waste Compactor

23 Duquesne Light Beaver Valley 1978 Solid Radwaste System

24. Commonwealth Edison Dresden 1978 Dry Waste Compactor

234 256
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11

DESIGN OBJECTIVES AND MAJOR FEATURES

A. General

1. The system and its major components are designed specifically
fcr nuclear power plant use, 40 year service life, minimum
radiation exposure to operating and maintenance personnel,
maximum reliability and minimum maintenance attention.

S-E-Co. designs and bi '1ds most major components because
experience has shown that equipment designed for other spe-
c!fic uses or for ger.eral use will not normally meet these
desigc criteria.

2. To easure reserve emergency capability, the systen's capacity
is at least three to five times the average disposal require-
ment for 1!ght water reactors. The <ariation depends upon
the size and type of nuclear system 'nvolved.

3 The S-E-Co. equiprent forms a complete system requiring
minimum engineering effort by the customer or his engineers.
Components are shipped assembled, prewired, prepiped, and
f a c to ry- tes ted . Electrical cables connecting the controls
with the processing equipment and crane are cut to length,
equipped with plugs and receptacles, and factory-tested.

4. The equipment is designed to occupy minimum plant spacc. The
arrangement of the equipnent and location of the control room
s e very flexible to fit Individual plant requirements.

5 The use of a standa.-d 55 gallon drum with a 4" threaded cap
used in conjunction with the S-E-Co. System has the following
advantages to the operator,

Use of a closure that pernits simple, consistent cappinga.
and unca ping in a totally remote operating r.ede,

b. Use of a low-cost container ($2.35 to $2.60 per cubic
foot) which is readily available and competitively
priced and which fully meets the DOT 7A Specification.
A closed-top drum is stronger than an open-top drum,

c. The ability to remove and replace the cap remotely at
any time as a means of inspecting the contents of the
drum for f ree water, if ultimately required.

70/ qF
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d. The ability to re enter a drum after solidification to
improve teachability characteristics, if required.

e. The ability to double-fill a drum as the lar ger closure
accommodates the dual-nozzle assembly. TSis permits
placing more waste in each container and filling the
drum with two or rore waste streams for radiation con-
t rol of the shipping coritainer,

f. The ability to provide additional assurance of external
drum cleanliness since tht vent connection can be placed
inside the shipping container with the nozzles during
filling.

6. The S-E-Co. System is designed to maintain area and drum
cleanliness, thereby minimizing time requi red for housekeep-
Ing. Drum washdown, if required, is accomplished with a
remotely operated spray within the drum processing encicsure.

7. Maintenance safety is assured because substantially all equip-
ent requiring maintenance is located in safe areas or may be

remotely moved to safe areas.

8. All components containing waste liculds or slurries may be
remotely emptied, washed down, or flushed Internally. All

equipment may be decc.itaminated by hosing externally.

9. All equipment is designed to " fall safe" upon loss of system
power, water, or air supply.

10. The system may be operated and controlled by one operator
f rom a safe area. Control console instrumentation provides
complete status information.

11. If smear testing, labeling and reeasuring of the radiation
level of drums is required, this may be accorpilshed safely
from behind a shield wall, which has been designed specifi-
cally for this purpose, prior to truck-Ic{ ding.

12. Remote handling of drums via the br!!ce crane permits ac-
curate stacking Of drums, hence, full utilization of decay
pit storage capabili ty.

13 Interfacing with liquid radwaste equipment is straightfor-
wa rd, flexible and simple.

Interfaces with advanced volume reduction equipment such as
fluid bed dryers or crystallizers can be hariled by S-E-Co.

OO' qrq
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14. To help ensure meeting technical solidif .ation requ i reme n t s
at lowest cost, S-E-Co. conducts detal'ed solidification
tests tailored to each station's individual requirerents.
Pretested solidification formulas and a process control pro-
gram are provided.

15. Remotely operated cartridge filter handling equipment can be
supplied to interface with the solid radwaste equipment.

16. All drives utilize gear transmissions designed and built by
S-E-Co. for 40 year life, in S-E-Co 's opinion, this is the
most reliable, maintenance-free drive available.

17 Cement and waste fill nozzles enter the shipping container
prior to filling, and appropriate vent connections collect
displaced air, dust, and vapor from inside the drum.

The objective is to keep the exterior of drums clean to avoid
the necessity of cleaning and smear testing later.

18. All cable located in radiation zones meets stringent fire

(IEEE-383-74) and radiation resistant standards.

B. Drumming and Decanting Stations

1. These two stations are designed to place all motors, air
cylinders, controls, limit switches, remotely controlled
valve operators, electronic components, and nost gear trans-
missions on the safe side (side opposite the processing
equipment) of a 12" thick steel shield wall.

The shield walls are 5' wide x 10' high. All equipment,
pipes, and wires are installed and tested prior to shipment.
S-E-Co. supplies machined steel support f rares for installa-
tion in the area's concrete shield walls for support of the
drumming and decanting stations.

The machined shield walls serve as accurate equipment foun-
dations connecting driver and driven components which helps
assure the accuracy required for 40 year life. Penetrations
in the shield walls are stepped, as necessary, to eliminate
direct radiation paths from the processing side to the main-
tenance side of the walls.

2. The shipping container is within the drum processing enclo-
sure during cap removal, filling, cap replacment and mixing.
While the equipment is designed to avoid spills, if a spill
should occur, it i s i solated f rom station envi ronment, thereby

90aLUh [.sb 9,
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avoiding possible airborne contamination resulting f rom these
operations.

The enclosure is equipped with washdown sprays, drain, and
radioactive vent connections.

3. All components are designed to minimize crevices, crud traps,
or equipment contamination. For example:

a. All pipe welds are consumable insert butt welds.

b. All valves are full-flow plug-type with liners to elim-
Inate crud traps,

c. The decant tank interr.al surfaces are polished to a No.
4 finish,

d. Flanges are used onl, where necessary for possible
maintenance convenience and speed,

c. Low carbon stainless steel is utilized for all surfaces
wetted by radwaste ef fluents.

4. Evaporator concentrates and slurries may be measured into
shipping containers separately or mixed in 1/2 gallon in-
crements for radiation level control of the containers. This
helps match containers with shipping cask capability and
lowers burial cost.

A radiation measuring device reads the slurry radiation level
in the decant tank. A second device measures container rad-
iation level after processing.

Tb 3-E-Cc. " double-filling" technique permits ma) . mum util-
Ization of shipping container volume.

5. A Soo gallon decanting tank, mixer, and instrumentation are
provided to ensure that the solid / liquid ratio of slurries is
cansistent as pumped to the sh?pping containers. I t a l so
ensures that the minimum amount of water is disposed of.
This equipment has no filters or screens to change or to
plug.

Other than heavy stainless steel mixer blades, no equipment
(sensors, etc.) is submerged in the slurry. Decontamination
sprays a re provided.

The atmospheric pressure tank is built to the ASME Code to
ensure highest quality and total system integrity.

284 260
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All periodic maintenance can be accomplished without entering
the tank.

6. The solidification agent, slurry, and evaporator concentrates
remain separated until after they are in the shipping con-
tainer. This has the following advantages:

a. Ensures that no solidification will occur outside of the
shipping container,

b. Minimizes the use of flush water.

c. Avnids the possibility of Jelling slurries in tanks at
elevated temperatures. (Concentrate lines and tanks are
heat traced. It is not desirable to heat trace slurry

lines and tanks.)

d. Provides the capability of acc.urately measuring each
constituent separately for consistent solidification
control.

7. A remote-reading solid state scale is provided to measure
drum weight af ter prrcessing.

8. Automatic safety devices prevent drum overfilling and decant
tank overfilling.

9 Two single-acting, positive displacement metering pumps,
designed specifically for their service, accurately measure
waste to the shipping container. They r e large, slow-roving
piston pumps to ensure long life and e":.d vapor-binding when
pumping hot liquids,

a. The pumps have multiple valves which may operate as
either suction or discharge, therefore, material may be
pumped in uither direction in the same pipe. For example,
drums may be filled or material may be returned to the
liquid system tanks.

b. A third valve permits flushing in any direction through
the pump.

c. Tests indicate that the pump can clear plugged lines and
that the pump helps to eliminate pluggage when pumping
slurry,

d. A dead-end seal water system prevents recycling of waste
due to pump leakage.

k |f$L
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10. A specially designed progressive cavity pump is utilized for
pumping decanted water.

11. The dual fill nozzle assembly (one for slurries and one ',r,

concentrates) is equipped with plug valves, backing up the
r..etering pump valves for shutoff af ter filling.

Flushing may take place through the pump prior to valve shut-
of f or downstream af ter valve shutof f or both. This flex-
Ibility is built in to ensure the absence of radioactive

dripping that could contaminate the exterior of the shipping
container.

Flush water is a measured quantity which is considered in the
pretes ted sc lidi fication formulas, hence, flushing does not
create a separate waste problem. Depending upon the flushing
mode, the amount of flush water will vary f rom 1/2 pint to
1/2 gallon per drum.

12. High quality, stainless steel, full-flow plug valves are used
for all radwaste and water control valves. Remotely operated
valve operators designed, built, and tested by S-E-Co. fo r
40 year life are supplied with all plug valves.

13 The drum processing enclosure is equipped with two spray
systems, one for decontamination of the drum if a spill
should occur and one for decontamination of the interior of
the enclosure.

If a drum should be;ome contaminated during processing, it
will show up on the drum grab TV nonitor prior to the drum's
being removed f rom the enclosure. The drum may be tumbled
and sprayed prior to removing it f rom the enclosure. Cican-
ing while the spill is wet increases c1 caning efficiency.

14. Air exhaust piping is piped through an oil collector to re-
move oil mist.

15. Piping is built to ANSI B31.1 power pipinq code.

C. Bridge Crane

1. Dual electrical circuits and drive motors ensu ...ntinuity
of operation, servicing in a safe area, and precise low-speed
operation.

2. Low speed operation is 2.5 fpm to provide safe, accurate
locating capability.

2bk -
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3, A target grid system (located above the crane) and companion
TV camera cross hairs provide remote accurate location capa-
bility. The crane grab may be easily located within 1/2 inch
which enhances safety and prompt renote ope ra t ion.

4. Two bridge-mounted surveillance cameras wi th remote tilt
control and one drum grab-mounted TV camera provide overall
area surveillance, verification of crane location, and
remote inspection capability. The high quality cameras:

Have been tested to 10 G shock load and are designeda.
for severe duty applications,

b. Will focus within three inches of the camera lens.

c. Are automatic, requiring only focus adjustment by the
op e ra to r ,

d. Are s ta te-of-the-a rt solid state components.

e. May be rebuilt in less than one hour.

f. Permit clear observation with as little as five lumens
in the field of view.

g. Have non-browning radiation resistant lenses.

h. Requi re only five wi res f rom the cont rol room to the
ca me ra s .

5 Lif ting ca ,bility of the drum hoist is 7-1/2 tons. The drum
grab jaws w 11 handle loads up to one ton and auxiliary hooks
are provided to handle loads up to the maximum hoist capacity.

6. The crane is of dual girder construction wi th large, hardened,
cast steel wheels and rails to ensure safety and rigidity.
Rail ends are machined to promote long rail and wheel l i fe.

7 The drum cannot be released from the grab while the drum is
suspended.

8. A grab elevation rendo Jt is provided for use in conjunction
with the TV. This tells the operator the elevation of the
grab in inches above the floor and shows positive vertical
motion when in operation.

9 Antiswing guides are provided to prevent swinging of the drum
during high speed operation. For high speed operation, the

? ') /LQfI LUb
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load and grab mu;. ' - In the full in ...ition wnere the
guides prevent swing anu one load will clear all permanent
obstructions under the crane.

10. Special cable handling equipment i s provided to ensure long
cable life. Rails for cable handling equipment are supplied.

11. The crane is equipped with high pressure sodium lights to
permit observation of all crane functions. Lights in decay
pits and other radioactive areas are not required for normal
operations. Lights are redundant and are on separate circuits.

12. Four Jaws are used to pick up a drum with the drum grab.
Each jaw is capable of holding the drum. The operator has
positive indicatic, f rom the grab TV camera that the Jaws are
open or closed or, when lifting, that each Jaw is in fact
clamped on the drum.

13. Fc- safety, bridge and trolley motion is limited to low speed
when the load is in excess of one ton.

14. Redundant limit switches, which cut power, prevent t'w oper-
ator f rom running the crane into bridge or trolley stops.
Shock-absorbing bumpers prevent damage if the redundant limit
switches fail.

15 The crane i s designed to be washed down if necessary for
decontamination.

16. The drum grab will handle both closed-top drums (used for
solidified products) and open-top drums (used for compacted
dry waste) without adjustment.

17 The grab can pick up and locate drums when stored in a pattern
touching each other. It is not necessary to widely separate

drums in storage to permit remote handling.

D. Compactor

1. The low pressure (780 psi) hydraulic system helps ensure
minimum maintenance.

2. A large hydraulic system reservoir avoids the necessity of
having oil cooling equipment. Increased lubricity is ob-

tained by the use of fire-resistant phosphate ester for the
hydraulic fluid to reduce wear on seals and sliding surfaces.

3 The hydraulic system will stall out at maximum eccentric
loading rather than damage the platen, cylinder rod, or other

284 264
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components. The hydraulic circuit is of the high-ef feciency,
regenerative type.

4. The loading table facilitates loading of the drum, assists in
maintaining good housekeeping, and helps avoid drum rim dis-
tortion.

5. The drum extension guides waste into the drum even when a
drum is almost full. This assures a full drum and permits
compacting a stack of waste 60" high. It al so permi ts com-

pacting 60" wide rolleo paper or felt that has been placed in
the drum vertically without further contact by the operator.
Paper of this type is normally usej when servicing radioactive
equipment or during fuel changing. This material may be
rolled up, placed in the drum, the drum placed in the com-
pactor, the drum extension doors closed, and the material
compacted into the drum.

The drum extension doors have been provided for operator
safety and to assist in dust removal with the ventilation
system when compacting.

6. The drum extension permits filling a drum in less time and
with fewer strokes of the machine.

7 The lower drum head is supported by a formed plate to avoid
drum head damage and to ensure drum alignment.

8. The drum support plate is moved out of the frame by a hydraulic
cy'inder to allow drum handling by overhead hoist or by lift
trtck.

9 Ample roughing and HEPA filters with high c.apacity fan ensure
that radioactive dust will be captured wit.aut danger to
operating personnel. A minimum negative 1/2" water p. essure
is maintained within the compaction chamber even when filters
are dirty.

10. The 30,000 pound compacting force will give more densely
packed drums, and it will permit crushine of HEPA filters and
other items having some strength which 's not possible in
lighter machines.

11. Servicing the built in filters can be accomplisned without
having to touch the dirty filters. Dirty filte.rs are de-

posited directly into a drum to be compacted with the next
batch o f was te.

12. All operating cylinder motions are interlocked with limit
switches so that the ran car.not be operated un'ess the drum

7n,
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is al' the way in or out of the compacting position and the
drum extension door is closed. Further safety is provided by
deadman controls on the hydraulic cylinders.

13. Oil level gauce, pressure gauges, indicator lights, etc., are
all located to be conveniently observed.

14. The compactor is designed for 40 year life in nuclear power
plant service.

15. Construction will permit washdcwn without damage for decon-
tamination purposes, if necessary.

16. A pilot operated check valve is used to hold the ram in the
UP position when the unit is not in operation.

E. Cement Filling Station

1. Solidification agent is placed in each shipping container per
pretested formulas prior to the container entering a radio-
active zone.

Sufficient agent is added to ensure solid'fication regard-
less of nalfunctions that may occur within radioactive zones.

2. The equipment is designed to eliminate cement dust in the
plant. This feature is not available with connercially manu-
factured equipment.

3 Cement is accurately weighed into the drum with a S-E-Co.-
designed solid rtate scale. Weighing is necessary to obtain
consistent solidification results. (A minimum error of 10%
to 20% can be expected if volumetric neasurement is used due
to moisture and particle size variation.)

4. The equipnent will store a mininum of two truckloads of cement
to ensure adequate material for emergencies.

5. Porous stainless steel airslides are used within the storage
tank to ensure that the tank can be emptied even af ter long
outages. A low pressure b1; var is supplied to deliver air to
the airslides to ensure tF_c water or oil f rom the plant air
system does not enter the cement equipment. The compressor
operates only during drum filling (normally only 20 to 30
minutes per shif t).

6. The cement fill nozzle and vent annulus (connected to a dust
collector) promote external drum cleanliness and maintain a
slight vacuum on the drum during filling,

l
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7 solid state controls permit the operator to record gross and
tare weights and preset the quantity of cement to enter each
drum. F!lling is automatically stopped when the preset weight
of cement is reached.

8. A roller conveyor is provided to conv;niently supply empty
drums to the filling equipment. A g rcvity-type conveyor is
provided for storing cement filled drums prior to processing
and for delivering drums to the crane pick-up location.

9 A dust-tight dust collector collects dust when filling the
tank or drums. Discharge f rom the dust collector complies
with EPA regulations and is exhausted to the outside of the
building.

10. High level alarms are provided in the storage tank and day
tank. A safety valve is provided to prevent damage in case
of overfilling.

11. Positive, dust-tight screw conveyors are supplied to deliver
cement from the day tank and dust collector hopper to the
fill nozzle

12. A bell valve at the fill nozzle seals the fill nczzle after
filling, thereby eliminating dribble.

F. Drum inspection and Labeling Station

1. Drum inspection and labeling are accompli shed by an operator
f rom behind an 8-inch thick steel shield wall .

2. In the unit, t he dr um is supported on three points of a
" spider" so that all surfaces of the drum, including the
lower chine, may be reached for smear testing.

3. The drum support spider and drum may be rotated permitting
access to all drum surfaces by means of a built-in motor and
gear transmission operated from the safe side of the shield
wcil.

4. Access for hand-held tools is provided through full height
access openings, approxinately 8" wide on each side of the
8-inch thick steel shield wall.

5. The operator may observe the drum from a safe area through
stainless steel mirrors supplied with the unit.

6. The unit is equipped with lights on the hot side of the wall,
a drain connection for periodic washdown, and hand-held tools

9C 7/
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for smear test!ng and labeling purposes.

7. The unit is designed to be installed within concrete or cement
block shield walls. A steel structure surrounding the unit
eliminates the need for internal f o r,as .

8. The equipment is prewired requiring only 1:60 volt power sup-
ply by the customer.

G. Controls

1. Controls for the drumming station, decanting station, and
bridge crane are integrated into a complete remote control
package.

2. Major control items are the best quality items available,
designed and built by S-E-Co., us ng solid state digital
components in conjunction with electrical mechanical devices.

3. Normal operations of the drumming station are automatic.
This helps ensure accurate repeatability, f rees the operator
for other tasks, and simplifies training.

4. All functions are interlocked to prevent nalfunction of
spills due to operator error.

5. A graphic panel is supplied to show the operator processing
equipment, pipe, and valve status.

6. A record board is included to show the location of all drums
under the remotely-operated crane and guide the operator to
each location.

7 The controls and their interlocks are designed to ensure
quick, simple operator training.

3. Major instronentation, sensors, and limit switches in radio-
active areas are redundant.

9. Television equipment is the best quality equipment ovallable,
i s easy to maintain, and is s hake-tested to 10 Gs to ensure
reliable operation.

10. Control cabinets are completely assembled and tested with the
equipment prior to shipment.

Cabinets are ruggedly designed and built for power plant
appl i ca ti ons,

b!t -
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11, All power, control, and TV cables are f urnished f rom the
control roon to the processing equipment and remotely-operated
crane.

Only 460 volt rower supply is required by the customer. If

preferred, two separate power supplies may be Installed.

284 269
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~_O__ CESS DESCRIPTIONPR

A. Process Flow

The Process Flow Diaoran, shown in the Appendix, depicts the general
processino sequence of the S-E-Co. Solid Radwaste Systen.

At the start of the process, 55-nation DOT 17C drums which have been
supol!ed with a 4-inch screwed openinq are withdrawn fron storage and
Inspected for physical danaqc. A drun number for process cortrol is

assigned and added to the top head of the drun to allow for positivr.
identification and location witn renotely operated T.V. cameras.
The drun is then noved via a roller conveyor to the cement station
where the 4-inch cap is removed and a nixinq weight is added. The
mixing welqht speeds nixino operations and helps ensure that the
contents are honocenous after processinn.

The cenent station has been provided with a control console which
allows operation of all equipment necessary to fill drums with pre-

detern|ned amounts of cenent in accordance with the Process Control
Procran. The quantity of cement to be added to cach drun is based on
pre-tested solidification fornulas for the waste streams to be
processed. Ulth this information, the operator noves the drun from
the roller conveyor onto an electronic scale-lift assembly and programs
the weighing circuit to automatically fill the drum with the desired
quantity of cement. The operator then initiates the left ncchanism
to elevate the drun to insert the fill nozzle and starts the auto-
natic fill operation. The fill nozzle contains an integral suction
connection which is piped to a dust collector to prevent dust from
belno discharged to the atmosphere. After filling, the. d run i s

lowered and the cap is replaced by hand. The drun is then rolled
down the roller conveyor with cravity assist to a section of the
conveyor which serves as an in process storace area.

The remotely operated crane is then usad to transport the drum to the
load platform on the drun processinn enclosure which is located on the
radioactive side of the drunnino station shield wall. Once drunninq
operations are to be initiated, the renotely operated crane is used
to lower the drun through a hatch opening and onto a positionina
platform (drnn cradle) inside the prccessing enclosure. After the drun
has been loaded onto the drun cradle, the crane's drum crab is raised
out of the enclosure. This allows the operator to renotely actuate
closure of the hatch, thereby isolating the drun from the station
environnent durinc processino.

9f/ qTcd9 L.[
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Operation of the crane and processinq operations for filling and
mixinq drums with radwaste effluents are controlled renotely at a
coat.ol station. The control station has been provided with a free-
standing, desk-type console upon which all the controls and Indicatino
devices required for remote operation of the crane, the decanting
and the drunning stations, are located. Crane operation is assisted
with a closed circuit television system and an over-head target grid
system which allow precise positioning of the crane in the radwaste
processinq areas.

Prior to drunning radioactive evaporator concentrates, che feed systen
(not normally S-E-C supplied) to the solid radwaste systen is set
up to feed the S-E .o. metering pump. The operator programs the
control of this pur ) to deliver the correct amount of waste to be
processed in the d.un in accordance with the Process Control Progran.
After this has beei accomplished, the pumping operation becomes a
part of the automatic cycle.

Prior to processir.o slurries such as bead resins, Powdex and dia-
tomaceous earth, the S-E-Co. 500 gallon decan: tank is filled from the
liquid systen storage tank. During the filling operation, a mixer in
the decant tank is used to ensure that the slurry will settle at a
uniform level bed-of-solids after filling. Upon comp etion of the
fillinn operation, the mixer is stopped to allow separation of solids
and water. Once this settling period has elapsed, the water level
and water-solid interface level are accurately measured with sonic
sensors. These readings are displayed on the control console and
Inform the operator as to whether excess water is to be removed or

water is to be added to the decant tank. This is done in accordance
with the Process Control Program, in order to achieve the correct
solid / water ratio consistent with the pre-tested solidification

formula for the waste stream. Excess water is renoved with dect:iting
equipment and returned to a liquid systen tank by neans of a specially
desinned decanting pump in order to minimize the amount of water
requirino disposal.

Af ter the decant tank has been prepared with the correct solid / water
ratio, the mixer is then automatically turned on and operates for a
pre-determined period of tire to ensure that the slurry is again
honoqeneous. While the slurry is bcIng mixed, the operator is then
able to approximate the radiation level of the slurry to be processed.
This is accomplished with a radiation sensor mounted at the decant
tank which has its readings displayed at the control console.

A S-E-Co. netering pump is used to transfer decant tank slurries to
the drunming station for drum processing. This parap and its cont rols
are identical in operation with that of the concentrated waste
meterino pump, and allow the operator to program the pump to deliver
the correct amount of waste to be proce= sed in each drum. Once
programmed, the pumping operation becones a part of the automatic cycle.

b
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Fill nozzle flushing is accomplished automatical y af ter each fillinn
operation whether concentrated waste or decant 'ank slurry. Measured
quantities of flush water is used and is considered in the pre-tested
solidification formulas. Since flush water is delivered to the drun
prior to nixing, no separate disposal situation is required.

With the meterinc punp and the appropriate feed controls set-up for
the correct quantities and selections of waste, drun processinq can
then be initiated. The novenent of the drum throuch the drunninn
station cycle is automatic, once the drun has been loaded into the
drum processino enclosure and the hatch has been closed. The drun
is uncapped, filled, recapped, clanped, tumbled and uncianped. This
operational sequence may be repeated in the autonatic cycle to permit
the drum to be filled twice. The S-E-Co. double-fillino techninue
repeats the filling and mixing operations in order to solidify the
maxinun amount of waste in each drun. Additionally, this allows
evaporator concentrates and slurries to be processed and solidified
in any proportion within the same drum. Combinations of these wastes
are based on the solidification formulas, as dictated by the Process
Control Procram, and provides radwaste management of drun radiation
levels. This feature has sinnificant advantages from the standpoint
of economics in terns of shipping and burial costs.

Upon completion of the automatic process cycle, the drun is returned
to the load / unloading position. The operator then opens the hatch
and lowers the crane's drun grab into the enclosure. The drun qrab
is equipped with a downward viewing camera, which allows the operator
to inspect the drum for any possible contanination prior to renovinn
it from the enclosure. Should any be detected, the drun can then
be washed down inside the enclosure. Durinq this operation, the drun
is blasted with sprays of water. Although the systen has been
designed to preclude such occurances, this safety feature has been
incorporated to assure containment of radioactive contamination from

the station environrent.

Af ter the operator has verified that the top head of the drum is free
of contamination, he then raises it out of the drun processinn enclosure
and positions it upon the scale platform. Once released by the crane,
the drum's weight and radiation level are then neasured and recorded.
This information is used to decide the decay pit and location at which
the drum should be stored. In addition, this information is used to
assure that the fillinq proccss was accurate and in accordance with

the Process Control Prcoran. The anount of cement added per the
pre-tested formulas is selected to ensure that all waste capable of
beino placed in the container will solidify. Crror, if any, would
be a reduction in the quantity of waste added. Radiation levels
above or below that desired for a process averaqe nay be ascertained
at this time, and indicate whether a change in the mixture, as per-
mitted by the Process Control Progran, is needed in order to obtain
the desired ratiation level.

7C/ q ~' OLd9 /_ i _
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The operator then noves th- drun with the crane to thr. cporopriate
decay pit for storane pr ,r to shipment. There are usually nultipler

decay pits separating ' gh and low level waste. Time in storage will
depend upon desired . ay time, the quantity of drums in storage,
and transportat f or, ,onistics. The S-E-Co. crane is capable of
stacking drums C,ve c- , ore hiah in decay pits, providing that suf-

ficient head room is asallable. Tests with D0T 17C drums in con-
Junction with crane hoist speed Indicate that druns are strong
enough to be stacked twenty hinh without incurring physical damace.
Reference the Appendix for test details. However, S-E-Co. recommends
that under nnrmal conditions, stackinq should not exceed two or three
hinh. The additional storage helqht car then be reserved for abnormal
or energency conditions.

Prior to shipnent, each drun may be placed in a shieldeJ dren
inspection and labelinq station for smear testing, labelli.0, and
radiation level measuring. At this station, the crane is used to
deposit the drun upon a turntable. The operator, standing behind an
0-inch thick steel shield wall, can then rotate the drun with the
controls provided, and with the built-in mirrors and liqht system
inspect the drun surface. The station has been equipped with a drain
should wash-down of the enclosure or the drum be required for decon-
tanination. Hand tools have been provided to allow the operdtor to
reach the drun's surfaces through access openings for performina snear
testing and labeling operations, and measuring radiation levels
without rece8ving direct-line radiation exposure. This provides a
safe means of assuring drun conpliance with shippinq reculations and
provides a safe, convenient means of collecting information necessary
for shipments.

After completion of operations at the drum inspection and labeling
station, the drun is then transported with the crane for truck loadinq
or truck-cask loadino, as may be required. The crane may be utilized
for the renoval and installation of cask lids by attachina a lifting
fixture to the crane's drum grab. Crane hoist capacity is 7 1/2 tons.

Compressible dry wastes such as paper, rags, glass and clothing which
require disposal are processed at the S-E-Co. dry waste compactor.
This unit has been desianed for safe, convenient operation by a single
operator for packing materl ls of very low radioactivity requirina no
radiation shielding. The operational sequence at this unit begins with
placing an open top 55 gallon drun onto the drun support platform
which has becre contoured to fit the botton of the drum. This allows
not only accurate aliqnnent, but also distributes compressive forces
rather than allowing them to be loca!: zed at the drum rin durino
compaction. The support platforn is then hydraulically retracted into
the compactor and the loading table is locked closed. The loadinq
table locks the upper portion of the drun in a stable position and
facilitates drum loading. Vastes can then be loaded into the drun,
up to a heloht of 60" with the assurance of compaction. Drum extensio:
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guides have been provided to assist in waste loading operations. After
the waste has been loaded, the two inlet section safety doors are closed
and locked. Thl= allows the operator to initiate compaction operations.
Controls and indicating devices are located at the side of the com-
pactor. They have been positioned to provide ease of operation, safety,
and inform the operator as to system status. An air filtration system
which includes a roughing filter and two parallel HEPA filters has
been provided with a connection for attaching it to the plant's radio-
active vent system. Once the drum has been compacted, the safety doors
and the load table can then be opened. This allows the operator to
extend the load platform and remove the drum. The S-E-Co. crane can
be utilized for drum loading and removal of the drum from the platform.
Af ter the top head of the drum has been installed, the crane can then
be used to transport the drum for storage or shipping operations.

B. Feed Control

Slurries and evaporator concentrates are measured through Individual
single-acting, piston-type metering pumps. The pumps are slow speed
pumps designed specifically for this service. They deliver 1/2
gallon per stroke and 15 gallons per minute at rated air pressure to
. ure that cavitation or flashing does not occur and to give long

life. The amount of material delivered to the container is determined
by measuring the pump strokes through a S-E-Co.-designed solid state
electronta control. The operator preselects the quantity to be
delivered to each drum from his pretested formulas and sets the
quantity into the control. The pump will automatically deliver this
quantity of waste to each container.

A digitcl raadout is supplied on the control console which allows the
opera *0r to monitor the quantity of material being delivered to each
container. 'he operator may cancel feed at any time.

Mounted in the fill nozzle, which is located inside the drum during
filling, is an emergency sonic sensor to shut down filling at a pre-
determined level before the drum can over flow.

Quantitles of water for flushing the fill line and/or fill nozzle are
predetermir.ed based on a timing cycle and are considered in the pre-
tested formulas.

At the cement station, cement is weighed into a drum by use of a solid
state (load cell) scale connected to S-E-Co. designed solid state
circuitry. Again, in this case, the operator preselects the quantity
of cement to be added to the container in the solid state control.
Once this weight is obtained, filling is automatically cut off.

70 q-
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For process control, the drum weights of each container are logged in
at various steps using each Individual drum number. A drum is
weighed remotely after filling and mixing and the 'Inal weight com-
pared with the pretested formula weight to ensure that the pretested
formulas have been followe.1 oe to determine any error.

C. Filling and Mixino (Level Control)

S-E-Co. supplies to each customer solidification formulas which have
been tested both on laboratory arid full scale basis for the waste
stream (s) to be processed. These formulas are used in conjunction with
the Process Control Program to dictate the quantities of cement and
waste (s) required to assure compliance with solidification criteria.

The amounts of cement and waste (s) added to each drum are metered as
described under Feed Control. Filling operations are automatic with
controls provided for operator over-ride. Digital readouts are
utilized for monitoring filling progression and with the electronic
(load cell) scales allow the operator to assure that the correct
quantitles have been added. Prior to drumming slurries, the decant
tank is filled from the liquid radwaste system. During this operation
a sonic sensor mounted on the tank is used to indicate .aste level.
In addition, this sensor provides high and low level alarms at pre-
set tank levels. Lavel readings and high level alarms are annunciated
at the control console. Alarm circuitry is used to close inlet line
valves to the decant tank and may be utilized as interlocks for
liquid radwaste transfer pumps. High level trip points are pre-set
to alarm prior to slurry levels reaching the inlet of the over-flow
pipe provided with decant tank. The low level alarm is used to
prevent the start-up pumping operations from the decant tank to the
drumming station. This has been provided to preclude incomplete
drum filling.

During the decant tank filling operation, a mixer is used to ensure
that the contents of the tank are homogeniously dispersed. Once the
filling has been completed, the mixer is stopped to allow the slurry
to set tle at a uniform bed-of-solids. Sonic sensors on the decant
arm are then used to accurately measure the water and the water-solid
interface levels. Digital readouts at the control console dispicy
these readings and Inform the operator as to whether excess water is
to be added to the tank or removed as dictated by the Process Control
P rog ram. This is done in order to achieve the correct solid / water

ratio consistent with the pretested solidification formulas. Excess
water is removed with and returned to a liquid system tank by means
of a specially designed decanting pump.

As described earlier, slurries and concentrated wastes are pumped
through S-E-Co. metering pumps into 55 9911on drums prefilled with
cement as part of the automatic cycle. Puno controls allow the
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operator to arogram the correct quantity of waste to be added to each
drum. A sonic sensor nounted in the drum fil' nozzle has been pro-
vided as an energency safeguard to stop puna operation should a
malfunction occur prior to drum overflow. In addition, the cuantity
of cement specified in the solidification formulas are based on the
maximum cuantity of waste capable of being filled into a drum to assure
complete solidification of the waste.

Upon completion of each filling operation, the drum is capped and
tumbled as part of the automatic processino cyc!e. The niring
speed and time have been selected for optimum results.

D. Positioning and Drive

The shipping coatainer is the rain elener.: of novenent inside the
drum processirq enclosure, Once the bridge crane positions the
container on a plat form inside the drum processino enclosure and
the hatch is closed, the container noves by automatic sequence to the
capper for cap renoval, to the fill nozzle, to the tumbling position,
etc. The plc. form rotates on an arc from a vertical shaf t. The plat-
form is also elevated and lowered by means of the same shaft. The
rotation and elevating notors are located on the safe side of the
shield wall and drive through a common gearbox, desicned by S-E-Co.
for this purpose. The aearbox is located at the upper end of the
vertical shaft. Redundant limit switches cnd a programmed controller
are used for positioning the container at the various work stations.
Mechanical guides are used for final location at the capping and un-
capping positions and at the fill nozzle. This combination of controls
allows the capper to renove and replace a cap even if the cap is off
center in the container as much as 1/2 inch (approximately eloht
times normal drun manufacturing tolerances) .

The fill nozzle is located at a fixed position. There is no mechanical
seal to the drum. The fill nozzle is inserted into the drum prior to
fillino by elevation of the container with the positioning platform.
Interlocks prevent the snetering pumps from starting if a container is
not in the proper positten.

The capper, designed specifically for its purpose, is essentially a
complex gear transmission. The collet is rotated by a motor on the safe
side of the shield wall and is clamped and unclanped by an air cylinder
located on the safe side of the shield wall operating through a rack
and pinion drive. l .1 operation, the drum is located in the proper
posit ion by the vertical shaf t and its separate drive. This autonatically
informs the capper that the drum is in position to have the cap
removed. The capper collet is rotated down a lead screw having the
same pitch as the threads in the cap. Linit switches sense the cap
position when the collet is located inside the cap; the air cylinder
then expands the collet; and rotation is reversed to renove the cap

from the container. The automatic sequence is stopped by a limit switch
actuator located in the center of the collet, if a cap should not be
in the drum. When the sequence stops, a " trouble light" Informs the
operator of the dif ficulty.

?h! e ,' oD /
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Tumbling of the drum end over end for mixing is accomplished by means
of a motor and gear u ansmission located on the safe side of the shield
wall which rotate clamp arms inside the drum processir.g enclosure.

E. Capping

The 55 gallon drums used with the S-E-ro. System have only one opening.
The opening is a nominal 4-inch diameter cap located in the center of
the top head of a DOT 17C container. The cap is inserted in the drum
with a threaded conr.ection and gasket. Flanges, gaskets, and caps are
sunplied to drum manufacturers by S-E-Co. so that S-E-Co. may maintain
quality control.

For either cap insertion or cap removal, the container is located at
the capping work station as described in 2.3 above. The capper is used
for removing a cap or Inserting a cap into a container within adequate
tolerances while the container is in a known location. The capper itself

is a compound gear box having, in essence, three drives.

l. A motor-driven rotating motion working through a lead screw
which has the same pitch as the threads in the cap. This
drive raises or lowers a machine tool-type collet utilized
for clamping the cap. The lead screw ensures that the cap
is taken out on the same helix as the cap threads to avoid any
possibility of cross-threading or damage. The upper and
lower positions of the capper collet are controlled by means
of timit switches.

2. Once the collet is inside the cap, an air cylinder-driven rack
and pinion clamps the cap and rotation of the lead screw is
reversed to remove the cap.

3. A mechanical limit switch operator located in the center of
the collet will stop automatic operation and alarm the operator
if, for some reason, a container was placed inside the drum
processing enclosure without a cap.

The motor for rotation, the air cylinder for clamping, and the limit
switch safety device are all located on the safe side of the shield
wall.

F. Radiat ion Kanitoring

The S-E-Co. System has three positions for measuring the radiation level
of containers.

I. A radiation sensor is located at the decanting tank and is

shielded f rom other sources. This device is intended to
determine the approximate radiation level of material in the
decanting tank to help determine how much should be placed in
each container for container radiation control. With the
S-E-Co. double-filling technique, slurries, which will normally
be of a higher radiation level than evaporator concentrates,
can be mixed with evaporator concentrates in the same

20k 2container for container radiation control. The process
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control plan recommends that the radiation level of the
decanting tank be measured after renoval of excess water and
when the material is Lamogenized in the tank by the bull'-in
mechanical mixer.

7 A second radiation measuring device is located on the outgoing
scale to measure the radiation level of a shipping container
after filling and mixing. This permits the operator to be

assured that his blends have been correct for radiation control
and, if not, lets him know this so that he can make adjustments
upstream. Knowing container radiation level also helps him
decide in which decay pit to place the container and, perhaps,
the length of time he wishes the container to remain in storage
prior to shipment.

S-E-Co. does not supply a means of measuring the radiation level
of evaporator concentrates. This level is 'est measured upstreamo
of the S-E-Co. System, if required. Evaporator concentrates do
not normally a;tain as high a radiation level as resins or
slurries, hence, there is little use for process control of this
naterial f rom a radiation standpoint.

3 The drum inspection and labeling station provides plant operators
a shielded position from which to measure the radiation level of

a shipping container prior to truck loading and from which to
smear test a container to ensure that the outside of the container
is not contaminated.

G. Flushing, Cleaning and Decontaminatloa

The S-E-Co. System is designed to keep the outside of a container clean.
It is also designed such that the operator may determine whether the
outside of a container is contaminated and clean it, in the event that
.' t is found to be contaminated, prior to the time that the contamination
would dry. This decreases the difficulty of cleaning. Various features
of the S-E-Co. System designed with this in mind are:

1. Pretested formulas and accurate means of measurino quantitics
of materials placed in containers.

2. Insertion of the fill nozzle in the container prior to filling
with either solidification agent or waste.

3 Vent connections at both the cement filling station and waste
filling locations that maintain a vacuum on the interior of the
drum. The vent conr.ection located inside the container has the
capacity not only to collect the air displaced during drum
filling, but also to sweep air into the container thereby
sweeping the drum heac to avoid any minor puffs which could
possibly contaminate the drum head.

b
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4 The waste fill nozzle is equipped with automatically operated,
plug-type shutoff valves to back up the pump valves and
minimize the possibility of dripping. The fill nozzle proper
may be flushed in three dif ferent operating modes, if con-
tamination should become a problem, to ensure that the piping
downstream of the shut-of f valve is free of radioactive
contaminant. The plug valve may be closed after which the
downstream portion is flushed. The fill nozzle may also be
flushed from the metering pump with the shut-off valve open.
The third possibility is a combination of the two.

5. If contamination is present, it is most likely to occur inside
the drum processing enclosure during the filling, capping,
and mixing operation. The downward viewing TV camera, located
on centerline of the crane's drum grab, will focus within three
Inches and is used as ar. Inspection tool to determine if any
contamination is on the drum head when the operator lowers
the grab inside the unit to remove the drum after filling and
mixing. Should the drum head appear to be contaminated, the
operator would remove the crane grab, put the controls in
" manual", return the drum to the tumbling node, and actuate
drum cleaning sprays which cover the entire periphery of the
drum while it is tumbling. The drum would tumble for a few
minutes after the sprays cease. This permits as much water
as possible to be thrown from the drum. The drum would then

be renoved from the d.a.T processing enclosure and placed in
storage.

6. In addition to the spray system for drum washdown operations,
the drum processing enclosure and the decant tank are both equipped
with spray systems for cleaning their interiors. These spray
systems allow dirt, crud or possible contamination constitueats
to be flushed from both units and returned to the liquid
radwaste system. Both units are constructed of 304L stainless
steel, and employ continuous wolds in their Interiors to
minimize possible crud traps and facilitate cleaning. Ad-
ditionally, the decanting tank is polished to a number four (4)
finish throenhout its interior to facliltate cleanina.

7 The S-E-Co. metering pump !s a single-acting piston pump with
multiple valves. With flush water connected to the pump, any
other pipe line which it serves can be flushed. A test report
in the appendix indicates the excellent performance of this
pump for clearing any pipeline pluggage. Please note that no
by pass valves are necessary. The pump can pump in either
direction through the same pipeline. The pump will also empty
the decanting tank and return the slurry to its original liquiu
system storage tank or ather location deemed desirable by the
customer.
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8. S-E-Co. uses 304L and 386L stainless steel for piping useo for
slurry ald evaporator concentrates, respectively. Pipe fab-
rication utilizes consumable Insert butt welding to minimize
crud traps. All valves are full ported plus valves having no
crud traps.

9 If it should become desirable, flush water systems could be
switched to hot water, or decon solutions could be added by
modifying the piping in a safe area.

10. The drum inspection and labeling station provides a work area
where drums may be Inspected for possible contamination prior
to shipments. The interior of the enclosure is capable of
bei.1g washed down and has been supplied with a bottom drain
connection to allow for decontamination operations.

II. The S-E-Co. bridge crane is capable of being washed dowr, in
case of radiation buildup or for normal h.iuse cleaning purposes.
This crane has incorporated integral design cor.struction to
minimize crud traps and components have be en selected which
resist cummulative gamma radiation buildup of 10' RADS.

H. Instrumentation and Controls (Alarms (, Interic cks)

The S-E-Co. Solid Radwaste System incorporates inJtrumentation and the
controls which have been designed to allow for simplicity of operation,
syste n reliability, and safety. Relay logic is used ft general machine
control, and sol:d state equipment is used for instrume tation and
digital control.

For clarification, this discussion is divided into five (5) major
categories, those being: Cement Filling Station, Bridge Crane, Drumming
and Decanting Stations, Drum inspection and Labeling Station, and Cry
Waste Compactor.

I. Cement Filling Station

Stock Equipment Company provides two types of cement filling
stations, one utilizing an Indoor main storage tank and tile
other with an outside main storage tank. Each of these stations
are provided with a control console which allows operation of
all equipment necessary for unloading, storing feeding, conveying,
and weighing cement into 55 gallon drums. The contrcl console
is located adjacent to the drum filling equipment and includes
push-buttons, spring-return toggle switches, light Indications,
and digital readouts for controlling and monitorinq system
operat!Ons. The controls and indicating devices are Iccated
on tne control console for ease of operation and are clearly
identified for operator awareness as to their function and status.
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The rain storage (Inside and outside installations) is filled
with cement via the standard blowers supplied on cenent delivery
trucks, in order to preclude over filling operations, a sonic
sensor is mounted in the top of the main storage tank. This
sensor is pre-set to detect cement levels which approach tank
capacity. Alarn circuitry is provided to annunciate hiqh level
conditions at the control console and nay be utilized for

remote indications and audible alarns.

Cenent stored in the main storage tank is delivered to the day
tank via the conveying equipment supolled with the cement
station, in order to assist in the renoval of cement from the
main storage tank to the conveying equipment, fluidizing systems
have been provided to aerate the cenent and promote flow. For
this purpose, indoor main storane tanks have been equipped with
an air slide system which covers the botton of the tank. The
air slides are divided into four (4) sections and are supplied
with low pressure, high volume air from a motor driven rotary
blower. Cont:ols for operating this system are provided at the
control console. Upon operator initiation, air from the rotary
blower is supplied to individual sections of the air slides
throunh an automatic sequencing distributor valve. Outdoor
storaqc stations utilize a fluidizinn systen which consists of
small jet pulse air vibrators, which are located at the conical
section of the main storage tank. This systen is activated
automatically once the conveyinn system has been enernized by
the operator.

The conveyinn systen used to fill the day tank for indoor
storage stations consists of a bucket elevator systen. Operation
of the bucket elevator 's controlled by the operator from the
console and is interlocked with a sonic sensor which is mounted
in the top of the day tank. This sonic sensor is used to detect
high !cvel conditions within the day tank, and has been pro-
v!ded with alarm circuitry to annunciate the hinh level
condition at the control console and to automatically stop the
bucket elevator to prevent over-fillinq. Outdoor storage
systens utilize a pneunatic conveyor systen to fill the day
tank from the rain storage tank. This systen is controlled by
the operator and operates automatically. The pneunatic conveyor
system consists of a receiving tank, and pressure regulated
solenoid valves which allows the conveyance of cenent to the day
tank on a batched basis with air. Operation of the pneumatic
conveyor systen is automatically stopped once a high level
condition has been sensed in the day tank.

In order to help promote cement flow, a fluidizing air sys ten
has been supplied fer the day tank. This fluidizinn system is
cont rolled by the operator f ron the control console and consists
of small, Jet-pulse type air vibrators which are located at the
tottom hopper of the day tank to fluidize the cement being
discharned.
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Controis provided with the console allow the operator to fill
drums with cement either automatically or manually, Automatic
filling operations are operator initiated and controlled through
an electronic weighing system. This system allows the operator
to program the required quantity of cement for each drum and
automatically stops the filling operation once this quantity
has been added. The quantity of cement selected is specified
by Process Control Program to assure solidification. The filling
operations consist of the operator moving an empty 55 gallon
drum which has had its cap removed and a mixing weight added
onto the scale lift assembly. Load cells from this assembly
provide weight signals to solid state equipment which measures
the weight of the drum. The tare weight e*asurement is then
displayed with a digital readout on the console and locked in
a memory circuit of the weighing system. A tSumb wheel switch
located on the console is used by the operator, to pre-set the
system for the required quantity of cement. With the weighing
system programmed, the drum is then elevated to insert the
fixed fill nozzle. With the drum located at the fill position,
the operator then initiates the filling operation (either auto-

matic or manuai). Operation selection and start controls are
interlocked with a push button fill permissive. This permissive
is a maintain type control, which allows the operator to stop
the cperation upon release. Once the filling operation has been
started, the shut-off valve on the fill nozzle is opened, the
screw conveyor is started, and the dust collection system is
energized. Cament is then transported from the day tank and
deposited into the drum. The weighing system monitors fillirg
progression and displays the weight of cenent being added at
the console. Once net weight of cement coincides with the
pre-set quantity, the weighing system automatically stops the
fill operation. Thumb-wheel switches provided with the solid
state equipment allow for system dribble ;ompensation to biss
the weighing system for variations in cement. A clear tare push
button has been provided, which allows the operator to remove
the original tare reading from the electronic mencry circuit,
add it to the net weight of cement added to the drum, and
display the total weight of the drum with cement. Manual
operations allow the operator to fill drums without automatic
stopping by the weighing system. A scale zero push-button has
been provided on the console to accurately zero the weighing
c i rcu i t ry.

In order to essure dust free operations, the cement station
has been provided with a dust collection system. This system
may be energized at any time by the operator, but operates
automatically whenever filling operations are initiated. The
dust collection system includes a motor driven ventillation
fan which provides vacuum conditions within the day tank,
conveyor section, and at the vacuum plenum on the cement fill
nczzle. Any dust which is generated when performing filling
operations is drawn through this system by the vent fan to an
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exhaust air filter assembly. Dust is captured on the filter
element of this system and the filtered air passes out through
the blower to exhaust system and the filtered air passes out
through the blower to exhaust piping. Individual fil ter elements
for the dust collection system are cleaned automatically and
alternately. During this cleaning operation, a solid state
control timer antomatically selects the element to be cleaned
and activates a solenoid controlled air valve. 6- the solenoid.

has been activated, the air valve opens and allows a pulse of
compressed air (low volume, high pressure) to pass through the
selected fil ter c'ement from the inside outward removing dust
from its surface. Purged dust then drops into a receiving
hopper (Inside cement station) or into the day tank (outside
stations) and is utilized for drum fl' ling. A safety valve
guards all components against overpiessure.

In addition to the controls, Ir .trumentation, and Indicatinge

devices discussed thus far, all motors have been provided with
status Indicating lights. These lights are located on the access
door to the electrical cabinet which houses the motor starters,
and Indicates stop, run or overload trip conditions.

2. Bridga Crane

The traveling bridge crane is operated remotely from the control
console which is supplied with the control station. C rane con t rol s
include selector switches and spring-return control switches which
are centrally positioned on the vertical face and desk top of the
control console. These controls have been located for ease of
operation and incorporate positive operator initiated actions.
Also located on the control console are television monitors,
the grab elevation display, and illuminating indicator lights
which provide the operator with visual cont 6ct and awareness of
crane operations and system status.

The crane has been provided with two separate electrical power
and control circuits with separate high and low speed drive
motors for crane operation. This dual circuit concept has been
utilized to assure that electrical failure in any one circuit
will not prevent remote completion of an operation and movement
of the crane to a maintenance area. The motor starters and
associated electrical components are located in weatherproof
electrical cabinets on the crane's bridge and trolley assemblies.
The relay logic associated with crane operation is located in
electrical cabinets provided with the control station.

Selector switches provided on the control console allow the
operator to energize the parallel power aad control circuits
either separately or simultaneously (normal operation). Dual
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circuit controls are also provided for operation of the grab
Jaw and the grab light syst'm.

Individual spring-retur.i, toggle type operating switches
mounted on the control console have been provided for operation
of the bridge, trolley, and hols t. High speed, low speed, and
direction of travel are selecte:' by movirg the control handles
to their appropriate operating mode. These controls can be used
Individually or simultaneously for movement of the crane to its
desired position. Upon release, each control returns to the
neutral position and stops operation.

In order to provide smooth transitions from high speed to low
speed operation, motion monitors have been provided in the control
circuits for the bridge and trolley drives. These monitors sense
their respective driveshaf t speeds and when the driveshaft speed
is at or below the respective low speed drive motor speed, the
motion monitor operating through an electric clutch allows the
low speed motor to be engaged.

The television system provides the operator with visual control
when operating the crane. The power supp* Tes utilized for this
system are located in the back of the control console. The
monitors are arranged symmetrically on the vertical face of the
control console and permit viewing of the Radwaste area and
accurate positioning of the crane. The monitors have been
provided with their own horizontal hold, vertical hold, contrast,
ard brightness controls. Located next to the monitors are toggle
switches which are used for camera focusing. The cameras them-
selves are located on the crane. Two cameras have been supplieo
on the bridge structure and are mounted on the motor d-Iven
actuators. Controls for these actuators have been provided on
the control console which allow the operator to adjust the tilt
of the camera for viewing the Radwaste area and monitoring
ope ra t ions . An upward viewing camera has been mounted on the
trolley, which is used to view ao overhead tar 3 t grid systera.
Each individual target of this system contains an alpha-numeric
designation which, with a drum record board referencing these
designat!uns, allows the operator to accurately ascertain the
position of the crane within the Radwaste area. A downward
viewing camera has been supplied on the drum grab's center line
to assist the operator when lowering the drum grab and when
operating the dr .m grab Jaws. In addit'cn, this camera is
utilized by the operator as an inspection tool for the top heads
of drums to check for possible contamination and drum identi-
fication.

Crane operation is also aided with a grab hoist elevation reading
which is displayed on the contro* console. This elevation display
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is a digital readout which references the height of the drum grab
in ine:.es with respect to the Radwaste area. Inst rumentation for
this display consists of S-E-Co. design solid state equipment
which drives a digital elevation display in conjunction with
raising and lowering operations of the hoist. The elavction
Instrumentation is reset by a ilmit switch supplied on the
trolley whenever the drum grab has been raised to its full-up
position. This has been incorporated to ensure accura's eleva-
tion tracking of the system. A pre-set elevation control has
been incorporated into the grab elevation system to allow
setting a minimum elevation to which the hoist can lower the
drum grab. This has been provided to prevent the hoist from
playing out cable in excess of system capacity.

In addition to the pre-set elevation control, gear linit switches
have been provided on the hoist system which are used for setting
limits for hoist motor operat!cn. These switches are incorporated
into the control system to set high speed up, low speed up, low
speed down, and high speed down hoist driva limits.

Also incorporated with the bolst system are load sensing suitches
which are attached to the holst rope. Yi.ese switches are lategral
mechanical load cell and limit switch assemblies which are pre-
cet to sense specific loads on the hoist system. They are used in
control circuitry to annunciate slack cable, load on hol** and
over I ton conditions at the control console.

The load sansing switch used for detecting loads in exce. one
ton is utilized to limit all drive motor operations to thu sow
speed mode whenever operating in this condition. A limit switch
on the trolley limits operation of the bridge and trollew to the
low speed mode unless the drum grab has been raised to its " full-
up" position. In the " full-up" position, the drum grab is
supported to eliminate drum swinging and the drum has been raised
between the bridge beam and will clear all obstructions within the
radwaste area. These items have been incorporated into the
ciscuitry for safety and to assist in positioning accuracy.

The load switch used for the slack cable indication is used in the
drum grab circuitry to prevent grab Jaw operation unless the drum
grab is being firmly supported. This has been provided to prevent
the possibility of the grab Jaws being opened when loads are
suspended. Grab jaw open and closed conditions are displayed
at the control console with light Indications.

In addition to being supplied with energy absorbing compression
type bumpers, redundant limit switches are provided to stop high
and low speed drive motor operation of the bridge and trolley
should an obstruction be encountered. Audible alarms on the bridge
assembly are sounded to alert personnel in the Radwaste area
of bridge and trolley novements.
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3 Drumming and Decanting Stations

The drumming and decanting station are controlled by the
operator from the control console supplied with .ae control
station. The controls and Indicating devices used ',r

operation of these stations consists of selector sw.tches and
push-buttons along with indicating lights, oigital displays,
gages, and an illuminating graphic display. They have been
located on three panels mounted on the vertical face and desk
top of the control console and have been arranged for ease of
operation and to aid the operator in his control of the stations.

The illuminating graphics display panel provides a visual
process flow schematic of operations and includes both the
decanting station and drumming station. This display is a

representation of the process system and indicates feed flows,
valve positions, equipment status (i.e. run or ston), and the
process operation being performed at that time.

Located immediately below the graphic display package is a
process selection panel. This panel consists of selector switches
which allow the operator to select the desired feed to the
decant tank, the operation to be performed at the decant tank,
and the operation to be performed with the concentrated waste
metering pump. The decant tank feed sclect switch consists of
selections for filling the decant tank and a selection for
returning waste from the decant to a liquid system storage tank.
Upon selection with the switch, the correct solenoid controlled
air actuators open valves as required for the particular feed
selection. The status of these valves is displayed on the graphics
display panel to allow the operator to verify proper feed set-up
or return set-up. The decant tank operation select switch is a
multiple position switch which allows the operator to select the
required operations to be performed at the decanting station.
Operations which may be selected are decanting, filling, pumping
to the drumming station, or returning decant tank contents to the
IIquid system. Upon a particular operation selection, this
switch allows valves to be open with the solenold controlled air
actuators, control relays to be energized, and systen circuitry
to be set up for operation start by the operator, as required.
The concentrator waste operation select switch is a two position
switch which allows the operator to set up station controls to
pump concentrated waste Into drums.

Located next to these process control switches, are four gages
which are used to I,dicate decant tank waste in gallons, machinery
air pressure, flush water preasure, and concentrated waste feed
temperatures. The input to the decant tank galic" gage is
supplied f rom a sonic sensor n anted on top of the decant tank.
Only the sender and receiver .or this sensor are mounted on the
decant tank with its associated electronics located on the back
of the decanting station shleid wall and at the control console.
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Pressure transmitters have been supplied for the flush water
pressure reading and for the equiprent air pressure readings.
These transmitters are not only used to drive their respective
gages, but provide alarm inputs and interlocks in the event
that the system requirements are not met. A thermal couple
located at the incoming concentrator waste line is used to
monitor temperatures and is also interlocked and incorporated
into control circuitry in the eventuality that system para-
meters are not met.

Located below the process selection panel is a panel which is
used for system status displays and operational control. On

this panel are digital displays which are used to indicate
decant tank status. These status displays consist of decant
arm position, water level, and waste level within the decant
tank. The decant arm position display is a continuous readout,
to the nearest 10th of a degree, and indicates the relative
decant arm position within the tank. The readout range for
this display is t -99 9 degrees which cor responds to the travel
limits of the decant arm drive. A digital displmr located
below the arm position is used for Indicating th; ster level
within the decant tank. This display is given in degree readings
and is locked in, once a sonic sensor located on the decant arm

nozzle detects the water level within the decant tank. The
display remains tocked in until such time as the decant arm
has been reset t f raising it to its full up position ano
energized downward again. A digital display is also used for
indicating the relative solid waste level in the decant tank
after this slurry has settled. This display reads to the
nearest 10th of a degree and is displayed when a sonic sensor
located on the decant arm nozzle detects the solid waste to
water interface level. The display remains locked in until such
time the decant arm has been ralsed to its full-up position and
energized downward again. The sonic sensor used for indicating
this level is also used to stop decant arm downward motion.
Located next to these displays are controls and digital displays
for the operation of the decant tank metering pump and the
concentrated waste metering pump. The controls for operating
the metering pumps consists of sets of thumb wheel switches which
allow the operator to program the pump to meter the ulred
quantity of waste to be filled in each drum. The r 3r may
program not only the quantity of waste, but the fil . ...g operation
(single or double fill) to be used from either pump or a
combination of both. Once programmed, pumping operations become a
part of the automatic processing sequence. Olgital readouts are
supplied, which display in half gallon increments the amount of
waste which has been pumped and allow the operator to monitor
pumping progression and verify that the correct amount of waste
has been supplied. Also located on this panel are drum status
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displays. These displays consist of a dialtal radiation level
readouts which disolay the relative radiation level of the drum

af ter it has been filled and mixed and of decant tank contents.
The drum radiation reading is taken after the drum has been
raised out of the drum processing enclosure and positioned onto
a scale assembly, which is located on top of the enclosure with
a radiation dector. A spare detector has been provided, which
orly requires electrical cc.inection at the control station fore

usage, should the other fall. A similar arrangement has been
provided at the decant t:nk to measure radiation levels after
the correct solids / water ratio has been obtained and the Olurry

mixed. Weight readings from scale assembly are displayed on
the console. This is a digital readout which indicates drum
weight in pounds and is used by the operator for filling
verification as indicated by the Process Control Program. Lo-
cated below the weight reading is a zero scale push button
which allows accurate zeroing of the weighing system.

Located on the desk top of the control console is an operations
panel. This panel contains push buttons and illuminating push
button combinations for control of processing operations. The
panel is divided into decant station and drumming station operatio.s.
Controls associated with the decant station include an operational
set-up push button which allows the operator to verify that
feed and operation selections have been made. A separate push
butten control has been provided for operation set-up and initlation.
Controls are interlocked to prevent starting operation without
set-up verification. A push-button is also provided to stop
operations. Two push buttons have been provided for raising
and lowering the decant arm. These controls are interlocked with
a settling timer to allow decant tank slurries to settle at a
uniform bed of solids. The controls for raising and lowering
the decant arn are utilized in conjunction wi the decant tank
status displays to allow the operator to assertain the water
level and solid water interface level within the decant tank.
Once these have been determined, the operator then refers to
the Process Control Program to decide whether or not the proper
solids to water ratio exists in the decant tank, whether water is
to be removed from the tank by decanting, or whether water is
to be added to the decant tank. A separate control has been
provided for adding water to the decant tank In order to obtain
the required slurry to water ratio. This control allows flush
water to be added to the tank as long as the operator maintains
switch ontact. A push button control has also been provided
to allow tank wash-down operations. This aperation is automatic
upon Initiation and directs flush water througe spray nozzles
to clean all inside surfaces of the tank.
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Controls for operating the drumming station are located next
to those for the decanting station. Included with there controls
are push-buttons which allow fill line flushing,' concentrated
waste feed line flushing, drum process enclosure wash-down and
drum wash-down operations. These controls open the appropriate
valves r3 qui red to initiate the selected flush operation. Located
next to these are push-button controls for opening and closing
the hatch to the drum processing enclosure. Limit switches
are used to annunciate hatch open and hatch closed conditions
and utilized to prevent drumming operation start unless the
hatch is closed. Controls for initiating the automatic drum
processing operation, for manual advancing of the processing
sequence, and for skipping operations and energency stop are
''"' --;vided on this panel. Once this station has been set up
w .' - !ra hatch closed, the operator depresses the automatic
star ash button to initiate drumming operations. The drum is
uncaroed, filled, recapped, clamped, tumbled, and unclamped.
Progrtmming the metering pump controls for second fill operations
repeats this sequence of operations for double filling mixing
times are controlled through timers to assure homogenous mixing.
Limit switches and relay logic are utilized =< interlocks for
operation verification and advancing the automatic sequence
programmer. Operations are visually indicated on the graphic
display panel for operator awareness.

In addition to the status indications already discussed, ad-
ditional alarms a.d Indications are provided at the top of the
console. These alarms are grouped together and are provided
with each set of drumming and decanting combinations. Located
underneath the desk top of the control console are three push
buttons; to test alarm circuits, acknowledge fault, clear and
reset alarm circuitry. Should any of these Indications be
annunciated they will alarm and cause an audible signal to be
turned on. System functions monitored with these light
Indications include; flush water pressure, machinery air
pressure, decant tank high level, select decant tank feed,
motor overload trip, drum process cycle complete, no cap in
drum, no fill selection, drum overfill, and drum process faul t.

Flush Water Pressure is alarmed !! ater pressure drops
below or rises above recommended pressure. Recommended
water pressure for system operation is 50 psig (+ 5 psig)
with low and high alarm conditions given should pressure
exceed 60 psig or drop to 40 psig. Should either of
these conditions occur, a pressure transmitter located in
the system line will Initiate alarm circuitry. In addition,
this fault will cause drumming station operations and
decanting station operations except decant tank filling
to be stopped. Once the alarm condition has been
corrected, operations can then be re-initiated.
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hachinery Air Pressure is monitored with a pressure
transmitter located near an air regulator used for
controlling air pressure for operation of the valve
actuators and metering pumps. This transmitter has
been set to energize alarm circuitry should air pressure
supplying the equipment exceed 100 psig or drop below
60 psig.

The alarm circuitry is Interlocked with station controls
to stop drumming station and decanting station operations
except decant tank filling. Once the alarm condition
has been corrected, station operations can then be re-
Initiated.

The Decant Tank High level alarm indicates high level
waste conditions within the decant tank. This alarm is
controlled by a sonic sensor counted at the top of the
decant tank which is pre-set to annunciate a high level
condition prior to waste being spilled over into the
overflow pipe. Instrumentation supplied with this sensor
allows for two high level set points in order to provide
advance annunciation to the operator of the approach of
an overfilling condition, and to automatically close
valves to stop filling. In addition, contact initiations
are provided which may be utillzed by the cus tomer for
incorporation into control circuits for liquid system
pumps feeding the decant tank.

Select Decant Tank Feed annunciations are alarmed should
the operator fall to select a feed stream for filling the
deca,t tank.

Motor Overload alarms are annunciated should any of the
following motors have an overload trip: decant mixer
drive motor, decant arm drive motor, decent pump motor,
pivit drive motor, lif t drive motor, clamp drive notor,
capper drive motor, and tumble drive motor. in addition
to the console alarm display, each motor has been provided
with status Indications on the electrical cabinet doors where
their respective motor starters are located. These status
Indications display whether a run, stop, or motor over-
Ioad condition exists. This allows the operator to
quickly and positively identify which motor has tripped.

No Cap in Drum is anaunciated whenever the drumming
process has gone through the encapping sequence and no
cap has been detected by the capper. Should this condition
exist, the automatic process sequence will stop and not
advance to the next operation.
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No Fill Selection is annunciated should the operator
fall to select the amount of waste to be pumped into the
drum with metering pump control switches. Should
this condition occur, the automatic processing sequence
will stop until the alarm condition has been corrected.

Drum Overfill is annunciated whenever drum pumping opera-
tions approach an overfill condition. A sonic sensor
mounted in the fill nozzle for the concentrated waste
and the decant tank slurries at the drumming station is
used to detect drum content levels and is pre-set to
initiate alarm circuitry prior to spillage conditions.
Ci rcui try automati cally stops pumping before overfilling
occurs.

Drum Process Fault is annunciated whenever a problem in
the drum processing program exists. The alarm is given
in coincidence with all other alarms. Timing relays and
interlocks are used in conjunction with the automatic
sequence program for drumming operation to veri fy that
operations automatically advance as programmed.

4. Drum inspection and Labeling Station

The drum inspection and labeling station is operated from a
control panel mounted on the front shield wall of the unit.
The control panel is mounted on an electrical cabinet which
houses the electrical equipment and notor starters utilized
for operating the turntable assembly and light system. The
controls pitvided allow the operator to energize the station,
to turn the light system on and off, and to rotate the turn
table in both directions.

5 Dry Waste Compactor

The dry waste compsctor is operated from a control panel
located on the sice of the unit. Controls include push buttons,

toggle switches, Indicating devices, gauges. Separate controls
have been provided for starting and stopping the unit fo r
drum slide extension and retrac; ion and for ram operation.

Operation of the air filtration system and the hydraulic
system are Interlocked with the start controls. They are

energized and operational whenever the start push button has
been depressed.

Operation of the drum silde is interlocked with limit switches
for the ram and loading table. These switches pre"ent operation
of the slide unless the ram is in the full-up pos:'lon and the
table has been opened.

Operation of the ram is interlocked with limit switches located
on the drum loading cable, and the extension doors. These
limit switches will prevent operation of the ram unless the
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loading table and the extension doors have been closed.

Light Indications are located with the controls to inform
the operator of ram and drum slide status, in addition,

located above the control panel are gauges for monitoring
ram thrust. pressure differential accross the roughing filter,
and pressure differential across the HEPA filters. Pressure
transmitters and pressure switches are used for monitaring
these functions. The air pressure gauges are maked to inform
the operator of ruptured, normal, and blocked conditions of
the air filters.

1. Piping and instrumentation Diagram (P t, ID1

Piping and instrumentation diagrams as shown in the Appendix indicate
interfaces between the S-E-Co. Solid Radwaste System, the liquid
radwaste system, and other plant systems. These diagrams identify
piping and instrumentation with their nomenclatures, and S-E-Co., and
customer identification numbers (if available). Physical character-
Istics such as line size, pressure, temperature, flow rates, etc. are
Indicated on the diagrams at points of Interfacing.
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IV.

PROCESS CONTROL PROGRAM

A. GENERAL

Branch Technical Position ETSB 11-3 requires reasonable assurance that
the waste material as mixed with solidification agent has, in fact, solid-
ified prior to shipment off site. I t suggests that solidification formulas
be pretested prior to actual use in order to verify that solidification
results in a f ree-standing mass (if the container were to be removed) with-
ut f ree liquid. It also suggests that " administrative controls" be es-

tablished for operating the radwaste equipment giving reasonable assurance
of compliance with the requirements of pretested solidification 0,rmulas.
ANSI Draft Standard N 198 suggests this same control .

Stock Equipment Company's solidification program has investigated the usage
of cement as a solidification agent for various tines of wastes generated
f rom typical nuclear power plants. Results of thi program have indicated
that proper solidification, meeting the requirements of ETSB 11-3, may be
at sed, however, the amount of cement utilized wi. >ary widely dependent
u pe n se waste stream to be solidified and its chemical and physical prop-
erties. Consequently, solidification formulas are necessarily s'te-sensi-
tive.

Stock Equipment Company provides the use of its solidification labo ra to ry
and its personnel to develop pretested formulas for use at each Individual
station as a part of the equipment purchase contract. The solidification
formulas are based upon information provided f rom the station as to the
types of wastes to be encountered and their phyt. cal and chemical charac-
teristics and constituents,

Adjustments or modifications to pretested solidification fo'mulas based on
actual operating conditions may be required to maximize processing effi-
ciency. In all cases solidification formulas provided by Stock Eculpment
Company will be directed at the following:

1. Formulas will meet technical solidification criteria within known
operating parameters of the plant.

2. Where possible, formulas will provide a means for estab!!shing con-
trol of the radiation level of solidified drums in order to match
them wi th t he i r intended nethod of shipment (exampl e: shipping casks).

3 Formuia specifications per Iten 1 will be directed at maximizing
operating efficiency at minir.um cost.
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The discussion which follows has been provided to indicate those factors
affecting solidification, process parameters controlled by S-E-Co. equip-
men t , and suggested measures to assure compliance with sol ._ification
c ri te r i a . Information presented is of a general nature and is not in-
tended to be site-specific or restrict!ve to alternate methods which meet
governing guidelines for solidification.

B. FACTORS AFFECTING SOL |DIFICATION

1. Type of Cement

Solidif ication characteristics vary greatly with the type of cement
used. There are variations in the particle size and constituents
of each that provide unique characteristics. The three most a va i l -
able types are:

a. Type I . - The common grade available in building supply houses.
It is best described as the basic cement used for most tasks from
s! ewalks to brick walls. it is currently used at most nuclear

stations for solidification.

b. Type 11 - Developed as a sulfate-resistant cement having much
lower exothermic properties than Type 1. I ts ne in commercial
use is for pouring heavy structures such as dams or nuclear power
plants.

c. Type til - Best known as "high-ea rly-st rength" cemen t.

Type 111 cement has advantage when solidifying acids. Type || cemen t
is much better thar. Type i for sulfate wastes. There are trade-offs
in the selection of ct ent for radwaste use. The S-E-Co. formulas
have been pretested for each individual station's specific waste
streams. If the correct type of cement is not utilized, proper solid-
ification may not occur.

2. Amount of Cement and Waste in Each Container

The amounts of various constituents selected in the pretested /ormulas

were chosen to give solidification in a reasonable length of time.
While a contingency factor is buil t into the formulas, significant
variation f rom the formulas may cause unsatisfactory solidification
results.
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The S-E-Co. equipment measures the cement, waste, and flush water
entering the container within the accuracy required by the pretested
formulas.

3 Cement to Water,Ra t i o s

One of the chemical reactions occurring during solidification is
that the cement's chemical constituents combine with molecules of
water (hydration) to form a solid. A given quantity of cement is
capable of combining with a specific quantity of water. I f the re
is too much water, free water will result; if there is insufficient
water, not all of the cement will hydrate. A prope r cement to Wa te r
ratio is necessary to achieve sclidification and to obtain free-stand-
ing strength.

The S-E-Co. decanting tank and its equipment are used to control the
amount of water (required for a given pretested formula) entering
the shipping container when drumming slur ries. When drumming evapor-
ator concentrates, the percentages of dissolved solids and water are
controlled by the operation of the liquid radwaste systeri equipmen t,
it i s important t ha t the solids to water ratio from the liquid system
be maintained within the prescribed limits of the pretested formulas.

4. Temperature

During hydration, cement has an exothermic reaction, meaning that
the mass increases in temperature. The amount of heat generated
varies with the type of cement used. In general, increases in tem-
perature, within limits, speed the solidification process. The tem-
peratures generated are cnnsidered when selecting pretested formulas.
However, too high a tempe ature can hinder proper solidification in
extreme cases. For example, if the waste tempe ra t u re is too high,,
this, combined with the natural exothermic reaction of the cement,
may heat the mass above the boiling temperature of water. If this
occurs, part of the water will ture into steam and pressurize the
container. Subbles can also form in .he mas. which can weaken the
final structure. Pressurization of containers can be dangerous, and
drums can be deformed to the point that the remote handling equipment
cannot pick them up. When formulas specify temperature limits on
evaporator concentrates, drumming should not be attempted with fluids
above that temperature.

The S-E-Co. unit has a thermocouple which is used to measure concen-
trates temperature in the concentrates piping and as an interlock
and system alarm for concentrates metering pump operations.
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5. Chemical Constituents of the Waste

Various chemicals react differentiy with cement. In general, acids

retard solidification while some other chemicals enhance solidifica-
tion. Contaminants such as petroicum products in the waste stream
may also impact solidification results. Pretested formulas have been
tested to provide acceptable technical results based on the type (s )
and concentration (s) of the various constituents of the waste. Var-
iations f rom the pretested formulas may resul t in unacceptable results.
Chenical constituents are neither measured nor controlled in the
S-E-Co. equipment.

6. PH of the Waste Stream

As previously indicated, acids tend to retard the set of cement.
Since the natural pH of cement is approximately 10, waste streams
which have a pH less than 10 are usually sensed as an acid. In general,
the lower the pH, the smaller the amount of waste which can be so l i d -
ified with a given quantity of cement. in addition, some high-acid
resins, when placed in a basic environment, exhibit swel l ing cha rac-
teristics. Should swelling occur as a resul t of mixing with cement,
swelling may weaken the mass while solidification is in process.

In some cases (as indicated above), specific waste types may require
pH adjustment in order to achieve the acceptable technical results
required for solidification. In these cases, pretested formulas would
specify limits for pH control. PH is neither measured nor adjusted
in t he S-E-Co. equ i pmen t.

7. Time

Solidification is not an instantaneous occurrence. As solidification
occurs and the mass ages, the strength of the mass increases. It is
well known that 14-day strength and 28-day strength figures are com-
"on measurements for construction work. For radwaste use, a strength
of a few pounds per square inch is satisfactory and will form a
f ree-standing mass. Pretested formulas establish minimum set times
during which the solidified waste should be considered as "in process".
Set times are necessarily a function of the specific wasto stream
solidified and the particular solidification formulas used.

8. Mixing

The mixing method and time utilized do affect solidification results.
S-E-Co.'s equipment provides a mixing method which testing has demon-
strated does provide a uniform distribution of waste and cement.

Cquipment controls have been provided to adjust mixing times as pre-
scribed by pretested formulas.
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C. OPERATIONAL CONTROL

OPERATIONS COMMON TO DRUMMING SLLRRIES AND EVAPORATnR CONCENTRATES

1. Drums should be ordered to tolerances and in: o rmation suppl ied wi th
the Operating and Maintenance Manual . For sol id ified waste, S-E-Co.
recommends the use of a new D0T 17C, 16 gauge, closed-head drum wi th
a special 4-inch screwed cap located in the center of the top h2ad.

The remotely operated processing equipment will handle drums which
devia te f rom these tole rances. However, because most drums are buil t
for commercial usage, it is possible to obtain drums with excessive
deviation, naking it impossible to handle t hem remotely in the proces-
sing equipnent

Drum tolerances should be verified upoa receipt of drums.

2. A log should be established to record the drum number, inspection
points, and contents of cach drum processed through the sol id rad-
won;e system.

3 Waterproof numbers should be placed upon the top head of each drun.
The numbers should be at least three ac 'e s high. This allows the
operator to verify that the correct crum is being processed by util-
izir:g the crane's surveillance and/or drum grab TV camera at each
process ing step. In addition, the assignrent of drum numbers allows
the operator to identify the location and status of each drum with
the drer location board.

(LOC ENTRY - Check off point)

4. After a drum is placed on the cement filling station's roller conveyor
(prior to filling), remove the cap with the hand tool provided. During
this operation, cap threads can be inspected and it can be assured
that a gasket i s, in fact, installed. Each drum should be visually
inspected to ensure that the drum has not been damaged. Major dents
could cause sufficient deforming to prevent processing in the remotely
operated equipment. Any hole i s reason for rejection.

(LOG ENTRY - Check off point)

5. Move the drum onto the scale and measure the empty weight of the drum.

(LOG ENTRY - Drum Weight)

6. Insert the mixing weight in the drum.

(LOG ENTRY - Drum and Mixing Weight Total)
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7. Preset the cement filling station controls to the quantity of cement
required per the pretested formula for the waste stream to be solid-
ified. Start the equipment and fill the drum with cement. (The con-
trols automatically stop filling when the preset quantity has been
added.)

(LOG ENTRY - Gross and Net Veight of Drum)

8. Replace the cap in the drum. This .nay be done by hand. Finger-tight

is sufficient for cap reinsertion.

NOTE: The cement filling station is designed to avoid spilling cement
on the exterior of the drum. If cement spills on the drum exterior,
due to malfunction or operator error, it is recommended that the drum
be cleaned prior to further processing. This may eliminate or sim-
plify the cleaning of the radioactive drum required in order to meet
shipping regulations.

9. With the remotely operated crane, move the drum to the platform ad-
Jacent to the drum processing enclosure hatch. Utilitize the drum
grab TV camera to verify the drum number and to assure that the cap
has been reinserted in the drum af ter filling with dry cement.

10. Set the liquid radwaste system controls to deliver waste to the solid
radwaste system per manufacturer's instructions, if evaporator cer-

centrates a re to be drummed, check the temperature against the pre-
tested formula.

(LOG ENTRY - Evaporator Concentrates Temperature)

____________________________________________________________________________

CPERATIONS 11 to 14 ARE TO BE FOLLOWED WHEN DRUMMihG SLURRIES

11. Fill the decanting tank per S-E-Co. Instructions in the Operating and
Maintenance Mcnual.

When filling the decanting tank, the mixer will run continuously to
ensure a uniform mix. After filling, the mixer automatically stops
to allow the slurry to settle to a level bed-of-solids. A timed
settling period is buil t into the controls. It prevents further

mixer operation or processing within the timed settling period. Set-
tling times are indicated with the pretested formulas supplied by
S-E-Co.

(LOG ENTRY - Settling Time)

12. Af ter the mixer-off-delay (settling time), activate the decant arm
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to lower it into the fluid. Solid state digital readouts will show
arm position, liquid level, and solid-liquid interface level. The
arm motion will automatically stop when the arm sensor reaches the
solid-liquid interface level .

(LOG ENTRY - Liquid Level, Solid-Liquid Interface Level)

13 Refer to the table provided by S-E-Co. to determine the correct decant
arm position for decanting, it is important to ensure that iSe arm
is set to the correct position prior to decanting because this will
determine the solid to iiquid ratio of the remaining material in the
tank.

(LOG ENTRY - Correct Decant Arm Position f rom S-E-Co. Table)

1 1. . Start the decanting pump. This pushbutton starts the following auto-
matic sequence.

a. The decanting pump starts and continues pumping until the water
has been reduced to the correct level.

b. The pump stops.

c. The decant arm returns to its storage position in the top of the
tank.

d. The mixer starts and runs for a predetermined time to ensure that
the contents are uniform (about the same solid to liquid ratio)
throughout the tank.

e. The mixer time-delay will then permit drumming !f other controls
a re p rope r l y se t.

N'sTE : If the tenk contains a relatively small amount of solids after
3Feps 11 - 14, due to a small percentage of solids i n t he liquid system
feef line, i t may be desi rable to repeat Steps 11 - 14 to make a larger
batch of waste prior to drunming.

____________________________________________________________________________

15. Set the metering pump control counters. The slurry metering pump and
the evaporator concentrates metering pump may be controlled to pump
either or both materials into the drum (per pretested formulas) in
1/2 ga:lon increments. Presetting of the pump controls will automat-
Ically permit drumming to proceed at the correct time in the process-
Ing cycle when other interlocks are satisfied.

(LOG ENTRY - Required Filling Quantities from Pretested Formulas)
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16. The drum is automatically filled.

(LOG ENTRY - Actual Quantity Pumped to Drum f rom Digital Pump Readouts)

NOTE: A sensor located in the fill nozzle prevents drum-overfilling
due to operator error or malfunction, in addition, the quantities of
cenent specified in the pretested formulas will solidify as much waste
as can be placed in a drum.

17. The drum is automatically tumbled a predetermined length of time for
mixing.

(LOG ENTRY - Preset Mixing Time Required for the Waste)

18. Remove the drum f rom the drum processing enclosure with the remote l y
operated bridge crane. Place it on the drumming station scale. Com-
pare the actual weight with the pretested formula. Advise the super-
visor if in error.

(LOC FNTRY - Final Drum Weight, Drum Radiation Level, Date and Time)

NOTE: Observe the drum head with the drum grab TV camera prior to
removing the drum from the drum processing enclosure. The equipment
is designed to keep the exterior of the drum clean. I f, through mal-
function, there i s water or crud on the drum head, wash per S-E-Co.
instructions in the Operating and Maintenance Manual prior to removal
of the drum f rom the drum processing enclosure.

19 Place the drum in tre appropriate storage location.

20. Fill in the tag for the drum location board (drum number, date, weight,
and radiation level) and hang it at the correct alpha-numeric location

on the boa rd.

(LOG ENTRY - Alpha-Numeric Location of Drum in Storage Area)

D. PROCESS PARAMETERS.

1 Cement Type

The type of cement prescribed by the pretested formulas will be speci-
fled for specific waste stream. Measures should oe established to
Ossure that the type of cement to be utilized conforms to the require-
ments of the pretested formulas.

Various tests have evolved to differentiate types of cement from one
another should the identity of the type of cement be unknown. These
tests range f rom simple bench tests to more involved tests using
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various chemicals as shown in the following table. Should identifi-
cation be accomplished utilizing the technique indicated by this table,
5-E-Co. recommends that Type !! be differentiated from Type I by
using Tests 4 and 5 and that Type li t be differentiated from Types I
and 11 by using Tests 1, 2, 3, and 5.

(See chart on following page.)

2. PH of Waste Stream

Should pH control of specif ic waste streams be required, the pretested
formulas would prescribe limits for acceptability. Treatment, sampling,

and pH testing, when required, should be accomplished prior to the
transfer of the waste to the S-E-Co. Solid Radwaste System.

S-E-Co. solidification tests, involving pretreatment of strong acidic
radwastes and high acid resins which exhibit svelling characteristics,
have been accomplished with NaOH (50% concentration by weight). How-
ever, the particular agent and method to be employed for pretreatment
should be, evaluated on an individual basis prior to implementation.

3 Concentration and Type of Radwaste

The identities of solids, dissolved solids, and their concentrations
transferred to the solid radwaste system are usually ascertained and
controlled by the liquid radwaste equipment and its operation. In
the case of slurries, the decanting tank is used to control solids
concentration prior to drumming. Evaporator concentrates should be
sampled, as required, to determine the concentration of waste consti-
tuents deemed important in the pretested formulas. This ensures that
actual drumming is consistent with these formulas.
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COMPARISON OF CEMENT PROPERTIES
A.S.T.M. (C 150) Type Cement

i II IIi

1. Appea rance (Color) Light g reyi sh brown Medium greyish brown Light brownish grey

2. Median Particle Size (Mi crons) 200 300 60

3 Consistency at:

water / cement = 0.45 Beef gravy Beef gravy Stif f nortar

water / cement = 0.3 Thick mortar Dry mortar Dry and crumbly

-- 4. Cup (Loose) Density (gm/cm) 1.16 1.04 0.93

[ (Per ASTM C188-78)
o

5. Formulation by Neight:
331 of 12% boric acid (pH= 10)
+ 58% cf cement + 9% of
sodium carbonate

Consistency Thin crack filler Thick beef gravy Soupy mortar

S e t T i r.,e 4 days I bour 10 minutes

6. Chemical Test Examples

Tricalcium Aluminate 7 - 14% 4 - 7% 7 - 14%

t'O
CC) Dicalcium Silicate 15 - 24% 23 - 33% 10 - 22%
;.
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Typical concentration values are given below:

CONCENTRATION
OF SOLIDS

WASTE (By Weight)

a. Bead Resin 33%

b. Diatomaceous Earth 25%

Powdered Resin 25%o.

d. Solka-Floc 17%

e. Sodium Sulfate 25%

f. Boric Acid 12%

NOTE: Acceptable variability is + 10%.

4. Settling Time (Decanting Tank)

In order to allow slurries to settic at a uniform bed-of-sclids in
the decanting tank, adjustable timers have been provided at the con-
trol station to set settling times. Settling times given below have
been selected to assure obtaining the correct slurry concentration
and to minimize the recycling of " fines" to the liquid radwaste
system during decanting.

TYPICAL SETTLING TIME
SLURRY (Minimum)

a. Bead Resin I hour

b. Diatomaceous Earth 4 hours

c. Powdered Resin 3 hours

d. Solka-Floc 3 hours

5. Temperature of Evaporator Concentrates

Evaporator concentrates should be maintained within a temperature
range conducive to good processing and solidification. A tempe. 2-
ture range of 140 F to 160 F generally provides adequate hydro-
dynamics and precludes possible overpressurization of containers.
Concentrates piping supplied with the drumming station is provided
with a thermocouple to monitor co1centrates temperature. In the

eventuality of excessive temperature conditions (typically 180 F),
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alarm circuitry is activated.

6. Mixing Time _

in order to assure uniform mixing of the radwaste with cement, ad-
justable timers have been provided at the control station to adjust
mixing times.

Typical Mixing Times are:

a. Single F111 Operation - 8 minutes

b. Double Fill Operation - 5 minutes - first fill

3 minutes - second fill

7 Solidification (Se t) Time

Solidification formulas are designed to produce timely solidification
to minimize the storage required prior to shipping. Typical minimum
set-times which assure complete solidification are indicated below.

SET TIME
WASTE (Cays)

a. Slurries I

b. 25% Sodium Sulfate 1

c. 12% Boric Acid 7

8. Solidified Strength

Solidification formulas are pretested to assure that the solidified
strength (drum quantity) is f ree-standing and in corplia .cc with
NRC and DOT regulations and guidelines.

9. Contaminants

Contaminants such as petroleum products may affect solidification
results. The Impact which contaminants may have will depend upon
the contam!nant's particular type and concentration. S-E-Co. solidi-
fication tests involving typically encountered oil types indicate
that 2% concentrations (by weight) do not adversely affect sol i cii f i-
cation results. Some types of oil, in concentrations up to 25%,
have been solidified.

Measures should be established for monitoring and adjusting the
Process Control Program to prevent contaminants f rom affecting solid-
ification results.
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10. Formulation Loadings

The solidification formulas have been pretested to assure solidifi-
cation within the parameters discussed in this section. Solidifica-
tion produces a f ree-standing mass containing rn free liquid with the
radwaste uniformly dispersed.

Dur ng system operation variat'ons in cement or radwaste loadings
may not affect solidification with all other specified requirements
being met. Typical limits of acceptability follow:

Acceptable Variation

a. Slurries i 10%

b. Solutions 5%

c. Cement i St

NOTE: Should variat;on in waste and cement occur for the same drum,
the limits of acceptability indicated above are half of that specified.

11. Solidification Verification

in order to assure compliance with solidification criteria and to

verify that process parameters are within prescribed limits, sampling
and testing of waste streans may be required. The methods and pro-
cedures utilized for obtaining samples and testing should follow
accepted practices and techniques. The f requency and scope of samp-
ling and testing should be commensurate with that requi red for en-
suring process control and as may be required by governing regulations,

if laboratory-scale samples are used to verify solidification and
the pretested formula used, a sampling and testing procedure should
be developcd in order to meet the requirements of the Process Controi
Program. An example of a procedure for preparing labei ory-scale
solidification samples for testing and verifying result _ follows:

a. Obtain sufficient radwaste sample material f rom the storage tank
of the type of waste being drumned to make three, 200 gram sol id i-
fication samples.

b. In each case prepare mixes of the radwaste with the type of cement
being used and with any additive being used in exact proportion
to formulations being used full-scale.

c. A record should be kept of the actual weights used, for verifi-
cation that proper proportions are being used, both laboratc ry-
scale and full-scale.

7Q/ 7pr
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d. The approximately-600 gram mix is placed in three sample containers
for solidification. These containers should be approximately
2" high x 2" in diameter, capped on both ends. (The se can be
made f rom acrylic tubing pieces, nominal 2-1/4" 1.D . and 2-1/2" 0.D .
with EC-40 Caplug bottom and 2-1/2 C Caolug top.) Labels on the
top cap are required for later curtification and should contain
the date ano ,e mixed, reference formulation number, etc.

e. Observation is made of the set t iine for come .ison to that ex-
pected for the '# :ulation being used.

f. Note should be made of any f. ee liqu d (a f ter ane day, t wo day s ,i

etc.) and any gas evolution ing .ixing or solidification.

g. The solidified samples may be further verified by compression-
strength testing in comparison to the value expected for the
fo rmu l a t ion. in this case an average value for the three samples
is used.

h. Another confirming test is to ascertain the specific gravity
of the sample. This is obtained by measn-ing the final solidified
sample's height and weight:

Weight (g ram s )
Height (centimeters) x 25.8064

Comparison is made to the value expected for the particular
waste formulation being tested.

i. I f t he laboratory-scale samples verify solidification and the
properties expected, the full-scale mixing formulation is con-
sidered verified by pretested formulation, and full-scale drumming
of the waste may proceed.

If the laboratory-scale samples fail to verify solidification, a
review of the situation must be conducted. The following steps
should be followed, in order, until proper corrective action has
been determined.

1) Review and verify sampling and testing procedures. If an error

is found, correct and verify resul ts with additional solidi-
fication samples.

2) If sampling and testing procedures are correct, additional
waste samples should be taken f rom consecutive batches of the
same waste until five consecutive test specimens demonstrate

solidification. Process parameters should be adjusted as
required to assure solidification.
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12. System Operabil ity

The establishment of routine inspection, lubrication, and calibration
schedules, as recommended by the Operating and Maintenance Manual,
witl help ensure equipment availability, in addition, functional
checks and operational records may be reqaired as directed by spect-
fic Process Control Programs and/or governing regulations for verify-
ing equipment availability.
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TYPICAL FORMULATIONS FOR BWRs & PWRs

Drum Quantities
Radwaste Cement Total Weight

Radwastes (Gallons) (Pounds) (Pounds) (Pounds)

1. 33% Bead Resin * 42 385 220 605

2. 25% Diatomaceous Earth 44.5 440 165 605

3 25% Powdered Resin 44 405 175 580

4. 25% Sodium Sulfate 36.5 380 355 735

6. 12% Boric Acid * 22.5 199 365 564

* Notes: a. P re t rea t men t to pH of 10 + 1 for boric acid, strong acid
cation bead resin, strong acid cation Powdex, acidic lab
floor drain waste, and PWR chemical regenerative waste.

b. S-E-Co. double-fill technique assumed in all cases.

c. Evaporator concent rates temperature ;s 140 F to 160 F.

d. The above formulations may use either Type !! or Type I^f
ce.oent wi th the exception of boric acid which requi res
Type !!!.
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V.

EQUIPMENT

A. Scope

it is the objective to supply a complete Solid Radwaste System,
consistent with the normal and emergency throughput of each individual
station. Dependant upon whether the station is a single or double
unit, the S-E-Co. System will consist of one or two drumming -
decanting station units, respectively. A single drumning - decanting
station unit provides a processing capability of 2-3 drums per hour.
This allows processing an average of '7 to 100 gallons per hour of
typically encountered radwastes. Based upon spccifications received
for individual stations, this is usually three or more times the
normal waste generation rate. The quant i ty of equipment supplied
is based upon specifications received for individual stat ions.
Components that may be utilized are listed below,

l. Cement Filling Station

Equipment to accurately measure solidi fication material i .ito
each shipping container. Additional functions normally per-
formed at this work station include siding an identification
number to the drum, adding a mixing 'eight, recording the
amount of solidification material a d Je to each container, and
inspecting the empty drum for damage prior to use. Processing
time - 2 to 5 minutes per drum.

2. Shield Walls

The 12" thick steel shield walls, supplied assembled with
both drumming and decanting stations, essentially shield drives
and controls from the processing equipment and serves as the
foundation connecting driven and drive components. These
walls provide radiation shield equivalent to 39" of concrete.

3 Drumming Station (s)

Eq u i pnen t to accurately measure evaporator concentrates into
the container, fill, mix, decontaminate (i f requi red), weigh
the filled drum, and measure its radiation level. Processing
time - 15 to 30 minutes per drum.

4. Decanting Station (s)

Equipment to accurately determire solid / liquid ratio of slurry-
type waste. return excess water not needed for solidi fication

to liquid system, measure the radiation level of the slurry,
and accurately measure dewatered slurry into the container.
Batches of waste up to 500 gallons maximum can be handled.
Processing time will vary from 1 1/2 to 7 hours per batch.
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5 Piping and Control Valves

All reauired piping, valves, and remotely operated valve operators
preassembled with the drummina and decanting station shield walls.

6. Remotely Operated Material ifandling Equipment

a. ,B r'dge C rane
.

Normal mode consisting of crane, beams, rails, cable handling
equipment, target grid system, grab, and four TV sys tems u.ed
for locating, surveillance, and Inspection purposes.

b. Fixed Bridge Crane

Essentially the same as (a) but motion of container is
limited to one horizontal axis.

c. Drum Handling Lift Truck

Utilized to handle empty drums or dry war te filled drums
of low activity in safe areas. In some cases, such as in
conjunction with a filter handling system, remo te con t ro l
may be added.

d. Rail Mounted Transfer Ca s

Normally used only when processing and storage areas are
widely separated or buildinq restrictions or building
restrictions do not permi t all handlinn of radioactive

material with above listed equipment. This eaulpnent is
remotely controlled.

7. Drum inspection and Labelino Station

Normally provided to safely inspect, smear test, label and
measure radiation level of drums as required prior to truck
loading. May be modified to transfer cartridge filters from
transfer casks to cement prelined drums for shipment.

8. Compactor

A 15 ton unit designed to compact dry waste into 55 gallons
DOT 17 H drums.

9 Controls

Complete remotely operated controls are provided for drumming
station (s), decanting station (s), and material handling
eq u i pren t . Local controls are provided for cement filling
station, compactor, and drum inspection and labeling station.
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A record board to show drum inventory under the crane (s) is
provided as part of the control package.

10. Shleld Wall Support Frames

Structural steel f rames to support the drumming station,
decanting station, and drum inspection and labeling station
shield walls are sapplied.

B. Equ i pmen t Description and Operation

I. Cement Filling Station

The cement unloading, storing, feeding, weighing, and conveying
equi pnen t is used to load 55 gallon drums with the correct
weight of cement. This system has been designed for dust-free
operation with tight Joints, special shut-off and control valves,
and a dust free nozzle. Controls and Interlocks are provided
to assure vacuum conditions within the scorage tank, conveyor,
filter and fill nozzle points at all times when operating, so
that dust cannot enter the plant's atmosphere or deposit on the
outside surface of the drum. The cement storage tanks are
statically grounded. The Kamnock fitting provided on the fill
line will fit a standard four inch, bulk delivery truck hose.
The fill line pipe connects to a diffuser box at the top of
the main storage tank. Cement is conveyed to the top of the
tank througn the fill line pipe using air supplied by the
standard blowers normally installed on ceme-r delivery trucks.

Cement filling stations may be provided for inside or outside
installation of the main storage tank. Inside Installations
utilize a main storage tank which has a cement capacity of 1240
cu. ft.. It is fabricated with 1/4" steel olate with corrugation
of the side and back panels to provide structural rigidity.
The tank bottom is made up of air slide panels which are used
to fluidize the cement for discharge. Air utilized for this
fiuldizing system is supplied from a positive displacement
rotary blower. This blower supplies high volume, low pressure
air through an automatic sequencing distributor valve to
individual sections of the air slide system. Cenent is dis-
charged from the front of the tank into a bucket elevator which
is used to convey the cement to fill the day tank. The manhole
at the top of the tank and a ladder inside allow entrance for
maintenance work. Access doors in the lower section of the t nk
allos maintenance personnel to have access to air piping
supplying the ai r slide system. Dust-f ree operation has been

ensured with tight joinings, and caulked seams. A sonic sensor
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of the tank is utilized to nonitor fillingmounted at toe tse
operations and to alarm prior to overfilling.

Cement stations utillzing an outdoor main storage tank have a
storage capacity of 2400 cu. f t. of cement. Th's storage tank
is cylindrical with a conical discharge section. It is fab-
ricated from 1/4" steel plate and has been supptr d withe

s!milar features as the indoor main storage tank. Tle fluidizing

system utilized for cement discharge is located in the cunical
section and consists of small jet pulse type air vibrators.
Operation of this fluidizing system is automatically controlled
when conveying cement from the malr. storage tank to the day
tank. The conveying equiprent utilized for day tank filling
is a pneumatic conveyor system. This system censists of a
receiving tank, and pressure regulated solenoid valves which
allow cement to be conveyed through a fill line to the day tank
on a batch basis with air. Located at the top of the main

storage tank is a sonic sensor which is used to nonitor filling
operat ?ons to preclude over filling, and a dust collector which
collects any dust generated during operation of the ai r
conveyor syster. Access to the top of the tank has been pro-
vided with a ladder. Hand rails and a steam shield located on
the top of the tank have been supplied for personnel safety.

The day tank is fabricated from 1/4" steel plate and has been
provided with a fluidizing system to assist cement removal.
This fluidizing system consists of small jet pulse type air
vibrators which fluidizes the cement upon operator command.
A sonic sensor mounted at the top of the day tank is used to
guard against overfilling. This sensor is interlocked w'th
system controls and is used for alarm indication and to auto-
matically stop the conveying equipment supplying the day tank
with cement. Cement from the day tank is discharged into a
screw conveyor system whicn transports the cement to the fill
nozzle for drum loading.

The drum loading system consists of a control console with a
slanted top for controls and readouts. Located adjacent to
this console is an elevating mechanism with an electronic
scale which is used to raise the drum to the fill position.
The fixed-height fill nozzle is surrounded by a dust plenum
which is connected to an air filter system to ensure that no
cement dust escapes the atmorphere during the filling
operation. The eleva ng mechanisn has a conveyor section
that aligns with the roller conveyor provided for drum handlina.
As the drum is raised with the elevatino mechanism to the fill
nozzle, a centering device aligns the drum opening with d :
fill nozzle. A thuis wheel switch provided wIth the censole
controls is used for presetting the cuantity of cement to be
loaded into the drum. Digital readouts are displayed on the
console which Indicate the tare weights (empty drum and drum
with mixing weight) and the weight of cement added to it.
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This second readout also provides visual Indication of filling
progression. Controls for operating the elevating mechanism
are also located at the control console and are used for
raising and lower!ng the drum to the fill nozzle. When the
drum has been positioned at the fill nozzle, the operator can
then Initiate either automatic filling operations or manual
filling operations. Once the filling operation has been
started, the shut-off valve on the fill nozzle is opened, the
screw conveyor is started, and the dust collection system is
energized. Cement is then t rans ferred f rorr. the day tank and
deposited into the drun. The weighing system monitors filling
progressien and oisplays the weight of cement added at the
control console. Once the net weight of cement coincides with
the filling operations unless in the manual mode. Thumb wheel
switches provided with the solid state equipment allow for
dribble compensation to bias the weighing system for variations
in cement. A clear tare push-button has been provided which
allows the operator to remove the original tare reading f rom
an electronic memory circuit and add it to the net weicht of
cement. This weight is then dispiayed on the control console
and Indicates the total weight of the drum and cement. A scale
zero push-button has been provided on the console to accurately
zero the weighing circuitry. The electronic weighing system
has a 999.9 lb. capacity.

The dust collection system may be energized at any time by the
operator but ooerates automatically whenever filling operations
are Initlated. This systeu includes a motor driven ventila-

tion 4n which provides vacuun conditions within the day tank,
conveyor section, and at the vacuum plenum on the fill nozzle.
Any dust which is generated when performino filling operations
is drawn by this system with the vent ran to an exhaus' air
filter assembly. Dust is captured on the filter elements of
this systen, and the filter air passes out throuah the blower
to exhaust piping. Individual filter elements of the dust
collection system are cleaned automatically and alternately.
During this cleaning operation, a solid state control timer
automatically selects the elenent to be cleaned and activates
a solenoid controlled air valve. Once the solenoid has been
activated, the air valve opens and allows a pulse of compressed
air (Iow volume, high pressure) to pass through the selected
fi' er elemer t from the inside outward removing dust from its
surfaa. Purged dust then drops into a receiving hopper
(Inside cement stations.) or into the day tank, (outs ide stations) .
Dust deposited into the receiving hoppe. Is conveyed with a
separate screw conveyor to be utilized or drum filling.
St'ety valves guard all components against overpressure.

Once the drum has been filled with cement, the operator then
uses the controls for the elevating mechanism to lower the drum,
manually replaces the cap, and moves the drum on the roller
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conveyor to a staging area for a crane pickup.

In addition to performing drum filling operations, the cement
station provides a work area where drums may be inspected for
damage, where the drum cap may be inspecced for proper threadinn
where the mixing weight may be added, and for makinn log entry
as dictated by the Process Control Program.

Numbering on the drum head is recommended to facilitate
viewing by means of the crane grab T.V. and surveillance
cameras. Lables or stenclis (if used) should be water proof
and resistant to damage from radioactivity. They should be
pre-r. umbered with letters of suf ficient size and contrast to
permit readino from a considerable distance above the drum.
Numbering of the drums allows for positive identification of
ti- ? drums and facilitates drum process control.

2. Shiel_d Walls

Each shield wall is 5' x 10' x 12" thick. The shield wall is
arranged to bolt to a machined steel support frame that is
inserted into the concrete shield wall prior to pouring. It

forms a rectangular frame, measuring 4' wide and 9' tall,
around the equipment on the safe side of the wall.

The shield wall consists of a steel plate, machined on all
six sides, through which a number of penetrations are made for
operating shafts and other items. The various plugs which fit
into the oenetrations, as well as the operating shafts, are
stepped to prevent radiation's streaming to the safe side of
the shleid wall. The service pipes or tubing and electrical
wires are passed f rom the safe side to the hot side of the
wall through plugged and stepped penetrations.

The shleid wall support frames consist of heavy angle iron frames
machined af ter welding on the surfaces which contact the
shield wall. To the forward face and angle of the frames are
welded 1/4" plates which project forward to forni the inside
of the Purchaser's concrete walls. Sultable anchors are
provided which may be tied to the concrete rebars. The 12"
thick shield wall overlaps the support frame structure 6" on
all sides to prevent radiation's passlog around the wall to
the safe side.

in addition to providing a radiation shield, the wall serves
the additsonal function of equipment fcundation, permitting
factory assembly of driver and driven components. This cerves
to increase service life due to factory controlled eqolpment

'n alignment.
,
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3 _Drummint Station

The drumming statioa is a compact assembly of components to
drum radioactive slurries and solutions in 55 gallon drums
wich a solidification agent. For safety in operation and for
maintenance, the equipment is attached to both sides of a
12" thick steel shield wall. On the safe side are mounted
all motors, 4 way air valves valve cperators, and as many
of the gear reducers as is practical. On the hot side of the
wall are the pumping end of the retering pump and the drum
processing enclosure. This is the side which is an unsafe
location for the operators or maintenance personnel when
drums are being handled. Personnel can be present on the
safe side of the wall during operation for maintenance or
other purposes without danger of radiation exposure.

The drumminq station is supplied preassembled with the
metering pump, drum processing enclosure and associeted
equ!prent attar.hed to the shield wall. It is ploed and wired
to minimize field assembly. A description of the drumming
station components follows:

Drum P-;;-ssino Enclosure

The drum piocessing enclosure is an assembly provided
for cap removing, liquid waste filling, cap reinserting
and tumbling (mixing) of 55 gal'on drums. The assembly
is completely enclosed to prevent any escape c.f radio-
active liquid or gas.

The enclosure is rttached to the radioactive side of the
steel shield wal i, with drive motors, limit switches, and
controls on the opposite, safe, side of the shield wall.
ihe enclosure is stainless steel. Internal surfaces are
as free of crevices as is possible to limit potential
radioactive particle hideout.

Two plat forms are mounted on the opposite sides of the
hatch. One platform is a set-down position to facili tate
loading the drum processing enclosura. The second
platform is equipped with load cells for weighing filled
drums plus two radiation detectors for measuring drum
radiation level. This arrangerent of Icading snd unloading
platforms minimizes drum processing enclosure loading and
unloading time. The scale and raJiation detectors are
connected to digital solid state readouts on the control
console. The second detector tube is a spare component.
If the first tube becomes inoperative, the second tube may
be used sirely by switching lead connections at the control
console.
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As a drun is lowered into the drum processing enclosure,
it comes to rest on a transfer plat form supported by
a vertical shaft designed to transport the drum from
the loading positico to the capping and uncapping,
filling and mixinq positions within the drum processing
enclosure. This platform moves in an arc perpendir.ular
to the shield wall. Two drive motors are located on
the safe s!de of the shield wall fo noving the platform
horizontally to each work st stf on and for elevating the
drum and platform at the filling and capping positions.
Limit switches, also on the safe side of the shie'd wall,.

stop the platform at each of the working positions. When
in the mixing location, the drum is clamped and the
platform is retracted to a est position. The drum is
then free to rotate end over end for mixing purposes,
again with separate drives located on the safe side of
the shield wall. A mechanical locatinj unit assures
final precise positioning at the capping position ar.d at
the filling position.

To operate the drum processing enclosure, the operator
first determines the ef fluent to ha drummed and sets the
counter on the pumo for the quantity he wishes to place
in the drum. The pump selector switch is next set to the
proper mode. A drun is then loaded into the enclosure
using the overhead crane, and the hatch closed. The
operator then presses the start button to start the
automatic cycle. The drum is uncapped, filled, capped
and mixed af ter which the drum returns to the load-unload
pasition and the automatic cycle stops. For safety
reasons, opening and closing of the hatch is not a part
of the automatic cycle.

To 6!!ow for out-of-location tolerances at the capp!ng
positlo:, the drum is retained on the transfer platform
by means c' a sprinq-loaded base. The final drum posit!on
at the capper is assured by a mechanical device which
guides the cap flange into the proper position. This
device allows tne cap to be out of position as much as
1/2" (approximately eight times quoted location toler-
ances for drum manufacture) . A limit switch notifies the
control system that a cap is in the correct pos "lon for8

removal. |f there should be no cap in the drum, or if
the drum is out of position, the automatic cycle stops.
When in position, the capper Inserts the collet lito the
cap, expands the collet with sufficient force for the
cap renoval, reverses direction end turns the cap out
of the drum on the same helix as the threads in the drum
cap. The motor for rotating the collet, the air cylinder
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for expanding the collet, and the limit switch are

all located on the safe side of the shield wall.

Af ter the cap has been removed, it is held by the capper

collet and the drum is lowered and moved to the fill
nozzle position.

The drum is raised until the filling nozzle is inside
the drum cap fitting before filling starts. Limit switches
will not permit flow until the drum is in the proper
position. The drum is filled with the quantity of waste
which has been preset by the operator on the pump auto-
matic stroke counter.

A measured amount of clean water flush occurs automatically
af ter the pur.oing cycle, to clear radioactive material

from the fill nozzle. Af ter each drum filling, a pause
occurs to permit dribble to enter the drum before the
drum is disengaged from the filling nozzle. A shut-off
valve is located above the fill nozzle to eliminate
dribble as much as possible. A sonic-type overflow sensor
is located in the filling nozzle to prevent spills or

smLve. IJnold Jn-the -drum due to automatic control
failure or operator error.

Air displaced during filling is vented through an annular
passage around the nozzle to the radioactive vent line.
A flange is provided for connection to the station radio-
active vent system.

Af ter the fill operation is completed, the drum and
carriage are moved to the cap position, and the drum cap
is replaced.

The drum is then clamped firmly to preclude movenent
during tumbling of the drum. When clamped, the drum
transfer platform is retracted away from the carriage
to permit clearance for the drum to .a tumbled end over
end. Mixing cycle time is controlled by an adjustable
timer and when complete, the drum is again stopped in an
upright position, the drum transfer platform returned to
position, and the drum unclanned. The carricge then
returns the drum to the unload position and the automatic
cycle ends. The operator may then open the hatch by means
of a push button and move the drum to the out-ooing scale
platform with the overhead crane. After recording gross
weight and radiation level as displayed on digital read-
outs, he may transfer the drum to the proper decay pit or
directly to a truck.
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The operating cycle can ' e changeo f rom manual to auto-
matic and automatic to manual at any time. All motions
are interlocked to ensure correct secuencing. Status
lights at the control console apprise the operator of
drum processing operation. If malfunction occurs, the
operator can quickly troubleshoot and decide whether
to clear the fault or proceed under manual control.
Automatic sequencing is locked out until the malfunction
has been corrected.

Cycle time is approximately five minutes for uncapping,
filling and recapping. Mixina time may be varied, depending
on the mix proportions of solution or slurry and cement.
A normal mix time would be eight to ten minutes.

Two spray sys tems are provided .'or emergency or routine
decontamination purposes. One is capable o' washino down
the complete internal surface of the drum processing
enclosure. The second is designed to wash down the
exterior of a drum during mixing. Drum washdown will
not be a normal function. if required, drum drying may
be accomplished by tumbling the drum while clamped in the
mixing position.

A drain connection is provided on the bottom of the drum
processing er. closure. This drain will be connected to
the plant equipment drainane system or other tankage as
desired by the utility.

Positive 3isplacement Meterine Pump

The pump is used to pump and measure the quantity of
evaporator concentrates delivered to the drum filling
nozzle in the drum processing enclosure. It may also
be used to flush radioactive pipelines with water and
return radwaste to the Purchaser's holding tanks.

The metering pump is designed specifical y for this
application. The design stresses on component parts
are lo.i, and oparating speeds are nederate, providing
long life.

The pump is comprised of an actuator assembly attached
to the safe side of the shield wall, a piston rod passing
through a plug in the shield wall, and a piston and valve
assembly located in the radiation zone. The pump piston
is single-acting with seal water retained within packing
at the pe".rhery of the piston. Seal water pressure is
above the neximum working pressure of the pumo so that
any leakage occurs from the seal water into the pump
chamber. Seal water is also apolled to the valve operating
rods. The rear portion of the pump Jacket provides a pump
to collect any seal water leaking past the piston seals
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to the rear of the piston and return it to the equiprent
drain. A doubleacting air cylinder actuator drives the
pump piston. Displacement is I/2 gallon per stroke. The
delivery rate is 15 gpm maximum and the pump can deliver
approximately 100 psi discharge pressure with an 80 psig
air supply.

The multiple poppet-type calves are operated by single-
acting 2-1/2" diameter air cylinders. Springs return the
valves to their seats and will hold the valves closed
against a 100 pst differential pressure. Stroke length
of the valves and main piston is controlled by stops in
the air cylinders. This arrangeme,t prevents pounding and
wearing of pump components located in the radiation area.
Seal!ng of the external pump hous tag is by means of
"grafoll" gasket, and sealing of the pipe flanges is by
means of stainless steel gasket. All construction
materials are corrosion resistant stainless steel or
bronze. Hard chrone plate over stainless steel is used
to protect wear surfaces of the cylinder and operating
rods. Valves are equipped with replaceable hardened seats.

Air valves for the actuator assembly are manifolded so that
cylinder lubrication oil can be separated from the exhaust
air before it is discharged.

Vearing components of the actuator air valves, Ilmit
switches and cylinders can all be serviced from the safe

side of the .hleid wall. The pump piston and valve assembly
on the hot side of the shield wall are designed to facilitate
flushing for decontaminatior prior to servicing. Piston
and valve packings, guides, seats, cylinders, cylinder rods,
and valve stems are reached for service by reroving the
cylinder head while the pump housing remains attached t'
the shield wall plug.

The main pump air cylinder is mounted on a subplate attached
to the wall plug. The subplate and cylinder are unbolted
from the plug to provide access for uncoupling the maic.
piston rod. The pump air cylinder is a double rod type to
accommodate limit switches.

Control of the pump is accomplished from the control console
by neans of a selector switch, a digital fluid volume readout
and start-stop buttons. The selector switch permits the
operator to conveniently select the operation to be accom-
plished. The selector switch actuates the pump valve controls
in proper sequence to automatically ensure that the correct
suction and discharge valves are used for the planned
operation. The readout circuit contains a control that
permits the operator to preselect the volume of liquid to
be pumped. The pump will automatically stop after delivery
of the preselected volume. For example, to fill drums from
the decanting tank, the operator turns the selector switch
to "'ill drum from decanting tank" and sets the counter to
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the desi red quanti ty of material to be pumped. The pump
then delivers the requi red quant i ty, when requi red, in
the autocatic uncap, fill, cap and mix cycle.

The pump is ext remely flexible due to the integral
valves which operc te ei the r as suction or discharge.
The pump is used to pump and reasure the quantity of
evaporator concentrates or other concentrated liquid
wastes delivered to the drum filling nozzle in the drum
processing enclosure. Since one of the connections to
the pump is a clean water supply, the pump may be used
to not only return radwaste to a Liquid System holding
tank, but also to flush return and feed lines.

4. Decanting Station

The decanting station is a compact assembly of components to
remotely decan t slurries. For safety in operation and for
maintenance, the equipment is attached to both sides of a 12"
thick steel shield wall, Mounted on the safe side of the wall
a re a l l motors , 4-way air valves, air cylinders, controis, and
as many of the gear reducers as i s prac t ica l . On the hot side
of the wall are the decanting tank and the pumping end of the
metering and decanting pumps. No preven t ive maintenance is
required on the hot side of the shield wall.

The decanting station is sup;1ied preassembled with the
decanting tank, metering and Jecanting pumps and associated
equipment attached to the shiele wall. Components are
factory piped and wired to minimize field assembly. A
description of the decanting station components and their
operation fol lows:

Decanting Tank

The 500 gallon (working capacity) decanting tank
accurately proportions solid waste and water to ensure
the proper proportions for solidification. It is a
closed 304L stainless steel cylindrical vessel,
approximately 4'-6" dicmeter x 5' high, wi th semi-
elliptical upper head and conical lower head and is
designed and built to ASME Code Section Vill. It

includes a movable decanting nozzle, senso.s and a
mechnical mixer.

The decarting tank is attached to its shield wall by
four bolts extending through the wal! and by two dowel
pins which facili tate engagement of time bol ts. The
entire assembly is designed to be installed or removed
from the shield wall in a minimum of time, if it should
become necessa ry, to reduce radiation exposure of
maintenance personnel,

The tank is filled from the top with a 1-l/2" line

ferg [t -)]]coming f rom the valve mani fold. A connection /
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emergency overflow is located at the top of the tank.
The overflow can be connected to the plant drain line
of trap. The tank can be drained through the pump to
the manifold and returned to the nrot er llould system
tank. A vent nozzle is provided. This will guide the
air displaced during filling of the tank to the station's
radioactive vent line.

A decanting arm is mounted near the top of the tank. Water
is decanted of f through the arm itself, which is a pipe.
The arm is raised or depressed by a positioning notor wblch
is mounted on the safe side of the shield wall. The
motor drive extended shaft connects to the decanting
arm at the tank shell by means of a sealed rotating joint.
This sealed rotating joint is of sufficient length to
assure proper alignment of the mechanism. Mechanical
limit switches prevent overtravel of the decanting arm.
The arm is equipped with instrumentation to indicate its
position. Two ultrasonic sensors are located at the
enlarged i'take end. One of these detects liquid and
IIquid-slurr, interface level. The other detects final
desired water level and causes the decanting pump to shut
off. The arm position is continuously displayed at the
control console with a solid state digital readout. The
level sensors activate electronic equipment located on
the safe side of the shield wall to determine levels for
display at the control console on two additional soiid
state readouts indicating water level and solids level
and to provide a means of decanting pump shut off.

The decanting tank mixer is operat!ng when filling with
slurries and provices a homogenous mixture when filling
drums from the tank. A motor located on the safe side
of the shield wall drives the mixer by means of a
right angle gear drive. The mixing shaft is provided
with three cast stainless steel propellers and a precision
manufactured rigid coupling. Extensive testing at
e-E-Co. has shown that the slurry discharged from the
decanting tank is reasonably uniform throughout the
entire discharge oeriod. Uniform mixing is essential
to the accurate proportioning of the ingredients for
waste solidification.

A radiation sensor is mounted on the decanting tank 'o
determine the approximate radiation level of slurries
to be drummed, either separately or with evaporator
concentrates, for the purpose of normalizing the radiation
level of shipping containers. This would normally be
measured during mixing, but after decanting is complete.
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, Decanting Pump,

The decanting pump is used to renove excess llauld
from the decanting tank. It is an 18 opm progressive
cavity-type, positive displacement pump driven through
the shield wall by reduction gearing and a I hp motor.
Pump rotor speed is 387 rpm.

The motor and gear bex are located on the safe side of
the wall to facilitate servicing. All of the pump

moving parts: screw, universal joints, seals, bearings,
gearing and motor can be renoued f rom the safe side
of the wall. The stator assembly is held to the pump
housing by only four bolts for rapid disassembly, when
required, and is the only component not removable from
the safe side of tne shield wall.

The entire pump is de signed and manufactured by S-E-Co.
except the rotor an stator which are standard '%oyno"
components furnish d by Robbins and Myers. The h IIcal
rotor is chrome plated stainless steel. The double
hellcal stator is a radiation and abrasion resistant
e l a s tome r. The pump housing is of stainless steel
designed and fabricated by S-E-Co.

The pump shaft is ealed at the pump inlet end with a
double-faced type seal supplied with demineralized water.
Seal leakage inward and outward is harmless non-
radioactive water. Seal leakace outward is piped to
the eauf prent drain system.

The deep groove ball bearings which support the shaft
and the precision cut reduction gearing run in oil. The
drive and reduction gearing on the safe side of the
shield wall can be serviced without removing ro*ating
components which pass through the shield wall.

Dositive Displacement Metering Pump

The metering pump is designed by S-E-Co. speci fical ly
for its app!! cation. The design stresses on component
parts are low, and operating speeds are moderate,
providing long li fe.

The pump is extre.nely flefible due to the integral
valves which operate either as suction or discharge.
The pump is used to ptmp and measure the quantity of
evaporator concentrates or other concentrated liquid
wastes delivered to the drum filling nozzle in the drum
processing enclosere. Since one of the pump valves is

connected to a er cource, it may also be used to
. , ] ,,flr radioacti alpelines with water and return 2 h[4 j/

r .,aste to the Purchaser's holding tanks.

The design of the pump is as described previously in
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the Positive Displacement Metering Pump Section under
Drumming Station.

Operatinn of Decanting System

incoming spent demineralizer resins or other waste
feed slurries enter the decanting tank f rom the top
with the tank mixer operating. When the tank is foil,
the mixer is stopped and the slurry is allowed to
settle. The decanting arm latake nozzle is positioned
at the top travel position above the liquid surface.
Af ter the solid contents have settled, the arm is lowered
until the ultrasonic sensor located at the intake nozzle
contacts the liquid surface. This level is displayed
and held on a S-E-Co. solid state digital readout at
the control console. 'he arm continues down until the
ultrasonic sensor contacts toe liquid-slurry Interface.
The arm then stops. This level !3 displayed and held
on a second digital readout.

Af ter observing tne two level displays, t"e operator
raises the arm, by means of renote controis on the

control panel, to the correct position for decanting
as determined from tables supplied by S-E-Co. Excess
water is drawn of f Sy the decantino pump and discharged
to the liquid systen waste water tank. When the water
level in the tank uncovers the upper ultrasonic sensor,
the decanting process stops automatically. The arm is
then raised into the top of the tank and the mixer is
started automatically. Af ter a mixina delay period to
ensure a uniform material, he metering pump draws the
slurry from the tank cod meters it into 55 gallon drums
through the fill nozzle on the drum processing enclosure.

A manifold located at the top of the tank crovides water
to spray heads. When curned on by ti.e operator, the
sprays wash all surfaces inside the tank to prevent
buildup of solid material and reduce radioactivity to a
minimum for mair.tenance. If necessary, the sprays may
also be used to add water to the decanting tank. The
Interior of the tank is polished to a No. 4 microfinish
to assist decontamination.

5. Piping and Control Valves

All .equired piping, valves, and remotely operated valve
operators are also preassembled with the drumming and
decanting station shield walls.

Process and flush water piping is I" to 2" diameter 316L
stainless steel for concentrate service or 304L for slurry
and flush water service. All welding is consumable insert
butt welding. Flanges are used only at customer interface
points and connecting piping to eqelpment that may period-
Ically require renoval for maintenv>ce. Air pipin, is
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Schedule 40, 304 s tainless steel piping or stainless steel
tubing, depending upon size, space, and application.

All valves on the hot side of the shield wall are nonlubri-
cated, sleeved plug valves. These valves were chosen as
standard after S-E-Co. tests because they seem to be the
best available for this service. They provide tiqht shut
of f, no crud pockets, full throat opening, external ad-
justment of seat and seals, and a high molecular weight
polyethylene sleeve which does not lose its resilience with
age. The sleeve may be replaced without removing the
valve from the line and is protected from fluid errosion.
Metal backup seats are provided.

The valve operators mounted on the safe side of the shield
wall are designed and manufactured by S-E-Co. The rack
and pinion designed operator, which is operated by an air
cylinder, is designed to be fall safe (closed) with air or
power supply failure. Valve operators are also p ovided with
wrench connections to open or close the valves from the
safe side of the shield wall. A feature permits separating
the gears during maintenance for safety purposes. The valves
are equipped with limit switches in a watertight cavity to
give visual position indication on the semigraphic panel in
the control room.

6. , Remotely Operated Material Handling Eaulpment

a. Bridge Crane

The br'Jge crane 's hsinned and constructed for precise,
remote handling of edioactive materials. The crane has
a 7-1/2 ton hoist and the bridge span is variable to
suit individual stations. It includes a specially
desioned grab for handling 55 gallon drums. It is operated

from the control room with the aid of TV cameras. Lights
for the TV cameras are on the crane which permits bulb
changinn in a relatively safe art.a. The crane is built
to the CMAA #70 specification and is designed for use in
radiation areas. Structural, mechanical and electrical
equipment is capable of being washed down In case of
radiation buildup or for normal housecleaning purposes.
Two electrical circuits are provided for the trolley,
bridge, grab, and holst, one for the high-speed and
one for the low-speed motors. This ensures that electrical
failure will not prevent remote removal of the crane from

a radiation zone nor completing the operation in process
at time of failure.

The bridge assently consists of twin, wide-flanged beams
attached to end trucks with hish s.rength bolts. Beam
and end truck welds are continuous to eliminate potential
dust traps. Bridge drives, motor starters and shock
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absorbing bridge stops are mounted on the oridge. Drive

gearing is totally enclosed, running in oil. End truck
wheels are hardaned, cast steel, running on hardened steel
rails. Two TV cameras, each wi th remote adj us table title,
downwa rd viewing, a re mounted on the bridge for area
surveillance. Area lichting mounted on the bridge teams
is high pressure sodium and is of suf ficient brightness
for the TV cameras.

The trolley carries the 7-l/2 ton drum grab hoist and
trolley drive motors, t ransmi s s i on , enclosed motor
s ta rte rs , upward viewing TV camera and lights (to
illuminate the locating grid mounted on the ceiling)
and shock absorbing trolley stops.

In addition to shock absorbing stops on bridge and
trolley, each unit is equipped with limit switches to
shut of f fi rst high speed and then low spee0 pawer as
the unit approaches the stops.

The drum grab handles open and closed top drums. It

is supplied with multiple clamping jaws fo r sure grip
and redundant motor operated Jaw actuator for positive
load release control. Downward viewing TV camera on
the grab centerline and incaadescent lights provide a
view of the ton of the drum on a control ccnsole
monitor to aid the operator. This TV is also utilized
as a drum inspectior, tool to discover contamination,
i f any, before removing the drum f rom ti.e drum processing
enclosure. In addition, a solid state digital grab
elevation readout is located on the control console.
The readc t tells the operator the height of the grab
above a fixed reference point and indicates grah motion.
The drum grab Jaws are designed to clamp on the upper
flange at equally spaced variations in drum diameter.
The grab is equipped with a slack cable limit switch
which prever s opening the jaws unless the load is
firmly supported on the floor.

A standard crane hook adapter is provided which may be
attached to the drum grab for handling other loads.

Electrical cable handling gear for the bridge and trolley
is provided w*th separate cars which run parallel to the
bridge or trolley. These light-weight cars are equipped
with large diameter sheaves at each end providing long
radius turns fer the cables. Cable take-up is provided
with independent weighted sheaves for each cable to
compensate for s t re tch. The cables themselves are
radiation-resistant and have been provided with quick
disconnect plugs for case of connect ion / removal .
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The crane target grid system provided for accurate
remote control positioning consists of fields of
anodized aluminum targets, one for each normal drum
set down location in the decay pits, drum pickup location
for cement filled drums, and at the drumminn station.

Alphabetical and numerical designations on the targets
provide positive identificatien for points of bridge and
trolley travel. Lines on the targets are used in con-
Junctior with a cross hair on the camera for precise
location of the load. The targets are mounted upon
stainless steel wire supports between steel frames.

Sultable ceiling anchors are to be provided by the
Purchaser. The aluminum targets are viewed on a control
console TV monitor. The TV camera and incandescent
lights are located on the trolicy pointed directly at
the targets.

Two electrical circuits are provided for the trolley,
bridge, hoist and grab jaw motion, one for high-speed
and one for low-speed motors. Thus, the crane will be
operable in the event of electrical failure in any one
circuit. This permits the lifting or travel to be
completed, the load released and the crane returned to
a safe area for repair of the faulty cir< alt.

The crane drive speeds are:

High Speed Low Speed

~ '.5 fpmBridge 125 fpm 2
Trolley 125 fpm 2.5 fpm
Drum Grab Holst 30 fpm 7-1/2 fpm

The two-speed drives provide fast transport but with
accurate locating capability, reducing the chance of
damage to the drums. Higher crane speeds are not
necessary because the operator will have more thar.
ample time to transfer drums while drum fillinn and

mixing are being accomplished automatically.

For safety and to assist positioning accuracy, the drum
must be raised to the full up position before high speed
operation is possible with the br 8 e or t rolley. In
this position, the drum is betwee the bridge beams. It

will clear all obstacles cleared uy the crane and is
supported to eliminate swinging. It is virtually
impossible to split or damage drums due to operator
error in low speed operation (2.5 fpm) . The bridge or
trolley may be moved at low speed with the grab at cny
elevation. This speed will not induce significant load
swing or permit damage to containers or equipment that
may come in contact with the load.

20k
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Controls for the crane include sprina-return, tocole-
type l'ay-stick) switches rounted in the control console.
With one switch the operator can select the speed and
the direction of notion of the bridge and, with a
second switch, he can select the speed and direction
of the trolley. These controls can be used independently
or sinultaneously to reach a desired position as seen
on the TV monitors. A third, similar, switch is provided
to control the speed and up cr down travel direction of
the grab while the operator refers to the digital grab
elevation readout and TV monitors,

b. Fixed Bridac Crane

This equipment is a standard crane trolley and grab
assembly as described above. The trolley rails er-
nounted on fixed beams rather than on a bridae in, w:th

a bridge crane. Cable handling equipment, TV systems,
etc. are supplied as with the bridge crane described in
(a) above. This equipment is supplied to reduce cost
and space reautrements when single horizontal axis notion
is required. Crane capacity is one ton.

c. Drum Handlino Lift Truck

The drum handling lif t truck is provided for handling empty

and low radiation level drums such as those filled with com-
pacted waste. It is used in the radwaste buildinq for stacking
and transportina drums in storage, fo r transferrino druns
from the cement filling station to staainq areas beneath
the bridge crane, and for moving drums filled with con-
pacted waste.

The lift t ruck is battery powered and has a drum l 'i e
~

capacity of 1,000 lbs. It has been deslaned for severe
duty and complies with all applicable requirements of
ANSI B-56.1 - 1969 " Safety Standards for Power Industrial
Trucks," as required by the U.S. Department of Labor,
and the Occupational Safety and Heal th Administration Act

of 1970 (OSHA) Section 1910.178.

The truck is operator ridden ar.o is counte r-balanced.

It has been eqd oped with a specially designed drum grab
by S-E-Co. The crum grab provides drum clamping and
uncianping through a d.c. linear actuator, and 100*
horizontal rotation with a d.c. notor driven cear box.
The grab has an extension of approximatel, 5 feet which,
with the t ruck's li f t , al'ows drums to be stacked three

high.

EL~nbh'[an,gj*lI-
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All controls for operating the truck and drum grab are
located for eace of operation. The truck is powered by
a UL approved industrial-rated d.c. motor, hetvy duty,
full ball bearino, with a high starting torque and
ma xi m uc. overinad capacity. The SCR motor control provided
ensures inflaite speed control, smooth starts and more
oper ating time per battery charge,

d. P.all Mounted Transfer Cars

Rail mounted transfer cars are piovided for transporta-
tion interfacing and movement of drums in areas of
Ismited head room. They are designed to comnlerent
Drumming Station operation, fixed Bridge Crancs in the

drumming room, and Orldge Cranes in the Radwaste building.

Each transfer car is supplied with separate tracks and
are capable of transporting two drums each. The cars
are 2 quipped with cradle assemblies to guide drums to a
secure position.

The transfer cars are capable of being moved onto the
same track and are provida' with automatic couplers to
allow retrival and movemm t of disabled cars to main-
tenance areas and the completion of operations.

The cars are driven by electric motors taking their
power from conductors. Controls are remotely located
and inc'ade push button switches. Semi-automatic
operation and control logic is provided throuoh a Ilmit
switch system which allows car movements to predetermined
positions. A graphic display packaae is also provided with
the controls. This display is a schematic representation
of the transfer car system and allows the operator to
monitor operations with light Indications.

7 Drum inspection and Labeling Station

Smear testing and labeling per 49 CFR 173 may not be required
provided drums &re shipped in a cask or other approved container.
Therefore, low level drums to be shipped unshielded on a
standard truck will require labeling and smear testino to prove
that the external contamination of the drums does not exceed
legal limits.

When requi red labeling and smear testing are normally
accomplished in conjunction with radiation measurerent and
truck loading.

A small steel shield wall is suoplied to permit performance
of these functions in relative safety. The steel shield wall

is attached to concrete shieldina formino_ a box around a
radioac Ive drum. The top of the enclosure is open so that
the bridge crane may place drums into and remove drums from
the enclosure.

Jcd'90/ '7
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When a drun is placed on the hot side of the shield wall,
it is resting on a motor driven turntable which provides
the operator the ability to rotate the drum. The drum
nay be rotated to provide smear testing ar.d radiation
measurine capabilliy by means of vertical access openings
in a fixed location down each side of the shield wall.

A hand tool is provided to permit the operator to smear
test the drum, working throuch the slot alonoside the steel
shield wall.

Labels re applied through the vertical access openings
from either side of the shield wall utilizing a hand-held
.ool. Af ter measuring drum radiation level, the operator
records the required information on the label and inserts the

label in a holder on one end of the hand tool. Holding
the handle on the other end of the tool, the operator
inserts the label through the vertical slot, gulding it
visually with the nirrors, and presses the label on the drum.

All openinos are located in such a position that no direct-
line radiation can pass through them to the operator's body.

Stainless steel vertical mirrors are provided inside the
station on both sides for viewing the drum.

The station may be equipped with a means of M : aching an
open top drum head to a DOT 17H drum if this function is
desirable such as in PWR stations requiring cartridge filter
disposal.

8. Co,mpac to r

The S-E-Co. dry waste compactor is designed specifically to
compact pape r , cloth , gl ass , floor sweepinas and other low-
level dry waste in standard 55 gallon drums. It has several
unique features which make it particularly suitable for this

service. (See attached print No. LDil796-A.)

The hydraulic system operates at the relatively low pressure
of 780 nsi for long life. However, the compacting piston is
seven inches in dismeter, giving a total force of 30.000
pounds. The five inch diameter piston ad plus a thirteen
inch stop tube prevent damage to any cylinder or ran com-
ponents due to eccentric loading. Likewise, the frame is

designed for stall-out loads ei ther eccent ric or on center.

The drum rests on a contoured plate which supports the bottom
of the drum during compaction. This plate is pushed out of
the main franc by a small hydraulic cylinder in the base, so
that the loaded drum can easily be picked up by an overhead
hoist or lift truck.

on>
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With the ram in the up position, the vertical clearance to
the bottom of the drum is sixty inches, or twenty-six inches
above the top of the drum. Ordinarily, this space could not
be filled with waste at the start of conpaction, but the
S-E-Co. compactor is equipped with a drum extension which is
open for loading and closed for compacting. This permits
compactinq a full sixty inch stack of waste.

The drum extension space is evacuated by a bullt-in fan to
prevent the dust's escaping into the room. The air to the
fan is drawn through a roughing filter and then a 0 3 micron
HEPA filter, ef fectively trappi g the dust. The dif fereatial
pressure gauges tell the operator when the filters need
changing. The used filters can be dropped into a drum in
the compactor without being touched by hand.

To prepare for loading and compacting, an empty, open-top
drum is placed on its support plate which is then drawn into
position underneath the ram. A hinged work table is swung
into place and locked. This table clamas against the top
false wire of the drum, holding the drum securely in place,
and also provides a seal for the drum extension space. The
tab!e adds to the convenience of filling the drum. Af ter
the drum is filled with loose waste, the drum extension door
is closed and locked shut and then the waste is compacted.

All of the preceding motions are Interlocked with limit
switches so that the ram cannot be operated unless the drum
is all the way into the compacting position and unless the
drum extension door is closed. Further safety is provided
by spring-return-type controls for each of the two hydraulic
cylinders. The hydraulic fluid is phosphate ester to
minimize fire hazard and to help ensure long life of the
hydraulic component s.

Details of components and construction are as follows:

Hydraulic System

Compressive force is obtained through the hydraulic
cylinder assembly rated at 1950 psi and operated at
780 psi. The 7" diameter cylinoar is equipped with a
5" diameter chrome plated piston rod and l=I/4" thick
reinforced steel plate platen.

Attached to the platen are four spikes with stripper
plate for puncturina plastic bags at the start of
compacting. This will relieve pressure buildup in
bags during compaction.
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The 57" stroke cylinder includes a 13" stop tube to
limit the stroke to 44". This provides added support
to the rod when experiencing eccentric loads, it also
serves to improve life of seals, packing and other
components. The rod gland is externally removable
without disassembling the cylinder. A sel f-compensating
and self-relieving lip seul is used that can conform
with pressure variations and mechanical deflections.
A wiper seal is also supplied that protects the lip seal
from external dirt. The cylinder is sealed to the heads
by static "C" rings.

The piston rod is chrome plated for corrosion and scratch
resistance. The surface is polished to 10 micro inch
finish or better for maximum seal life.

The hydraulic pump and control valves are mounted on a
55 gallon capacity hydraulic fluid reservoir built into
the compactor frame. The reservoir is complete with fill
and drain fittings, fluid level sight glass and ther-
moneter. A hydraulic pressure gauge, reading in pounds
of thrust, is mounted at the operator's station.

The hydraulic pump is a variable volume, pressure com-
pensated, vane-type unit rated at 1500 psi. With this
type of pump, the output p" essure during the working
st roke is equal to the resistance met by the cylinder,
rather than operating at full pressure through a relief
valve. When the cylinder stalls, and the pressure builds
;p to the pre-set maximum, then the flow is zero except
flow through the bearings. Thus, horsepower, heat
generation and wear are always at a minimum. The net
result is a smaller motor requirement and maximum pump
life.

The maximum output pressu.c of the pump (780 psi = 30,000
nounds compactinn force) is set on the pump at final
assembly in our shop. In addition, there is a safety
relief valve set to a slightly higher pressure.

The pump and other operating parts of the hydraulic system
are pratected by a screen filter on the suction line, by
a high pressure fine filter on the supply line, and by an
automatic air bleed valve.

Directional control of the compacting cylinder is obtained
through a 3/4" four way hydraulic valve rated at 3000 osi.
It is solenoid and ollot-operated. Response time is 0.12
seconds maximun at 500 psi. Maximum continuous rating is
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80 cycles per minute. A regenerative circuit is used to

give rapid advance until substantial conoacting resistance
is net, and then half speed advance to full compacting
pressure.

Control of the drum extension cylinder Is through a 1/4"
four-way nydraulic valve rated at 3000 psi. It is solenoid
operated. Because this cylinder is much smaller than
the compacting cylinder, a speed control is incorporated.

All hydraulic tubing is stainless steel with stainless
steel ferrule-type fitt inns .

Ai r Fil t ration Assenbly,

This assembly consists of a roughinq filter, two HEPA
filters operatino in parallel, a suitable fan, qaskets,
air plenum, pressure gauges reading a P across the
roughing filter a1d the HEPA filter = and connection for

attaching the systen outlet to the p':at radioactive
vent systen. The filters are locateo tehind the circular
drum extension plate and air is pulled from the com-
paction chanber over the top of this plate.

The ecuching filter is 1" thick modacrylle fiber with a
nominal capacity of 840 cfn, .09" water gauge initi '

resistance and a recommended discard resistance of 0 5
water nauge. The primary purpose of the roughing
filter is to extend the working life span of the 'IEPA
filters. Each of the two cell-type 12" x 12" x 5-7/8"
HEPA filters is waterproof, fire retardant, glass fiber
filter media with standard plywood sides and neoprene
caskets. Nominal capacity of each fil ter at 2' water
cauge oP is 300 cfm. Recommended discard resistance is
4" water gauge o P. The HEPA filters are 99 9% efficient,
with DOP test method on 0 3 nicron particles.

The direct drive centrifugal exhaust fan housing is cast
iron w'th epoxy coating. The dynamically balanced
radial fan wheel is nounted directly on the motor shaf t
to assure permar.ent alignment. Ic is a cast aluminum
wheel to lessen weight and provide maximum resistance
to potential corrosive fu.nes and dust. The fan wheel is
directly nounted upon the shaft on a I hp 3400 rpm
notor. Capacity of the fan !s 600 cfm at i' static
water pressure. The fan is nounted to a plenum at the
rear of the compactor f rame. The fan discharge nozzle
may be connected to the plant radioactive vent system.
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Pressure gauges rounted at the operator's station
measure pressure drop across the roughing fliter and
the HEPA filters. The operator may readily determine
when filters are dirty and require changing.

Controls

Ram motion and direction are controlled by large heavy-
duty operating levers located at the operator's station,
as is the drum extension cylinder. Control push buttons
and indicating lights are also mounted in this location.
A NEMA 12 electrical box complete with Jisconnect
switch, wired to all compactor electrical components is
built into the right side of the machile.

The controls are located conveniently, are simple to
operate, and are o' ruqued construct on.i

Compactor Frame

The fram is of heavy-duty welded carbon steel " box"
type construction. The frame is designed to withstand
eccentric loading under maximum overating force of the
machine. Construction details minimize radiation traps.
Controls and instrumentation are flush-nounted on the
hollow frame with no exposed wirinq on the front or
sides of the machine.

The drum rests on a contoured plate which supports the
bottom of the drun durina com> action. This pl&te is
pushed out of the main frame by a small hydraulic
cylinder in the base so that the loaded drum can be
picked up by an overhead hofst.

Loadino Table

A one piece table hinged an c..e side swings away from
the top of the drum permitting easier drum loading and
helps to preven *. spillage and minimizes the possibility
of drum rim distortion durinq compaction. An over-the-
center type lock securt.s the table to the f rame during
compaction. The lock is opened and the table is moved
out and to the side when moving a drum into or out of
the machine. An interlocking limit switch requires the
table to be closed for operating of the compactor and
to be open for operr. tion of the drum slide.

Drum Extension

A 26" high circular steel extension is located above the

drum to permi* compacting material to be stacked up to
60" high. A one piece hinged door segment of the extension
swings out 180* to permit loading waste into the drum.
When compact ing, the door is locked in a closed position
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wiP5 a hand-operated, over-the-center clamp. Limit
sw .ch interlocks, in compliance with 0.S.H.A. regulations,
prevent operation of the compactor with the doors open.

A second hinged segment of the circular extension is
then swung out of the machine for access to the roughing
and HEPA filters. To change filters, the operator
removes six bolts attaching the drum extension to the
left-hand nachine column. The extension is next swung
out of the way. The operator may then, by using a hook,
drop the roughing filter directly into a drum positioned
in the nachine. This exposes the HEPA filters which
are removed by using an extension socket wrench to
loosen four clamp screws.

9. Controls

Control Console

The control console is a free-standing, desk-type, dust-
tight enclosure. All control and indicatino devices
required for renote operation of the bridge crane and
drunning station are located on this console. The
controis are located for ease of operation, and writino
space is provideo for the operator. The control console
consis ts of modules, each approximately 24" wide, for
each bridge crane, drumming, and decanting station
supplied. Additional modules are provided when required
for other ' unctions.

In one module for each bridge crane are the TV monitors
with their control units, conveniently grouped for
operator surveillance while operating the crane. Large,
toggle-type control handles are provided to operate the
crane. Removable plates locateo both on the front of

the desk and under the desk, plus doors on the rear,
are provided for each access to the Interior equipment
for maintenanc.e and replacement.

The drum processing control module contains a graphic
panel of the system and all the manual switches and
visual indicators for operating the drumming and decanting
stations.

A separate mitching module may be provided on the control
console for the Indicators and controls to transfer
concentratres, resins and other was tes to the drumming
and decanting stations. This allows the same operator
to control these operations and the drumming and decanting
stations in a safe manner.

. . .
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Electrical Cabinet

A free-standing electrical cabinet is provided containing
control logic, starters and relays for the decanting
station, the drumming station and the bridge crane.
All equipment and terminal Loards are easily accessible
for maintenance and replacement. Either top or bottom
entry for control and power caules can be accommodated.
This cabinet is connected to the control console at
the floor level with a steel wireway which also serves
rs a walkway between the two cabinets. Spacing is
adequate to permit opening doors in the cabinets and to
provide space for maintenance.

Electrical Cable

All interconnecting cables between the console, control
cabinet, crane, drumming and decanting stations are
provided with preper-length cable fitted with terminals
for easy field connection. Cables are radiation resistant
and are designed to operate with the crane cable handling
eculpment. Cables are factory connected to the control
room and are not disconnected for shipment. Plugs are
assembled on each cable to plug into receptacles on the
processing equinment and crane. All electrical
connections for the drumming and decanting stations are
on the safe side of the shield walls.

Record Board

A record board, to be mounted on the Purchaser 's radwaste
control room wall, is suppiled to record the location
of all drums in the crane bay. This board consists of an
etcheo plan view drawing mounted on a suitable backboard.
Drum set-down positions are represented by hooks identified
by alpha-numeric designations to agree with the grid
targets. The operator can place circular discs on these
hooks. On the disc can be inscribed the number of the
drum, its weight, the date it was drunmed and the drum

radiation level as of that date. Glancing at this board,
the operator will know where all drums under his control
are located for later rearrangement within the decay pits
or for truck loading.

10. Shield Well Support Frames

The shield wall support frames consist of heavy angle Iron
f rames machined af ter welding on the surfaces which contact
the shield wall. To the forward face and angle of the f rames
are welded 1/4" plates which project forward to form the
inside of the Purchaser's concrete walls. These structures

10/ 7iC
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are inserted into the station concrete shield walls prior to
pour :ng. Af ter Ins tallation of the shield walls, they form
a radiation seal between the safe and hot sides.

C. Equipment Arrancement

Since each nuclear plant has site-sensitive conditions that should
influence the arranqement of the solid radwaste area and equipment ,
it is S-E-Co.'s policy to work with the customer and his architect-
engineers to arrive at the best overall arrancement for tne custoner's
individual conditions. 5-E-Co. makes drawinqs and alternate arranne-
ments considerinn such thinos as operator safety, maintanance safety,
ease of overall operation, adequate decay pit storage, sufficient empty
drum storage, convenient location of the control room, free and clear
access for dry waste from the rer sinder of the ststion, access to
radioactive areas, etc.

The equipment s equires a relatively small amount of floor space which
permits good utilization of building volume and an infinite number of
feasible arrar.gements optimized for the various si te conditions.

The equipment is desinned to handle two to three drums through the
processing equipment per hour and utilize a single operator working
in the shielded control room. With 16 to 24 drum per-shift capacity,
it is anticipated that the operator will fill drums with cement at
the start of each shif t prior to processing. This will require 15 to
30 minutes under normal conditions.

There are two versions of the cenent handling equiprent. One is designed
to olaced inside the building, either in a side bay or under the crane.
Th< car is designed to place the cement storage silo outside the build-
inq sith the day tank and nozzle for placing the cement in the drum
inside the building.

There is no reason to place the decanting .tation under the crane unless
that is the best Iccation fcr some other reason such as short piping
runs to the drumming station.

The control room may be placed at any location within the radwaste area
or it may be outside the radwaste area, whichever is most feas ible f rom
an operating standpoint. It is necessary to have access to the electrical
cables from the crane, drumming and decanting station, otherwise, the
control room nay be placed in any location.

The crane bay may be from 25' to more than 60' wide, depending upon
avaliable space and optimum arrangement. We prefer to have approximately
23 feet of the head room in the crane bay because this provides optimum
flexibility in equipment arrangement, the ability to stack drums five

.-t
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high in decay pits if necessary for emergency storane, the ability
to bring any standard truck in under the bridge crane for toploading
the truck or casks, and ample storage under the crane for dry waste
or empty drums i f desi red. With 23 feet of head room, the inside
cement tank and cement filling station can be placed under the crane

where there was as little as 18 feet and as much as 38 feet of head
room available. Penalties are paid in economics for variations from
the 23 foot ideal height.

A number of drawings, as discussed below, are included to outline
various features and arrangement flexibility.

1. Figure 6 show- a 46' x 92' area (6,440 square feet) laid out
typically for a sinnle nuclear unit. It includes one drumminn
station, one decanting stction, a bridce crane, a cement fillinn
station, compactor, two decay pits, a drum inspection and
labeling station, control room, a special drum-handling lift
truck, and storage room for empty drums and dry waste drums.
Various features of this arrangerent are as foliows:

Shield walIs,,a.
__

The crane bay in the area of empty drum s torane, control
room, and cement filling station is separated from the
working area by a floor-to-ceilinq shield wall . Shield
walls around the decay pits and procassing equipment are
as high as feasible wblie permitting crane access to the
areas. The drumminn and decantinc stations are separated
by a concrete shield wall to avoid the necessity of
decontaminating both units i f it is necessary to werk
on the hot side of the shield wall on either unit. Note
also that the passageways to the cecay pits and processinn
equipment are covered as is the working position for the
operator at the drum inspection and labeling station.
The dccay pits are placed at the end of the buildinn as
far from the truck bay as possible to minimize any poten-
tial radiation shine.

Preventive maintenance and most other maintenance for the
drumming and decant ina stations is done from the safe side
of the shield wall adjacent to the truck bay,

b. Decay P,l_t s,

The low and high level decay pits art divided equally and
will hold a total of 740 drums when the drums are stacked
fiv.s hiah. Under normal operating conditions the decay
pits would hold drums stacked no more than two or three
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high. The remat ider is for insurance in the event
of interruptions in transportation or other types of
emergencies.

There is room for 475 empty and/or dry-waste-filled
drums. The empty drum storage ar9a holding 218 drums
is convenient to the inlet conveyor of the cement
filling station.

c. Cement Filling Station

The cement fillinq station is located convenient to the
control room. This would normally be operated by the single
operator 15 to 30 minutes per shif t prior to processing
to fill the drums with cement. Enoty drums are placed on
the Ingcing cement conveyor where the drums are filled
with cement and capped. They are then pushed on to a
gravity conveyor where they are stored. The outgoing section
of the conveyor goes to the crane bay by neans of a
.enetration in :he shield wall. This provides a means
of supplyinn cenent-filled drums to the crane for pickup.
Note that this position is completely shielded from all
other eculprent in the crane bay.

The line for filling the cement tank from a bulk cement

truck runs to the outside of the station to avoid the
necessity of dirty cement trucks enter!nc a potentially
~3dioactive area.

d. Truck Bay

The truck bay is suppressed approximately four feet to
handle two separate transportation modes. Handling of
radioactive containers can be done remotely with the
bridge crane with top loading casks and trucks. Receipt
of nonradioactive materials such as empty drums may be
more conveniently handled by means of the lift truck
end-loading from the trailer.

e. Control Room

TFa control room is shielded from radioactive zones and
includes a record board providing the oper=*cr the location
of every drum within the crane bay,

f. ,C omp a_c_ t o r

The compactor is shovn in a separate room, having adequate
access from the remal.Wer of the station and access for the

7~O,
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lift truck to handle filled druns. Storace for _ncompacted
dry waste is shown.

g. Drun Inspection and Labeling Station

The drum inspection and labeling station is located conven-
lently for crane handling between the decay pits and the
truck bay. The operator is in a covered position while this
equipment is in operation and is safe from overhead loads
and radioactive cc-lainers on the truck or elsewhere under
the crane.

2. Floure No. 7 shows a very conservative arrangement for a two-
unit station.

a. The 10,983 square feet has six decay pits cacable of storing
a total of 2,196 drums in these high, intermediate, and low
level decay pits. The high level decay pits are in 25 inch
square storage silos with concrete plugs on the top. Each
of the 52 cells stores four druns stacked one on top of
the other at each end of the crane runway. The S-E-Co.
bridge crane con remotely renove the plugs for access to
these high level storage cells.

b. This arrangement is equipped with two S-E-Co. remotely
operated bridge cranes. When not in use, the cranc ' may
be parked over the high level storage cells which is a
safe area due to the concrete plugs on top of each silo.
This area is also used for crane maintenance,

c. There are two truck bays so that two operations may be
proceeding at the same time if this should be desirable.

c. The control room is a combination control roon, used for
both the liquid and solid radwaste systers. We prefer
this arrancenent in many cases because it nakes coordina-
tion of transfer of radwaste much simpler. If the control
rooms are not combined, we recommend that transfer
functions be placed on the solid radwaste systen control
console.

3 This drawing does not show a shield wall separating the
drumming statfor. from the decantinn station. Since this
drawing was made, the crranqement has been changed to
include this feature.

3 Drawings LD13857 and LDi3858 illustrate an arrangement currently
being built for a power plant in the U.S.A. In which the
drummino equiprent is separated from tha storane and shipping
area by a substantial distance. They are in separate buildiags
a few hundred feet apart. This particular installation is
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currently a two-unit station and is ,,lanned to be four unit
station at some later data. The radwaste storage building
as shown on LD13857 is arranged to handle waste from all
feur units eventually.

Drawings LDl3858 shows the two drumming and two decanting
stations for this two-unit plant located in the basement of
the Auxiliary Building, near the radwaste storage tanks, to
minimize piping runs. Drums are transported to and f rom the
drum processing enclosures from remotely operated transfer
cars by means of fixed bridge cranes. The fixed bridge
cranes move on only one axis. The remotely operated cars
transfer cement filled drums to the processing equipment
from the Storage Building.

Note in the lower right-hand corner of the drawing that there
is shown an overhead hatch, " Filter Drop Area". This is a
hatch in the floor above to permit lowering prelined concrete
drums containino cartridge filters to the transfer cars for
t rans port to the Storage Dullding.

Drawing LDl3857 shows the Storage Building arranged with
ample decay pits, two truck bays, and r ess to the transfer
car tunnel so that drums may be removeu from or loaded on the
transfer car by means of the remotely operated bridge cranes.
The drum inspection and labeling station is located between
the two truck bays In a position convenient to the trucks.

The operator of this equipment is fully protected f rom
radiation exposure. A side bay contains the control room for
operation of the drumming stations, decanting stations, fixed
bridge cranes, tunnel transfer cars, and the bridge cranes.
It also includes ample space for storing empty drums and the
ceme nt filling station.

In operation, empty drums are delivered to the Storage Building
ehere they are filled with cement at the filling station. A
gravity conveyor delivers the cement-filled drums to a pick-up
point !7 the crane bay. The cranes carry the cement filled
drums and load them on the transfer cars. The transfer cars
deliver the drums to a position under a fixed bridge crane.
The fixed bridge crane places tl.e drums into one of the two
drum processing enclosures in tne basement of the Auxillary
Building. Once the drums have been filled, mixed, and
weighed, and their radiation leva! has been measured, the
fixed bridge cranes return the drums to the cars for delivery
to the Storage Building for storage in one of the decay pits.

A typical arrangement for the rail transfer car tunnoi is
shown on LC8626. These cars may be either electric or
battery powered.

m,
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4. Drawing LD14157 shows an arrangement of a Storage Building
prepared for a European utility requi rica on-site s torage.
As with the preceling arrangement, the orocessing eculpment
is in the Auxiliary Building and drums are transported to
the Storage Building by means of the renotely operated
transfer car.

In this case, the building is arranged with 35 feet of head
room and one large decay pit which will hold a total of 7,054
druns. As shown on the key plan, the building is arranged
so that it may be expanded at sone future date if permanent
storage does not go according to schedule or if on-site
storage becomes satisfactory for the long term. A truck bay
and drum inspection and labeling station are included to
ensure that future transportation from this site can be done

conveniently utilizing the remotely operated bridge crane.
In this case, as in many others, a relatively safe ai ea-

over the truck bay is utilized for crane maintenance.

The concept of separating the storage, shipping, and solid:-
ficiation agent area from the processing equipnent area by
placing them in two separate buildings seems particularly
useful for retrofits where the space near the licuid radwaste
systen may be limited, for nuclear oarks where ona waste
handling storage area may be desirable for multiunit
ins tallations, or for on-site storage should this concept
become feasible in the U.S.A.

5 Drawing LDl4255 shows an arrangement for a single nuclear
unit installation. It is included prinarily to show the
arrangenent for an outside cement storage silo feeding an
inside cement day tank and fi:linq station.

The arrangement nay be of interest because of the separate
dry waste compaction and storage area.

D. Customer Supplied Services

1. Utilities, Vents and Drains.

Purchaser-supplied utilities and vent and drain connections re-
quired at the S-E-Co. shipping unit boundary are listed below.
Flow a-d poise requirements shown are for each component supplied:

9O/ 3, $ $
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CONNECTION INTERFACE DESCRIPT10N

*Wa te r D rurmi ng-Decon t i ng Primary or dominer"
Station a f ized wa ter, 53 gpm,

52/45 psig, 35 to
100 F

** Station Air Drumming-Decanting co-115 psig, 75 scfm,
Station dry and clean

Cemeat Filling 00-115 psig, 50 scfm,
Station dry and clean

Electrical Power Con' rol Panel 460 V, 3 phase, 60 Hz.
Bridge Crane 20 kw
D ru..m i n g-
Decanting Station 24 kw

Service Outlets 120 V, 1 phase, 60 Hz.
5 kw

Electrical Power Drum inspection & 460 V, 3 pnase, 60 Hz.,
Labeling Station 5 kw

Electrical Power Compactor 460 V, 3 phase, 60 Hz.,
10 kw

Electrical Power Cement Filling 460 V, 3 phase, 60 Hz.,
Station 15 kw

Vent (Centaminated Drumming Station 170 scem, -1" H 0
Ai r)

Decanting Staticn 10 scfm, atmospheric

Vent (Station Air Drumming-Decanting 100 scfm, atmospheric
Exhaust) Statfor, p res s u re

Vent (Contaminated Compactor 660 scfm, -2" H O (f rom
2Ai r) S-E-Co. suppl ied fan

and filter)
Vent (Bag Filter Cement Filling 10" x 12" duct to out-

Exhaust) Station side of buildin) (16 )
scfm @ 6" H O)2

Equipment Drain Drumming Station A 2-1/2" closed drain
system is recor.nended.

Decanting Station A 2-1/2" closed drain
system is recommended.

'c 8 k .. A. .)) L
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C0]NECTION INTERFACE DESCRIPTION

Floor Drain Radwaste Area Conventicnal floor drains
in radwaste crea should
be provided to handle
water f rom periodic

external wash down.

*lf water regulator is supplied, 50 gpm @ 50 to 150 psig.

**S-E-Co. will supply pressure regulation and lubricat'on equipment
for the air line. Oil separstion equipment will also be provided
for the air exhaust line.

D. Customer Supplied Services (Continued)

'' - Cont.ainers

The drumming station is designed to utilize S5 gallen drums
of the closed head Type 17C per 49 CFR 170. Each drum is fitted
with a 4" opening centered in the top head. This fitting provides
positive assurance that the torque Incurred during remote capping
operations will not loosen or twist tha fitting. The cap should
be ordereJ without internal lugs to ensure proper clearance for
the collet on the capper mechanism. Drums having the above
fitt!ng and cap can be obtained from most major drum manufacturers
having plants located throughout the United States.

Tolerances on r7rnal drum manufacture drawings are plus or minus 1/16"
on the horizontal location of the cap fitting and plus or minus
1/8" on the overal; height of the drum. While the drum precessing
unit has built-in flexibility, substantially exceeding the above
tolerances, drums not manufactured to reasonable tolerances may
cause difficulty in the remote handling system.

The S-E-Co. crane and drumming station will also handle a 17H-
type, open head drum. If filling is to be accomplished in the drum
processing unit, a cap and fitting should be supplied with the
open type head. Open head type drums are not recommended for
normal use due to the Increased possibility of leaking, 'ncreased
cost and lower strength.

Refer to the Appendix for diagrams of closed head and open top
drums for detailed speci fications.

1 Mixing Weights

The mixing vielgnt is an 18-inch length of #10 reinforcing bar
readily available from steel supply houses. The bar is bent at
its midpoint to a 120 Included angle.

b 3d3
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VI.

SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

A. General

Stock Equipmert Company is a designer and builder of specialized equip-
ment for electric power stations. The company has 50 years of experience
in this endeavor, and because of this experience realizes that to meet
the requirements as outlined in Section 11, Design Objectives and Major
Features, it is normally impossible to purchase equipment meeting these
criteria which was designed for general use or other specific applications.
This apparently is particularly true when considering small equipment
such as that applicable to radwaste systems.

Therefore, the S-E-Co. development program, whether it be equipment,
research and development or testing, is aimed at designing equipnent
specifically for this application. In addition to having total in
house design capability, Stock Equipment Company follows through on
this by manufacturing components, including metering pumps, decanting
pumps, gear transmissions and other drives, valve actuators, solid
state electronic controls, nuclear guages, and other components.

The overall equipm_nt (evelopnent program includes the following
components.

B. Es_tablish Required l'esign Criteria

On any major system or component the following steps are usually taken.

1. Visit operating stations, utilities, and engineering firms to
better define functional requirements.

2. Review literature concerning what equipnent is available that
may serve the purpose and review operating reports and other
information that may bear on the problen.

3 Review regulations that may impact tne particular design and
possible regulation changes. This is primarily acccmplished
through discussions with regulatory bodies.

4. Through preliminary engineering, establish major criteria for
those items that may serve the purpose. In sore cases, this may
involve building prototypes and testing of components.

Vl-1 28 /e . ) d ['
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S. Depending upon components, this may or may not involve solidifi-
cation testing along with the above steps.

C. Equipment Deslan

Speci fic pieces of equipment are then designed. Based upon experience
in the Engineering Department, those components that deviate signifi-
cantly f rom other items previously designed will usually be mocked up
in prototype-form and tested prior to producing this equipment. Design
modoficiations , a5 required, are made based upon prototype testing
results.

D. Contract Eaulp ent

Eq ui pren t is fully assembled, piped, and wired af te which it receives
in plant testino prior to shipment. Continuity tests and the high
pot tests are run on all electrical ufring and components. The equip-
ment is operated mechanically. All limit switches are set. Fluid is
pumped through the various process and spray pipinq. Handling equipment
is load-tested and crashtested to ensure that the handlinn equipment is
safe and operates as designed. Drums are cycled through the drum
processing enclosure, and the decanting tank is calibrated to ensure
accuracy of the instrumentation.

E. Solidification Tes tina

S-E-Co. has run solidification tests for aporoximately eight years. Test
criteria have been primarily to establisn that solidification formulas
produce a product that is f ree-standing without f ree wate r. Tests are
also condected to improve the quantity of waste materials that can be
successfully solidified in the shipping container. A relatively small
amount of wo,-P hos been done regarding leachabi!Ity. This work has been
suspended because of a lack of standardized leachability test procedures.
The basic so!!di fication tests have involved most available types of
cement, a signific. ant number of additives, all waste streans known to
be released by nuclear power plants, as well as tests on polymers and
other solidification acents. More recently tests have been conducted
utilizina effluents produced by volume reouction equipment such as
calciners and th'n-film evaporators.

It is S-E-Co.'c policy to work with the utility to define the effluents
and cont rol ranges possible in the liquid radwaste sys tem. From this
data, laboratory-secle tests and, where unusual or new circumstances
develop, full-scale tesi: =-; run to establish pretested formulas for
use in the process ce". trol plan at Individual stations. This is done
for each contract since the waste streams and measure of control nor-
na ly va ry somewh a t f rom s t at i on to s ta t ion. The pretested formulas
have a built in safety factor to ensure that vc riations in ef fluents

at individual stations will not result in unsolidified waste in the
shipping containers.

-..
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F. Miscellaneous Testing

Various and sundry other tests are perforced, as required, to ensure
that the S-E-Co. equipnent is, in fact, a bonafide radwaste system and
that all components are satisfactory.

Far exa.nple, a series of tests were conducted some time ago on 55 gallon
drums, both open-top and closed-top design. The drums were hydrotested
to destruction, compressian tested to destruction, oserloaded from a
weight standpoint and stacked on top of one another at maximum crane
speeds, and were submitted te vacuum conditions to destruction.

With the advent of the four-Irch screwed closure in a nominal 00T 17C
16 gauge container, tests were also run to qualify this container to
meet DOT 7A Specifications.

Miscellaneous other tests also include tests to determine reasons for
gas evolution in solidified masses, physical restrains on operating the
handling equipment, alternate filling methods (such as double-filling,
vibration, moving riozzle, compacting, Jet spraying, mixing radwaste
streams, etc.).

Both the equipment develeprent and solidification test programs are
on going programs to ensure that the S-E-Co. equipment is improved
where possible and at the same time meets required technical criteria.
This program is expected to prcduce incremental cha ges to the
equipment with time as improved approaches are developed.

G. Operating Experienc_e

The first S-E-Co. Solid Radwaste System was installed at Public Ser alce
Electric & Gas Company's Salem Station. This unit * <; started up ar d
initially generated electricity in December of 1976. While some
operating experience has been obtained, overall operation has been
Ilmited due to problems with equipment extraneous to that of the
S-E-Co. Solid Radwaste System. However, that experience which has been
gained, coupled with that of continued research, developrent and testing
have been utilized in the design of the systen described in toIs
Topical Report.

U.= first units of the re-designed system have been installed and are
currently in the final stages of pre-operational testing. This equip-
ment has been retrofiteed to an operating station; hence, operational
experience is expected to become available shortly.

The installations mentioned above require handling of conventional rad-
waste streams from 2 P.W.R. units and 2 B.W.R. units. To date, equip-
ment has bec: sold to handle solid radwaste from 4 B.W.R.'S and 18
P.W.R.'S. Contracts require handling of conventional radwaste plus
the product from crystalizers, fluid-bed dryers, calciners and
i nc i ne ra to rs . InterfarIng equipment to handling crystalizer aoducts
is presently in the final stages of developrent and full-scale
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solidification tests using S-E-Co. test equipment coupled to a
crystalizer plict plant are in progress at this time. Interface
equipment development to handle fluid-bed dryer, calciner, and
incinerator product has been started and preliminary solidification
testing has been completed. Additional full-scale testing is expectua
to be progress in early 1979

284 j/:7
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RADIATION EXPOSURE CONTROL,

A. General

The S-E-Co. Solid Radwaste System has been designed to minim'ze
possible radiation exposure to operating and maintenance perconnel .
Initial design and development of the system approached this subject
on the basis of climinating possible sources for exposure, rega rdless
of the radioactivity level of the radwaste being processed. This
concept is fundamental to equipment design and system operation.
Various features provided with the S-E-Co. Solid Radwaste System for
radirition exposure control and prevention have been detal!ed in
deptb under Sections .'I and V of this Topical Report.

B. Radiation Zones

Typical system arrangements for a single and a double unit installation
are shown on Figure No. 6 and No. 7 in the Appenclx. Radiation zones
for the components comprising these arrangements will primarily depend
on their location. However, the specific radiation levels within the
zones will depend upon various site specific factors.

Summarized below are the zone classifications and estimated radiation
levels for major compcnents and areas comprising a typicc1 Installation,

GEM ZONE RADIATION LEVEL
(mrem /hr)

Control Station I <l.0
(typically 4 2)

Drumming Station -
Safe Side I-IV typically <.5

(during truck loading
< 100)

Hot Side 'll-V 5 to > 100
(af ter flush < 100)

Decanting Station -
Safe S'de I-IV typicall) <.5

(during truck loading
-

<100)

Hot Side l i l-V 5 to > 100
(af ter flub < 100)
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Cement Station i <1
(typically {.2)

Drum inspection And 11 < 2.5
Labeling Station

Dry Waste ' ic tor i <1
(typically { .2)

Truck Bay l-IV typically { .5
(during truck loading < 100)

Low Level Storage Area V _> 100

High Level Storage Area V 2 100

C. Ope ra t ion

The use of an integrated, automatic control system, utilizing a
closed-circuit television system permits total remote operation
and moni toring of radwas te processing. Operation of th- traveling
bridge crane and the drumming and decanting stations are controlled
from the control station (Zone 1). The radiation exposure incident
upon operating perconnel in this area should be only that of p' ant
background. The time required for operators to be in the control
station will necessarily depend upon various factors. These would
include such iten;s as waste generation quantity and type, operation
of any 11guld system auxiliary equipment such as volume reduction
equipment, operations of the traveling bridge crane other than
drum transport for solidification processing, and the particular
Process Control Program utilized at the specific station.

The S-E-Co. Solid Radwaste System has been designed to allow operation
of the drumming station, decanting station, and the traveling b-Idge
crane by a single operator at the control station. A single drumming-
decanting station unit as indicated on Figure No. 6 (Appendix) provides
a nrocessino capability of 2-3 drums / hour. This includes operation
of the traveling bridge crane for transport of drums from the cement
station to the drumming station and then to either the high or low
level storage areas. For typically encountered radwastes, a single
operator can process approximately 67-100 gallons of radwaste an
hour with an average drum loading of 33.5 gallons. With a radiation
fleid [.2 rarem/hr at the control station, exposure would then be
< 0.003 man-mrem pe r gallon of radwas te. Annual exposure would be a
function of the total quantity of radwaste processed d iring the year.

@ h
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in order to solidify radwastes, the cement station is reqe' red to
fill drums with pre-determined amounts of cement. The cement station
is controlled by a single operator and requires an average of 3
minutes per drum of operation. With the cement station located in a
Zone I area, having a radiation field of < .2 mrem /hr. the exposure
incident to personnel woul then be < .01 man-mrem pe r drum. Fo r
typically encountered radwastes, average drum loading is approximately
33.5 gallons per drum. This translates into cr. exposure of < 0.0003
man-mrems per gallon of radwaste processed as a result of operating
the cement station.

The S-E-Co. drum inspection and labeling station has been provided to
allow smear testing, labeling and radiation measurements to be
performed w;thout an operator receiving direct-line radiation exposure.
Handling and transport of the drums from the high and low storage
areas to this station and then for subsequent truck loading is
accomplished with the traveling bridge crane. Operator time requi red
at the drum i..spection and labeling station and control station for
crane operation should be apprn-|. Itely ten minutes per drum (each).
With a radiation field of ( 2.5 mrem /hr at the drum inspection and
labeling station and <[.2 nrem/hr at the control station, the exposure
per drum would be < .417 nirem and < . 033 mrem, respectfully. With
an average drum loading of 33.5 gallons of typically encountered
radwastes, this wculd result in an exposure of ( .012 man-mrem / gallon

the drum inspection and labeling station, and ( .001 man-mrem / gallonat

at the control station.

The time required for crane operation to load trucks will depend upon
the particular method and procedure employed fo. this operation.

D. Maintenance

A major aspect of radiation exposure cor. trol and prevention is that
of personnel exposure as a result of maintenance. This corcept has
been approached with the S-E-Co. Solid Radwaste System on a basis
of minimizing sources for exposure and the requirecents for maintenance.
Features of the system , ovide for minimizing not only the Individual
exposure but also the collective dose from maintenance, are detailed
throughout this Topical Report.

A Generic Envi ronmental Impact Statement (GELS) on the Treatment of
Radioactive Was tes fror- ..W.R. Fuel Cycle Operations, drafted in 1977,
by Westinghou e Hanford Company to Battelle-Northwest, evaluated the
usage of the S-E-Co. Solid Radwas te Sys tem for this application. Total
radiation exposure as a result of routine maintenance was estimated
in this G.E.l.S. report to be less than 1 man-rem per year,

q g 'f r.q
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Listed below is a summary of annual Inspection and maintenance
requirements for a typical single drumming-decanting unit instal-
lation by major component. Manhours for completion of the various
activities have been estimated and the radiation exposure incident
to personnel performing these activitle: have been derived.

a. Traveling Bridge Crane

The traveling bridge crane is used for the transport and
handling of 55 gallon drums to/from the drumming station,
the high and low level storage areas, the drum inspection
and labeling station, and for truck loading operations.
The crane is remotely operated from the control censole,
utilizing a closed-circuit television systen. Two inde-
pendent electrical circuits, one for high speed and the
other for low speed operation, have been provided so that
an electrical failure in any one circuit will not prevent
remote completion of an operation or movement of the crane
to a safe maintenance area. Crane design and component
selection have been directed at avoiding dust traps and are
water tight, should decontamination by hosing be requ* red.
Materials of construction resist cummulative radiation
buildup to 10' rads.

Periodic Inspection, lubrl" tion, and adjustrent of crane
components are requi red fo ssuring operability. Specific
routine maintenance requi rements and recommended schedules
are provided for in the Operating and Maintenance Manual.
These tasks can be acco'olished by moving the crane to e
safe maintenance area. 's ted below is a summary of *>e
annual maintenance requi ements and estimated radiatica

exposure for a typical installation as indicated on rigure
No. 6 (Appendix) .

Annual Radiation Level nr 1 Exposure2

Req ui remen t Man-Hours (mrem /h r) t nan-mram/yr)

inspection 12 ( .5 <6

Lubri.ation 12 <.5 <6

Adj us tmen t 10 <.5 <5

b. Drumming and Decant'ng stations

The drummirig and decanting stations are compact assemblies
of components used to drum radioactive slurries and solutions,
and to remotely decant slurries, respectively. These
components are mounted on 12-inch thick steel shleid walls
having stepped machined penetrations which allows for
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the precise location and alignment of components. This
also allows for the assembly of driver components normally
requirir.g routine maintenance on the safe side of the
shield wall. Penetrations in the walls, plugs, operating
shaf ts, etc. , are stepped to prevent radiation s treaming
to the safe side. Shielding provided is equivalent to
39 inches of concrete.

The majority of Inspection, lubrication, and adjustments
required for these stations is performed on the safe side
of the shield walls. The only i tems requi rine, serieduled
maintenance is that cf the pos ition li f t me .hanism, ca ,-rr

mechanism, and clamp-tumble mechanism. These items are
located at the drum process enclosure with maintenance
scheduled every 5 years. These item 3 are casily removed
and may be taken to a safe area for maintenan e. The
exposure resulting from this is indicated in the annual
maintenance expcsure summary listed below.

Annual Radiation Level A.aual Exposure.
Req u i remen t , Man-Hours (mrem /h r) (ma n-mrem /y r)

Inspection 8 ( .5 <4
_

_

Lubrication 10
(5 yr. Items) .6

_c . 5 <5
_

Adj us tmen ts 12 g(.c fi6

c. Control Station

The control station consists of the electrical cabinets,
and a free-standing desk console which is used for operation
of the traveling bridge crane, drumming station, and
decanting station. This station is located in a Zone I
area which has a radiation level equivalent to that of the
plant's background. Routine maintenance requirements for
the station would involve verification and calibration
of controls and instruments. Recommended schedules for
performing these operations is on an annual basis, and
would require approximately 10 maahours for completion.
Based upon this, annual exposure would then be ( 2 man-
mrem per ye c. _

d. _Canent Station

The cement station consists of all the equipment accessary
for storing and filling 55 gallon drums with predetermined
quant!tles (by weight) of cement. Component lo ation and
access for performing routine maintenance such as lubrica-
tion, inspection, and adjustments are readily accessible to
personnel. Maintenance platforms have been provided for
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components which are not accessible from the floor level .
Lis ted below is a summary of the routine maintenance
requirenents and the resulting maintenance exposure for
these operations.

Annual Radiation Level Annual Exposure
Requi remen t Man-Hours (mrem /h r) , (man-mrem /y r)

Inspection 6 <.2 < 1.2

Lubrication 12 <.2 < 2.4
Adj us tmen t 8 <.2 < l.6

c. Drum inspection & Labelir.g Station

The drum inspection and labeling station as indicated in
Figure No. 6, is located in a 7one 11 area. Located inside
of the enclosure is the turntcole assembly which consists
of a gear box and motor. This assembly is removable as
a unit from the enclosure and moved to a safe maintenance
area with the crane. Schedule lubrication for this assembly
is on a six-month basis, and would require 1 man-hour a
year to accomplish. With this being performed in an area
with a radiation level of <[.2 mrem /hr. , the annual exposure
would then be < .2 man-mrem per year.

_
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APPLICABLE FEDERAL REGULATIONS, REGULATORY GUIDES,
AND N.R.C. BRANCH TECHNICAL POSITIONS

The S-E-Co. Solid Radwaste System is designed, fabricated and
provides system operation consistent with Federal Regulations,
Regulatory Guides, and N.R.C. Branch Technical Positions appil-
cabic to radwaste solidification systems. The following section
delineates this subject in further detail.

A. Federal Regulations

1. Title 10, Chapter 1, Code si reau.c! Ccgulations - Energy,
Part 20.

The S-E-Co. Solid Radwaste System has been designed to
minimize possible radiation exposure to operating and
neintenance personnel (ALARA) not only on an individual
but also on a collective dose basis. Features of system
which have been provided for radiation exposure protection
are detailed in depth in Sections 11, V, and Vl! In this
Topical Report.

Equipnent design has also been directed at preventing the
release of radionuclides and harmfull contaminates to the
s ta t ion 's envi ronmen t . System operation solidifies
radwastes with cement in specific ra**,s (pre-tested
formulas) in 55 gallon drums. Ceme . is accurately weighea
into drums prior to its combination with cement. Equip-
ment proilded for this purpose allows for dust-free
operation to prevent dust f rom being released to the envi r-
onment. Drum handling and processing equipment are remotely
cperated with components in contact with radioactive wastes
located on 12-inch thick steel shield walls, Filling,
mixing, and capping operations for radwastes are accomplished
within an enclosed drum process enclosure. This enc osure
isolates these operations from the station's environment.
Connections are provided to connect the enclosure to the
station's radioactive vent and drain systems.

2. Title 49, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 173

The S-E-Co. Solid Radwaste System provides equipme. t and
controls to accurately combine specific quantitles of
radwaste with cement in accordance with pretested
formulas to assure complete solidification. Solidifica-
tion results in a free-standing monolith with the rad-
waste uniformly distributed in compliance with DOT and
NRC regulations and guicelines. Th's subject is discussed
in further detail in Sections !!, Ill, IV and V of this
Topical Report.
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The drum inspection and labeling station allows for drum
smear testing and labeling in conjunction with radiation
monitoring without an operator being exposed to direct-line
radiation. This station allows for the gathering of
necessary Information required for the shipment of
solidified radwastes.

3 Title 49, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 178.

The S-E-Co. Solid Radwaste System has been designed to
utilize S5 gallon drums. Speci fied drums are 16 gauge,
00T approved, Type 17C closed-top drums, which have been
provided with a four-inch opening centered in the top
head. Drums are obtained by the plant's operater/ owner
from major drum manufacturers in the United States of
America. Reference Drawing C9198 and the DOT 7A Test
F.epo r t located !n the Appendix of this Topical Report.

B. Regulatory Guides

1. Regulatory Guide 1.143

The S-E-Co. aolid Radwaste System is desigred and fab-
ricated consistent with the applicable requivaents of
this regulatory guide. Component design and fabrication as
indicated in Section IX of this Topical Report is in
ccmpliance with the requirements listed under Equipment
Codes (Table 1) of this regulatory guide. S-E-Cc.'s
Quclity Assurance Program is discussed in Section X
of this Topical Report.

2. Regulatory Guide 1.26

See Regulatory Guide 1.143

3 Regulatory Guide 8.8

Tha S-E-Co. Solid Radwaste System br: ocen designed to
minimize possible radiation exposure to operating and
maintenance personnel. Design and development of the
system approach this subject on a basis of eliminating
possible sources of exposur e, regardless of tne radio-
activity level of the radwaste being processed. This
concept is fundamental to equipment design and operation
and allows the establishment of effective radwr,te manage
ment programs for assuring equipment operability, rella-
bility and safety. The various features pro,lded with
the S-t-Co. Solid Radwa ste System to provlje radiation
exposure protection as autlined in this cegulatory guide,
are detailed throughout this Topical Report. Stock
Equipment Company also 3rovides training and instruction
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sessions for operating personnel as well a. Instruction
manuals for operating and maintaining equiprent.

C. N.R.C. Branch Technical Posi tions

1. ESTB No. 11-3

The S-E-Co. Solid Radwaste System provides for the estab-
lishment of an ef fective Process Control Program to assure
corpliance with solidification criteria and the requirements
of this N.R.C. Aranch Technical Position. This subject is
discussed in further detail under Section IV of this
Top.' cal Report.

D. ANSI Draf t Standard H 198 (Draft 1, Rev. 6, Ncv. 1978)

The proposed American National Standard, ANSl N198, " Solid
Radioactive Waste Processing System for Light Water Cooled
Reactor Plants", establishes guicelines for the design,
construction and operating features for solid radioactive
waste processing systems. The S-E-Co. Solid Radwaste
System is designed, constructed, and provides system
operation consistent with most of the applicable requirements
and recommendations of this draft standard. Areas for
discussion are indicated below in reference to specific
pages and paragraphs of this standard.

Page 11, 4.2.6 Sampling

Equipment supplicJ by S-E-Co. does not include sample
lines. Should saepling of the liquid and slurry radio-
active waste scarces be required, this would be best
accomplished a t the 'iquid system equipnent or Interfacing
lines prior to the S-E-Co. Equiprent.

Page 14, 5.1.5 S.emical Addition

Chemical a,dition, i.' i3 quired, is acconplished in the
liquid raowaste system. This would normally apply to
pH control. Should addit ves to the cement be necessary toi

improve arc essing ef ficiency, this could be accomplish-d
prior La or at the cement station.

Page 17, 5.4.5 Slurry Piring

Ir som* cases, due to space limitations, bends in slurry
piping are not 5 pipe diemeter radli or long radius
bends. This pip!ng is used when pumping slurry with the
S-E-Co. mete ring pump. Tests with this type of pump
(refercnce report in Append!x) have Indicated that pipe
radius criteria is not necessary for preventing pluggages.

284 356
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Page 23, 5.8.2.2

Operator monitoring of filling and capping operations
is accomplished with an Illuminated graphics display.--

The television system provided with the crane is utilized
for drum inspection and monitoring of drum handling'

operations and transport.
-

Page 26, 6.1.2 Remote Viewing See 5.8.2.2
-

_ 6.2 Table 6-1, Controls and Instrumentation

_;
The S-E-Co. Solid Radwaste System compiles where applicable
except the following:

-

4.1 Cement - The cement station is provided with low
level alarms. This system utilszes a main

_ storage tank and a day tank where low level
alarms are not required.

5 5 Radiation Level - The S-E-Co. System utilizes 55-
gallon drums only. Filling is on
a batchec basis and radiation
monitors provide information utilized
for adjustraent of the Process Control
Program should control of drum
radiation levels be required.

_

i

_

_
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IX

CODES AND STANDARD _S

The S-E-Co. Solid Radwaste System is designed and constructed in
accordance with the requi rements of N.R.C. Regulatory Guide 1.143

All pressure vessels are designed and built in accordance with the
A. S.M.E. Boi le r Code, Section Vill, Div. 1.

Ma te r i a l for pressure vessels is selected from and in accordance wl*h

the A.S.M.E. Code, Section !! (SA - Ferrous, SE - Non-Fe rrocs ) . All

p res s u re retaining parts, including heads and shell plates, requi re a
Certified Material Test Report.

Process piping for the system is designed in accordance with A.N.S.I.
831.1. Pipe is selected from A.S.M.E. Code, Section || and is seam-
less austeni tic stainless steel, A.S.T.M. A-312, Grade TP 304L or
Grade TP 316L. Process piping is Schedule 405. Vent and drain pipe,
2-1/2-inch or larger is Schedule 10S. (Pipe requires a Certified
Material Test Report.)

Permanently connected piping employees butt welds using consumable
inserts unless prohibi ted by design consideration. The G.T.A.W.
welding process is used.

Bridge cranes are fabricated wi th the latest available CMAA specificc-
tion at the time of manufacture. All other components are fabricated
per S-E-Co. Conmercial Quality Assurance Standards and commonly accepted
practice for intended service.

Welders working on pressure vessels, cranes, pumps, piping, and dry
waste compactors are ce rtified in accordance with the A.S.M.E. Code,
Section IX. Individual Weld Procedure Quali fication Tests and Welder
Qualification Records are available for review at Stock Equipment
Company.

Upon completion of a project, data books for A.S.M.E. Coded items are
forwarded to the Buyer, with one copy being permanently retained by
S-E-Co. These data books incorporate all requi red documentation such
as Mill Test Reports, Certi ficates of Compliance and ddta reports
required by the A.S.M.E. Code.

Packaging, shipping and handling of equipment is in accordance with
A.N.S.I. N45.2.2. Written procedures are made available for review
with approval.
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X

QUALITY 'SSURANCE PROGRAM

A. Introduction

Stock Equipment Company maintains a quality assurance program for all
nuclear products manufactured. This program is documented with quality
assurance manuals, procedures, and policies. The following dis-
cussion summarizes various aspects of this program, and has been
generalized for this report.

B. Ce rt i fica tions

Stock Equipment Company has been issued the following ASME Certificates
of Authorization:

ASME Section Vill

"U" Pressure Vessels

AiME Section lil, Class 2 & 3

"N" Vessels, Tanks, and Fluid cc.ditions devices

"NPT" Vessel and tank parts, piping subassemblies and
componsr.t supports.

"NA" Shop assembly of completed and stamped class 2 & 3
Appertariances, piping subassemblies and component supports.

9O/ 7 r; q
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C. Organization and Responsibliities

The President has the ultimate responsibility for the maintenance of
the Quality Assurance Program. It is his responsibility to review on
a minimum yearly basis, the status and adequacy of the Quality Assur-
ance Progran. The President will have the final autFority for resolu-
tion of differences which may involve the Quality Assarance Department
and any other operating department.

The Quality Assurance Manager, reporting directly to the President, has
tne organizational responsibility and authority for the implementation
and adninistration of the Quality Assurance Program. He assures that
the quality assurance requirements are established, disseminated and
implemented by the affected function in accordance with the CODE and
design specifications.

The Quality Assurance Manager is ultinately responsible for ali S-E-Co.
inspectors and the selection of services from any sublet nondestructive
companies that may be required. Selection of subcontracted engineering
ser' ices will be the responsibility of the Vice President of Engineering
and the Quality Assurance Manager.

The Quality Assuran e Manager has the authority to stop a project at any
time if quality assurance requirements have been violated.

The Quality Assurance Department, under the direction of the Quality
Assurance Manager, functions Independently from any other operating
depa rtmen t . The prinary function of the Quality Assurance Department is
to evaluate the quality as;urance and quality control of items in order
to assure strict compliance wi th the CODE, S-E-Co. drawings, speci fica-
tions and procedures.

Organizational charts illustrating the structure of Stock Equipment
Company are presented in the following pages.
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D. Desinn Control

Upon acceo ance of an order, contract encineeri-in will relay conpleter

order information including desian specifications and special req u i re-
ments to the Chief Engineer. These documents will be reviewed and
recorded in Engineering. The design specifications will also be
reviewed with Management, Engineering Supervision, Contract Encineering
and Quality AssJrance.

A Project Enqineer(s) will review the order desico specifications to
comoare and ensure that specifications are in accordance with all
coverning regulations and codes. All discrenancias will be repo r t ed

to the Contract's Manager for discussion with the owner and necessary
order revisions will be processed as above.

All desien chances will be documented and referred to the Con t ra c t
Manager for discussion and clearance with the owner.

The Project Engineer is responsible for assemblyinn all the necessary
drawings, documentation, calculacions and bills of naterial. All
details subassenblies, systens drawings, and bills of naterials are
checked by an assicned checker fo r accuracy, clarity, procedures,
certifications and inspection prccedures. All chances are referred to
the Project Enoineer for review, approval and channe.

Design reports, when required, are checked by individuals other than
those who performed the oricinal design,

cinal design and production drawings are subnit ted to the P;uality
/,,arance Manager nr designee for review and approval. All rec ui re d
inspection, exaninstion or testing operations that rust be performed
are tabulated on a " Quality Bill of Material", for detali parts. Th is
list, along with the production drawings, will then be used by the
Proauctico Department for developing Manufacturinc C rders upon release
of tae r.oject for nanufacture.

E. 00:unent Control

3rawinns , procedures and other records renui red for full documentat ion
ca r ry revision notations. Any and all such revised documen cs are issued
complete with revision notices to all recorded receipients of previous
documents. Revision notices are sioned and returned to the originator
to record receipt of the reissued docunent and that those obsoleted have
been destroyed.

F. Procurenent

Purchase orders include all technical inforration and ins t ructions. They
specifically re fe rence and include priots of all drawi.cs and procedures
involved, includinn correct revision letters.

285 003
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Source 'nspections, certifications, and other vender responsibilities
are spec'fically stated on the face of the purchase order or the
appropriate procedure and part print at tached to the purchase order.

When required, purchase orders will be reviewed and approved by the
Quality Assurance Manager to ensure that all code and contract require-
ments are noted.

The Quality Assurance Department will advise Purcahsing of the ability
of vendors to meet quali ty standards. The Ouality Assurance Department
maintains performance histories of all vendors. In addition, the
de pa r tmen t review; and/or audits annually those vendors whose quality
assurance proqrams are commensurate with that ream i ad for an Approved
Vendor's status.

G. Man u f a c t u r in g Control

The Enqineering Department is responsible for preparing the necessary
engineering releases prior to sending a job to the Production Depart-
ment. Once released, it is then routed throuqh Processinn, and Pro-
duction and Inventory :'ont of where an expanded sequence of operations

(Manufacturina Order) s made using engineerinc drawings and quality
Bills of Material. Where requi red by Code or governing regulations ,
the 0.uali y Assurance Manager will review and approve the Manufacturingt

Order, prior to its release for manufacture.

The Manufacturing Order w ill accompany the parts throughout their
processing. Individuals responsible for each .peration performed on
the items, will initial or Insert their employee number, verifying and
identifying completion of the operation. The parts will oe inspected
by qualified inspector at designated check or inspection points.
Acceptable items are noved to the next ooeration for proctssing or to
final production inspection and stockroom. Unacceptable iters are tagged
with a " Defective Material Tag" and segregated fron production flow.

Ali items are identified as directed by the engineerino drawing or
cuality assurance procedure in the specified manner to positively identify
the part and not be detrinental to it. Where required, parts in addition
to the S-E-Co. part number, parts will also be identified with their
heat number or a material identification number for full traceability.
Material including weld naterial which require full traceability, is
under the jurisdiction of the Quality Assurance Decartment. The
department ruintains certifications and records and authorizes
issuance of the naterial.

H. Non-con fo rmance

Non-conformances ray be discovered at any tine, not limited to, but
includinq the following:

1) Receiving inspections.

2) Manufacturing - In process inspection

3) Outside vendor manufacturing inspections

9QC O<J~O|LvJ
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4) Assembly
5) Test

Af ter non-conformances are discovered, the process of documentation,
segregation, disposition and preventive correct ive action follow
in that order. Documen tat ion of the non-con formance is provided with
a Non-conforminn Material Report. The final disposition based on

desion data provided by Engineering is rendered by the Quality Assur-
ance Manager. Conditions adverse to quality or non confirminn
material which fails to meet ASME code or governing renulation spec-
Ifications are immediately identified, documented, segrenated and not
further processed until a procedure for remedyinn the deficiency or
proper disposition has taken place. Significant conditions adverse to
CLality are reported to the President of the Company.

I. I n,sp,e,c t i on

Receivino, shop, and vendor inspections, and personnel performing
ins trument calibrat ion are performed by quali fied inspectors from the
Quality Control Departnent. The Chief Inspector in charge of the
de ca r tne n t reports directly to the Ouality Assurance Manager. Only
measuring equipment belonginn to and used by the Quality Control
Department are used for final product veri fi ca t ion. All S-E-Co. cwned
and employee owned measurino equipment are under a calibration proncam.
Periodic calibration of reasurino equipment is performed by qualified
individuals of the Quality Control Department to known standards whose
accuracies are traceable to the National Standards. Records and
ccllbration starus are maintained by the Quality Control Department
and labeled on each individual instrument.

J. Audits

The Quality Assurance Manager is responsible for scheduling systen audits
for determinino the ef fectiveness of the (uality Assurance Program.
Audits are performed by trained individuals who are independent of the
areas or functions audits. Monthly audits are condocted for various
functions and results are documented and reported to the Quality Assur-
ance Mananer and Conpany Mananement. The Quality Assurance Manager is
responsible for assurino that required corrective actions or improvements
have been accomplished by the respons ible department supervisors.

K. Records

Pernanent records includinn all requi red tes ts , speci ficat ions , pro-
cedures and Codes shall be naIntained in the 0.A.D.

No document shall be removed f rom the 0. A.D. without a suitable ent ry
nade renardinn the date of removal, person to whom assioned, and
identification of specificat ion, procedure, or CODE that has been
removed.

285 0;3
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In addition to the above-mentioned permanent file, there shall be
one or more duplicates of operating procedures which are to be used
as wor;ing copies by the various engineerinn, manufacturino, and
inspection croups. Written records shall be maintained as to the
identity of the specifications, date of issuance and the department
responsible for the use and preservation of these workinn copies.

285 01'.
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XI
POSTLLATED ACCIDENT ANALYSES

The S-E-Co. 'id Radwaste System has incorpotated designs and"

safeguards to , event ccuidants from occurring, whether from equipment
malfunction, o- from operator error. Where the possibility of such
occurrences would be feasible, equipnent design has been pro"'ded
(where possible) to prevent such accidents from having an adverse
a f fect upon the sta tion's envi ronment.

The following section discusses various features provided wi th the
S-E-Co. Solid Radwaste Syst.m for preventing accidents and indicates
possille corrective actions for hypothetical cases.

A. Solidification

A major aspect when evaluating the envi ronmental impact as a result
of a postulated accident is the assurance that the solidified waste

form contains no free liquid which would require technical difficulties
for cleanup and decontam; nation. This would have particular importance
in the transport of the solidi fied waste to burial sites. The S-E-Co.
Solid Radwaste System has incorporated many safeguards against the
possibility of free-standing water from occuring. The implemcnta tion
of Process Control Programs and the qualification of pre-tested solidi-
fication formulas with the particular waste stream to be solidified
will help assure that f ee-standing water will not result. The equip-
ment supplied by Stock Equiprent Company provides the accuracy, control,
and reliability that the process can be run within the parameters
controlled by the S-E-Co. equiprent. The incorporation of numerous
interlocks and automatic operations help preclude the possibility of
operator error. In addition, should an error occur and the process
be run outside of the limits specified by the pre-tested solidification
formulas, the S-E-Co. equipment provides a means of remote re-opening
of the drum and movement to an area such as the drum inspection and
labeling station for examination of the drum and evaluation as to

whether solidification criteria has been met.

B. Travelling Bridge Crane

The travelling bridge crane provides for precise transport and
handling of 55 gallon drums in the radwaste processing area, the high
and low level storage areas, and the truck loading area. The crane
is renotely operated f rom the control stat ~on utilizing a closed-
circuit television system, a grab clevation display and status indi-
cating lights. Crane controls for operation of the grab, hoist,
trolley, and bridge are located for ease of operation and spring-
return to the "of f" posi tion uoon release. Numerous design
features have been provided wi th the crane to assure safe-reliable
ope ra t ion .
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Two separate power and control circuits with separate high and
low speed motn s have been provided to assure that an electrical
failure in a n one circuit will not prevent remote completion of
an operation .r movement of the crane to a safe maintenance area.
The power, control, and television caoles are multiple conductor
in compilance with IEEE Standards for Qualify Class IE Equipment.
They have been provided with specially designed cabic handling
equi pren t to assure long 1?fc. The c.51.3 are cut to length and have
quick disconnect receptacles to minimize replacement time should a
failure occur. In the eventuality of a total power failure, a
portable power generatur could be connected to the control station
to complete crane operation m til power has been restored. This
type of corrective action would not require maintenance personnel to
be exposed to rad!ation !;vels above plant background.

The cameras utilized for the closed-circuit television system are
located on the crane. An upward viewing camera with cross-hairs
is mounted on the trolley to view the ove head ta~get grid system.
This camera along with the drum location board ailows the operator
to know where the crane is located and allows positioning to within
1/4". A downward viewing camera mounted on the drum grab assists
the operator when operating the hoist and provides visual verifi-
cation of drum clamping with the grab. This camera is also utilized
to inspect the top heads of drums for contamination prior
to thei r removal f rom the drum process enclosure. Two cameras
with remote horizontal tilt are mounted on the crane's bridge.
These cameras allow the operator to monitor operations, survey the
radwaste arec, and maintain his perspective as to the location and
for dynamic usage. They have been shock tested and vibration

tested to withstand 10 Gs horizontal and 20 Gs vertical fo rce
loading. They can be remote focused to within 3 Inches and can be
used in areas where lighting is as low as 5 lumens. This feature
allows all necesstry lighting for the radwaste area to be mounted
on the crane. Thus, any lighting problems can be corrected in a
safe maintenance area.

The cameras on the crane also allow the operator to inspect the
radwaste processing area and high and low level storage areas. In
the eventuality that a drum has fallen over in any of these areas, the
operator can accurately determine its location and orientation. A
drum uprighting fixture has been provided with the crane to attach to
the grab. This allows remote correction wi thout maintenance exposurc.

Redundant interlocks have been provided to prevent high speed
operation of the bridge and trolley unless loads have been raised to
the " full-up" position. In this position, the grab and its load
(drum) will clear all permanent objects under the crane and is
supported to eliminate swinging. The grab elevation readout and
drum location board also provides the operator with the location of
the grab in relation to permanent obstacles in the radwaste areas.
In addition, the surveillance cameras can be utilized to monitor
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transport for preventing collisions with obstructions.

Redundant interlocks are also provided to limit hoist travel to
within design parameters and preventing the accidental release of
suspended drums. Load sensing devices have been prov:ded with a
redundant motor-operated clamp actuator to provide positive load
release. Possible failures of this system would iot result in
unintentional load release.

The crane has been designed to accept collisions into end stops with-
out damage. Redundant Ilmit switch systems have been provided to first
cut nower of the high-speed motor and then the low speed motor as the
bridge or trolley approaches its operating limits. The crane is also
equipped with compression-type shock absorbers to minimize possible
impact.

_C . Decanting Station

The decanting station is a compact assembly of components which are
mounted on both sides of a 12-inch thick steel shield wall. Mounted
on the safe side of the wall are all motors, four-way ai r valves ,
air cylinders, controls, and as many of the gear reducers as is
possible. On the hot side cf the wall are the decanting tank, the
pumping ends of the metering and decanting pumps, and pipe :aanifolding.
All these components have been desir,ned for ease of removal to
minimize any possible maintenance time.

The decanting station is remotely operated from the control console.
Controls provided incorporate positive operator initiated actions
and Interlocks to assure safe reliable operation. Indicating devices,
gauges and an Illuminated graphics display Informs the operator as to
equiprent status, feed flows, valve positions (closed-open) and the
process operation being performed. Alarm annunciations are also
provided to alert the operator of malfunctions.

Indicating gauges have been provided for mcnitoring flush water
pressure and machinery alc pressure. Connections for these are provided
on the safe side of the shield walls, in the eventuality of loss of
either of these systems, portable air compressors and/or water
supplies could be brought in. Should loss of the air supply occur,
all valves and the metering pump fall-safe to the " closed" position.

Failure of any components on the " hot" side of the shield wall would
result ir exposure of maintenance personnel . However, the exposure
incident to personnel should be less than 100 m. rem /hr. providing
flushing operations are performed. Components on the hot side of the
wall are compact assemblics and designed to facIIItate removal and
installation. Piping is provided with flanged connections to minimize
assembly time. Should a problem occur, such as a line break, maintenance
time for repair should be less than one (1) man-hour. The overhead
crane can be utilized for removal of damaged lines by attaching an
auxiliary book to the crane's grab. This will minim!ze exposure to
maintenance personnel from handling the contar~'ated IInc.

9fU O)kud-
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A break in a process line used for radioactive wastes would result
in tha release of contaminat<,s. This would primarily be confined
to tFe decanting station " call" and would require portable equip-
ment for decontcmination and cleanup. (See Fig. No. 6 in Appendix)

Process lines provider' with a typical S-E-Co. System as Indicated in
Figure No. 6 (Append'.x) contain a maximum of 1-1/4 gallon in any one
pipe section. Expcsure incident to personnel would be dependent upon
the specific wasto stream and the concentration of radionuclides and
activity associated with it.

The use of portable shields aad sound health physics judgments for
cleanup operations will minimize exposure to personnel. All equipment
is capabic of decontamination by hosing to minimize any residual
contamination to their exteriors.

D. Drumming Station

The drumming station is also a compact assembly of components located
on the " hot" and " safe" side of a 12-inch thick steel shleid wall.
Located on the safe side are all motors, 4-way air valves, valve
operators, and as many of the gear reducers as is pr actical . On
the hot side of the wall are the pumping end of the concentrated
waste metering pump, and associated components of the drum process
enclosure.

Operation of the station is controlled remotely at the control
console. Controls and indicating devices provided allow for manual
or automatic processing operations and inform the operator cf equipment
status and operation.

The drum prscess enclosure allows for the uncapping, filling, re-
capping and tumbli g sequence of operations to be perforred in a
totally isolated area. The enclosure is connected to the station's
radioactive vent and drcin systems. This prevents the release of
any contaminates to the station's environment as a result of drumming
operations.

Multiple interlocks and safety devices have been pro /ided to assure
proper operation. Should a malfunction occur resulting in the spilling
of waste within the drum process enclosure, spray systems can be
remotely operated to flush the enclosure and/or drum. Residual
contamination of the enclosure can be minimized by utilizing decon
solutions, i f necessary. The connection of the enclosure to the drain
system has been provided with a drain trap. This trap is easily
removed and may be placed into a S5 gallon drum for subsequent disposal
should trapped solids such as cement plug the trap.

$1nce concentrated waste feed lines (not supplied by S-E-Co.) require
heat tracing for maintaing waste temperature, a thermocouple has been
provided to monitor waste temperature. This thermocouple is inter-
locked with control and alarm circuitry to prevent filling operations
of waste in excess of 180 F. A gauge has also been provided on the
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control console to allow the operator to monitor concentrated waste
tempe ra t a res . In the eventuality of Interlock failure ard filling
operations of waste in excess of 180 F, the operator can stop the
processing operation - remove the drum's cap and thereby prevent
possible pressurization of the drum. Aerosoles released are vented
to the station's radioactive vent system.

In the eventuality of a malfunction resulting in a drum falling inside
the enclosure, it would be necessary for the access doors on the
enclosure to be opened. Prior to doing this, the enclosure's spray
systems could be utilized to remove sources of radiation. This would
isolate the major source for exposure to the drum should filling
already be completed. The radiation monitor at the enclosure would
also provide relevant Information for health physics Judgments. Port-
able shielding and mechanical extensions could be utilized for uprighting
or attaching lines to the drum, as required, minimizing exposure to
personnel.

Should it be necessary to remove the drum f rom the exposure, it could
be pulled out through a door opening. Once removed, it would not be
necessary to manually upright the drum. This would be accomplished
with the crane using the drum uprighting fixture. The drum could then be
remotely transported to the drum inspection and labeling station or
elsewhere for inspection of damage.

L. High and Low Level Drum Storage Areas

The high and low level storage area should never require entry by
maintenance personnel. In the eventuality that an accident has
occurred in these areas, the most feasible type of occurrence would
be that of a drum falling over. Under these circumstances, an oper-
ator at the control console would utilize the crane's camera system
to note the exact location and orientation of the drum. The crane
would then be moved .o a safe maintenance area where the drum up-
righting fixture could be installed. With this fixture, the operator
is then able to remotely upright and relocate the fallen drum.
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REFERENCE Penuest by P.C. Willians of. July 9,_in73

Axial Comoression, Stackinn and Burst Pressure Tests on 55 aallon Druns.
TITLE _

l.0 OBJECT

te ;crenoth of 55 callon drums is annle for stackino in decay1.1 Prove that h

vaults and storace silos.

1.2 Determine the burst pressure of fixed :ind renovable head drums.

2.0 PESUL3

2.1 A 16 aaae 17C drum supported a net axial load of 16,4f 0 nounds before
vieldinc. The dron he i cht was col l arsec' 10-1/2 inches yet it did not

leak.

2.2 A water 'illed 16 aaoc fixed head drun surnorted three drums which
weighed 2981 lbs. when stacked in a 25 inch scuare storace silo.

2.3 A 16 aaoe fixed head drun began leakinq at an internal pressure of
00 rsio.

2.4 A 16 cane drum with a 16 cane renovable head began leakinc when the

nasket blew out at h5 esin.

2.5 A 16 cane drum with an 18 cace renovable head began leakina at 12 osio.
fbnut 1/3 of the head peripherv rooped out of the retainino ring at
24 osiq.

3.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMFNDATIONS

3.I Based on the above results, typical 16 caqe druns filled with cemented
radwaste can be stacked four high with a larae maroin of safety. There
will be no deformation of the drun head seans.

3.2 Internal pressure in tight h(ad drums should be minimized to orevent
distortion of the head. Based on the di'ficulth ' ve ri in obtaininq

a tiaht head seal and on the weakness o' the joint, renovable head drums
should not be used unde r pressure.

a b{ein e)stu u d'. h
't
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on 55 callen Drums

4.0 DISCUSSION

4.1 Axial Comoression Test

A new 16 gaae 55 gallon fixed head steel drun manufactured to 0.0.T.
Af -rSpecification 17C by Jones & Laughlin Steel Company was tested. t

a 3/h inch nice elbcw had been brated to the center of the bottom head,
the drum was olaced between the platens of a 600 ton conoression testing

nachine. The botton head flance periphery was placed on a rina of flat
steel blocks and the drum was corpletely filled with water. A hose
connected to the pipe elbow was filled with water to a high point 19 feet

above the drun botton. From this hiah coint, which was vented to at-
mosphere, water could overflow to the drain.

A spider fabricated from 1/4 inch dianeter hot rolled steel rod was
placed on the top head flange. The spider arrangenent, which is shown
in Fig. 2, simulated the etcht points of contact with four drums in a
stacked array on 26 inch centers. A steel plate approximately 30 x 30 x
l-3/8 inches weighing 359 pounds was placed on top of the spider. The
upper platen of the test machine applied the primary load to this plate.
Deflection of the drun was reasured with a spring-loaded steel tare attached

to the nachine cross head.

Primary load was observed at 1000 pound intervals to 10.000 rounds,
2000 pound intervals to the yield point at 10,5fs0 pounds. At yield, the

upper cylindrical cortion of the shell flattened in five evenly spaced
triangular shaped planes. The base of these triangular planes lav at the
intersection of the upper chine ring with the upper cylindrical portion.
After the shell yielded the load drorped sharply. Load was then increased
in inc.enents of deformation until the drum heicht had been reduced by
10-1/2 inches. After yleiding the upper chine ring folded flat and
bulged outward. The center cylindrical shell portion then developed
five flattened triangular areas and the l&ver chine rino folded similarly
to the upper ring. The load deflection clot shown in Fla. I has two
curves which illustrate both the elastic deflection characteristic and
the plastic collapse which followed. Variations in the collapse curve
correlate wi th various stages in the folding crocess. The static nead
of water, 7.8 psiq, acting over a 22.5 inch drun diameter exerted an up-
ward force of approxinately 3100 lbs. This resulted in a net axial load
of 16,460 on the drum walls at yield.

Although the drum was severely distorted bv this test there vere no leaks
f rom the internal water pressure. The loncitudinal shell sean was severely

folded yet showed no signs of separation. Neither top nor botton shell

to head seams were deforned. The eloht load contact points with the ton
head sean were Indcoted .020/.050 deep. Final arrearance of the drum
af ter testino is shown in Fig. 2.
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6.2 Drum Stackino Test
_

Four 12 inch channels were-attached to a base plate formina a 25 inch
souare section silo. A new 16 qage steel fixed head D.O.T. 17C

55 gallon drun was filled 90*, with wate r, caaped and positioned in the
botton of the silo. The S-E-Co. radwaste crane and drum qrab were used
to stack three druns, which had been filled with sand and water, on
sp of the test drum. These sand filled rerovable head drums weighed*

973, 974 and 936 lbs. respectively. Each was louered into the sllo
at maxinun drun grab speed. The drums were renoved and carefully

examined after the test. None of the drums showed any damage. The

test drum did not leak. A photo of the test silo, drums and S-E-Co.

drun grab is shown in Flo. 3

4.3 Burst Te_st - Fixed Head Drun

A new drum, as described in 4.1, was completely filled with water throuch
a fittino in the dr m cap. The drun heads bowed then extended the first
fold of the head-side scan as water pressure gradually increased. There
was no change in apoearance of the drun sides as the heads deforned into
ellipsoida' shares. At 90 pslo a leak developed at the ton head sean
due to unrollino of the seam. The leak occurred where the lonqitudinal

seans were rolled into the ton sean. Appearance of the drun after the
test shows in Fla. 4

4.6 Bur:t Test __ Penovable Head Drums

4.4.1 A new 16 gaqe removable head drum per D.O.T. Speci fication 17H,
55 gallon canacity, was used. The removable head was 16 qage
steel .062 inch thickr.ess. Since the object of the test was to
determine the burst strength, several gaskets and sealants were
tried to obtain a good head seal. A 3/8 inch square sponge

rubber rino bonded to the head with Ceneral Electric R.T.V.
Silicone was finally used. The drum was completely filled with
water through a connection brazed to the center of the cylindrical
shell IPO dearees from the longitudinal sean. As rressure gradually

increased, both top and botton heads bowed and unrolled similarly
to the fixed head drun. Since the top head connection of a re-
novable head drum is much weaker than the connection of a fixed
head, leakage developed at only 45 psia. The leak was located at
the joint in the clamp ring and was due to the gasket blowing out.
A photooraph of the leaking drum af ter test is t'own in Flo. 5.

4.4.2 The test was then repeated, except that an 18 gage steel head
.051 with thickness was used. The head bowed readily and began

kI
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leaking at 12 psig. It burst open at 24 osia. The failure
initiated at the joint in the clampino rino as before. In
contrast to the 16 gage head failure which was quite locallred,

the joint opened up about 120 deorees
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STOCK EQUIPMENT CO.
CLEVELAND. OHIO

BY _ D_. .C ._ Ma r s h- _ __ ] - ._ _ __ TEST REPORT No. 48

7/13/73 PAGE.I OF. 6hdhe_ -APPROVED _/ D ATE _.v
P. C. Willians

REFERENCE __ Request of P. C. Willi ans on 6/25/73
_

TITLE _ ____Res i n HanJ l i ng Abi l i ty of S-E-Co. 1-Z3960 Radwaste Punp
_ _

1.0 I NT RO D U,C_T I O N

S-E-Co. Model 1-Z3960 is designed to pump accurately netered volumes of
liquid radioactive wastes. It is a unique piston-type design nounted on
a 12' thick steel radiation shield wall. Stepped operating rods connect
the pump to a multiple air cylinder actuator located on the safe side of
the shield. Servicing of purp wearing parts and packing is acconplished
through plugs in the shield thereby protectina maintenance personnel
from radiation and avoiding necessity for decontaninating the decanting
tank and other equipment. Flush water connect ions at the pump cylinder

permit flushing of the purp cavity and piping.

2.0 OBJECT

The object of this test was to determine the ability of the design to
deliver dcnineralizer resin slurries under adverse nditions. The test
piping and pump were intentionally plugged with resi.1s to detErnine
whether flow could be re-established after incorrect operation procedures
were followed.

3.0 _R_E_S U LT S

3.1 After intentionally plugging the purp and test loop (164.1 equivalent
feet of 1 1/2" pipe) plus up to 6 days of settling time, normal
circulation was easily re-established.

Restarting the pump and in sone cases injecting I to 2 gallons of
40 PSIG flush water into the inlet pips.1g was all that was necessary
to clear the loop.

3.2 The runp, when restarted after being intentionally plugged, always
began to cycle even though the inlet piping was plugged. The pump
and valve configur3 tion, therefore, eliminated packing of resins
that could prevent pump operation.

3.3 After failure to re-establish flow and before injection of flush
water, a centrifugal pump was used to boost inlet pressure. It

was of no assistance because the slurries tested were too thick to
be handled by the cent ri fugal purp.

285 037
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3.4 When the re .;n tank nixer was shut down allowing the beads to settle,

Radwaste c ,p dalivery decreased. Delivery would cont inue unt il

subst intial' ei of the heads had settled.

4.0 .CO.N. r DJ S I ON S

'inde l 1-Z3960 Radwaste Pump will operate very successfully on bead resins
when installed in the full S-E-Co. Radwaste Disposal Syster. If the resin

feed systen and pump plug with resins due to operator error or eauipment
na! function, introduction of a small cuantity of flush water into the inlet
line will clear the systen.

5.0 _c_i S Cus S I ON

5.1 Test Set-up

Photographs showing the 1-Z3960 pump and test arrangenent are shown
in Figures 1 - 4 inclusive. Piping dimensions and elevations are
shown in Figure 5,

Inlet piping leading from the conical botton of the 400 gallon resin
tank to the test pump incluJed:

one (1) 2" X 1 1/2" reducer
three (3) 1 1'2" ball valves

one (1) 1 1/2" tee (run to branch)
two (2) 1 1/2" tee (run)
four (4) 1 1/2" union
seven (7) I 1/2" 90 std. ell
one (I) I 1/2" gate valve
23.6 feet i 1/2" sch. 40 galvanized pipe

The discharge piping returning from the test pump to the top of the
400 gallon resin tank included:

4.0 feet 1" sch. 40 galvanized pipe

one (1) 1" union

one (1) 1" X 1 1/2" increaser
one (1) 1 1/2' gate valve

five (5) 1 1/2" 900 std. ell
30.7 feet i 1/2' sch. 40 galvanized pipe

Converting these fittings to equivalent lengths of I 1/2" schedule
40 pipe using the methods of Crane Co. Technical Paper No. 410:

inlet piring = 79.7 feet
Discharge piping = 8k.4 f eet

e-me
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5.? Procedure

The 400 gallon tank was filled with 157 gallons of used bead-type
demineralizer t esins plus additional water. The resins were allowed
to settle under the water so that the pumping of various free water
to resin ratios could be evaluated. After a desi red f ree water ratio
had been established, the tank mixer was operated to establish a
uni f orm slurry. Slurries containing 5.8 to 26 percent free water
were tested. The pump was then started and the resin circulated
through the test piping loop using atmospheric inlet pressure. The

pump and mixer were shut down for periods ranging f rom I minute to
6 days. For some runs , the piping and pump were flushed with water
before shutting down. This was accomplished by closing Valve V-1
as shown on Figure 5 and admitting water while the pump continued
operating.

For several runs, the system was shut down without flushing. Resin
then settled in the piping, particularly the vertical run to the
top of the 400 gallon tank. Under all conditions tested the pump

was able to clear this solid slug in the discharge piping. Photographs
illustrating the initial break up of this resin slug are shown in
Figures 6 and 7 Normal slurry delivery is shown in Figures 8 and 9

Du ring some runs, the mixer was shut down while the pump continued
to operate. As the resin settled, pump delivery gradually decreased
and stopped as the inlet piping blocked up. The pump continued cycling
as delivery ceased. In one case the pump continued del *vering resins
at a reduced rate af ter substantially all the free water in the system

had collected above the settled beads.

When the systen had been plugged either by stopping the mixer or by
not flushing before shutting down the pump, the blocked inlet pipe
was cleared by admitting water at 40 PSIG as described above. One
to two gallons of flush water was suf ficient to re-establish normal
s lu rry flow. In no case did the pump piston fill with resin and

become jamned so that it could not cycle. Pump air supply pressure
was regulated to 60 PSIG for all tests.
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'it.ST PROCEDUdt FOR
16 Ca. l' Ticht IMad Drums with 4" Screw ~ Fittine

A test was conducted today on August 11,1977 a t the United States Steel Products Division,
14700 llarva:-d Avenue, Dolton, Illinois, using the following drums f or tests:

Test Dot Test
flo Pressure Failed Passed Tested Tou

16 ca. 17C Tight IIcad With 4" Fitting in
fynter of llend

llydrostatically tested to: 400 psi #1 (With 60 durome ter
(Used sama drum on both tests) neoprene gasket) (Failed) 430

(2 (With 70 durometer
neoprene gasket x 41#
which was used on

Drop tested at four different quadrants (1 pubsequent tests) x
from 4 ft., striking the concrete at 45 #2 x
angle - illled with 907.. water: #3 x

#4 x (chime failure)
Drop tested at four dif ferent quadrants #1 x
from 4 ft., striking the concrete at 45 #2 x
angle - filled with 907. concrete. #3 x (crease in rniddle coupie

drops of wa ter showed)
#4 x (Additional water showed)

Dropped fla t on its side from 4 f t. onto On side x
concrete - filled with 907, water: On top x
pfed snee drum

18 Ca. 17C Tight llead with 4" Fitting Near
the F.d ry

llydrosta tically tested to: (lio test nade)

Drop tested at fitting from 4 ft., striking
the concrete at 45 angle - filled with
907, water: x

Drop tested at two quadrants frora 4 f t., At 180 x
striking the concretc at 45 angle -
filled with 907. cement: A 0 x

'0/18 Ga. 17E Tight IIcad With 4" Fitting Ncar
the rdre

!!ydrostatically tested to: Used same #1 15# x 15#
drum on both tests: #2 20# x * 21#

Dropped flat on its side f rom 4 f t. onto #1 x
concrete - filled with 907. water: #2 x
(Used same drum on 3 tests) #3 x (Bottom metal at knuckle

Dropped f rom 4 f t. onto concrete at 45

angle on the fitting at top chime -

filled with 907. wa ter: ** x

* 4" v!cw shows 205 because 16 had been released before decision e da to shou, this vict
.i* Dripping seen is f rora ua ter on liiting sling. d3 0 /! 5


